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Notation
In this chapter, we fix some basic notations used throughout this thesis.
By Ω we denote a domain which is an open, connected and bounded sub-
set of Rn with Lipschitz continuous boundary. In the context of finite element
discretizations, we additionally assume that Ω has a polygonal boundary. The
usual Sobolev norms for the spaces Hr(Ω) are denoted by ‖ · ‖r and their re-
striction to a measurable set A ⊂ Ω is denoted by ‖ · ‖r;A. Likewise, we denote
the corresponding semi-norms by | · |r and | · |r;A, respectively. For ΓD ⊂ ∂Ω,
we denote by HrΓD (Ω) the space of functions from H
r(Ω) that have vanishing
trace on ΓD, whenever this is well defined.
We denote by T a triangulation of the domain Ω. That is a partition of Ω into
simplicial or quadrilateral cells T ∈ T such that ⋃T∈T T = Ω and |T ∩ T ′| = 0
for all T 6= T ′ ∈ T where | · | denotes the Lebesgue measure in Rn. Furthermore,
we assume that the triangulation is shape regular, i.e. the ratio of the diameter
and largest inscribed ball into a cell T ∈ T is uniformly bounded. We call a
triangulation admissible if for two cells T 6= T ′ ∈ T their intersection T ∩ T ′
is either empty or a lower dimensional face of T and T ′. For example, in two
dimensions an admissible grid does not have any hanging nodes.
By E we denote the (n−1)-dimensional faces and by V we denote the vertices
of the triangulation. We denote by PkT the polynomials up to degree k on the
element T ∈ T . Then, we define a finite element space by
PkT := {u ∈ C(Ω) : u|T ∈ PkT for all T ∈ T }.
In case we wish to include zero boundary conditions on some part ΓD ⊂ ∂Ω
into the finite element space, we use the notation
PkT ,ΓD := {u ∈ PkT : u|ΓD = 0} = PkT ∩H1ΓD (Ω). (1)
In case ΓD = ∂Ω, we abbreviate this with PkT ,0.
For a face in E at the boundary ∂Ω, by n we denote the outward unit vector.
For a Hilbert space H, we denote its norm by ‖ · ‖H and its scalar product
by (·, ·)H . For the Hilbert space H = L2(Ω), we omit the subscript H , so that
(·, ·) denotes the L2(Ω)-scalar product. In case f ∈ H ′ is an element of the
corresponding dual space and v ∈ H, we often write the application of f to v
by the dual pairing
〈f, v〉 := f(v).
For two real numbers a, b ∈ R, we denote with a . b that there is a generic
constant c > 0 such that a ≤ cb. Usually the constant c depends e.g. on the
domain or a polynomial degree. However, it is important that it is independent
v
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of some other parameters which depend on the context and will be explained in
the text. A common example is the mesh size h. Likewise, we denote by a ∼ b
that a . b and a & b.
Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis is mainly concerned with new adaptive schemes for convection-
diffusion and transport equations. To this end, this chapter provides a short
overview of the field. First of all, the interest in these equations is motivated by
some applications. Then, we recall the analytical theory and some well-known
numerical schemes for these problems. Finally, an overview of adaptive methods
for elliptic problems is presented.
1.1 The convection-diffusion problem
We consider adaptive discretizations of the convection-diffusion problem
Au = −∆u+ b · ∇u+ cu = f in Ω
u = 0 on ∂Ω
(1.1)
with zero boundary conditions, where Ω ⊂ Rn is a bounded domain. Our main
interest is in problems for which   ‖b‖L∞ . In order to gain some insight for
new approaches for the convection-diffusion problem, it will be instructive to
consider the limiting case for → 0, the so called reduced problem,
b · ∇u+ cu = f, (1.2)
which is a pure transport problem without any diffusion. Since this is a first
order equation, we can only prescribe boundary conditions on a part of the
boundary, called the inflow boundary, which is defined below.
1.2 Applications
As a motivation for the interest in convection-diffusion problems, we first con-
sider two example applications.
1.2.1 Discretization of the Navier-Stokes equation
One of the most important applications of convection-diffusion equations is their
use as a tool for the solution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, see
e.g. [CM93, Tem84]. Given a region Ω, they describe the velocity u(x, t) and
1
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pressure p(x, t), at positions x ∈ Ω and times t, of a fluid or gas inside Ω and
are given by
ut − ν∆u+ (u · ∇)u+∇p = f
∇ · u = 0
with some additional initial and boundary conditions. The quantity f represents
the body forces on the flow and the scalar parameter ν ∼ 1Re scales like the
reciprocal of the Reynolds number Re. Note here already that in many practical
applications this number can be very large up to scales as Re ∼ 1010 and larger.
A common first step in the numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equation
is to discretize the time variable whereas the spatial variables are still kept
continuous. Since the Navier-Stokes equation is parabolic in nature one uses
implicit schemes. As a simple example, we take the implicit Euler scheme,
which, for the time step ∆t, yields
un+1 − un
∆t
− ν∆un+1 + (un+1 · ∇)un+1 +∇pn+1 = f
∇ · un+1 = 0.
Here, un is the known approximation of u(·, n∆t), which is the function u
depending on the spatial variables at the fixed time n∆t. Likewise, un+1 is
the yet unknown approximation for the next time-step. The difficulty with
this approach is that one obtains a nonlinear problem which can be avoided by
using a semi-implicit scheme instead, where in the convection term one un+1 is
replaced by the solution un at the previous time step. This yields
un+1 − un
∆t
− ν∆un+1 + (un · ∇)un+1 +∇pn+1 = f
∇ · un+1 = 0.
Reordering the terms in this equation gives
−ν∆un+1 + (un · ∇)un+1 + 1
∆t
un+1 +∇pn+1 = f + 1
∆t
un
∇ · un+1 = 0,
which is an Oseen type problem for un+1. Note that un is still an infinite dimen-
sional function in the spatial variables, thus the given problem is a stationary
PDE.
Since these problems are already numerically challenging, as a simplified
model problem one often considers scalar valued functions u(x) instead so that
the last equation becomes a convection-diffusion problem. Now, one interest in
convection-diffusion problems is that many results for those simpler equations
carry over to the full Oseen problem.
1.2.2 Pollutant in a flow
Assume that we have a given flow u, e.g. a solution of the Navier-Stokes equation
from the last section. Now, one wants to model the density ρ of a pollutant in
this flow. To this end, assume one knows its initial distribution ρ0 and wants to
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compute how this density is transported by the flow, i.e. on wants to determine
the density at any later time. One simple model for this problem is given by
the convection-diffusion-reaction equation
∂tρ− ν∆ρ+ u · ∇ρ = 0.
Here, the first term ∂tρ − ν∆ρ stems from a Brownian motion type diffusion
and the last term u · ∇ρ accounts for the transport by the flow field u. As for
the Navier-Stokes equation, a time discretization yields a convection-diffusion
problem. For more details see e.g. [Neu10].
1.3 Well-posedness of the convection-diffusion
equation
In this section, we summarize well-known existence and uniqueness results for
convection-diffusion equations, see e.g. [QV94, Eva98]. In fact the convection-
diffusion equation is a linear second-order and elliptic partial differential equa-
tion, which can be treated by standard theory.
We start with the derivation of the weak formulation. To this end, multi-
plying (1.1) with a test function v ∈ H10 (Ω) and applying Gauss’ theorem, we
obtain the weak form of the convection-diffusion problem (1.1): find u ∈ H10 (Ω)
such that
a(u, v) := (∇u,∇v) + (b · ∇u, v) + (cu, v) = 〈f, v〉 for all v ∈ H10 (Ω).
(1.3)
Generally, by 〈f, v〉 we denote the dual pairing, i.e. 〈f, v〉 := f(v) for a bounded
linear functional f . In the context of convection-diffusion equations, we have
the additional structure that the spaces H10 (Ω) ↪→ L2(Ω) ↪→ H−1(Ω) form a
Gelfand triple. Thus, for f ∈ L2(Ω) ⊂ H−1(Ω) the dual pairing corresponds to
the L2(Ω)-scalar product 〈f, v〉 = (f, v). In order to ensure continuity of the
bilinear form a(·, ·), throughout this thesis we assume that
b ∈W 1,∞(Ω)n, c ∈ L∞(Ω). (1.4)
In fact, the assumptions on b are a little stronger than the requirements for
continuity. However, we need this slightly stronger assumption for the coercivity
later. Using this assumption and the Cauchy-Schwarz estimate one immediately
finds that a(·, ·) is bounded:
a(u, v) ≤ (+ ‖b‖L∞ + ‖c‖L∞) ‖u‖1‖v‖1. (1.5)
Next, we show that a(·, ·) is also elliptic. To this end, note that by applying
Gauss’ theorem to 12 (b · ∇u, u) and using that u has vanishing trace on the
boundary, we conclude that
(b · ∇u, u) = 1
2
(b · ∇u, u)− 1
2
(u,div(bu))
= −1
2
(div(b)u, u).
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Plugging this identity into a(u, u) yields
a(u, u) = (∇u,∇u) +
((
−1
2
div b+ c
)
u, u
)
. (1.6)
To guarantee ellipticity, we assume that there are two constants γ ≥ 0 and
c0 ≥ 0 such that
−1
2
div b+ c ≥ γ, ‖c‖L∞ ≤ c0γ, (1.7)
which yields
a(u, u) ≥ |u|21 + γ‖u‖20. (1.8)
Note that in case γ = 0 it follows that c = 0 whereas c 6= 0 yields that− 12 div b+c
is bounded away from zero. In fact, this is not the most general assumption
to guarantee coercivity, however, it allows simple norm equivalences which are
needed for a-posteriori error estimators. With this assumption and (1.6), we
obtain H10 (Ω)-ellipticity
‖u‖21 ≤ a(u, u) (1.9)
for all u ∈ H10 (Ω). Now, the Lax-Milgram theorem yields the following existence
and uniqueness result.
Theorem 1.3.1. The variational problem (1.3) has a unique solution in H10 (Ω).
We may already note at this point that the ratio
+ ‖b‖L∞ + ‖c‖L∞

of the continuity and coercivity constants, which is an upper estimate for the
condition number of the bilinear form a(·, ·) in the H10 (Ω)-norm, becomes very
large in case  is much smaller than ‖b‖L∞ . As an example, recall from Section
1.2.1 that for the discretization of the Navier-Stokes equation the constant  is
equivalent to the reciprocal of the Reynolds number and thus can be very small.
1.4 The reduced problem
Another direction of study, we will be concerned with, is the pure transport
equation
A0u = b · ∇u+ cu = f. (1.10)
The interest in these problems is twofold. On the one hand, they occur in
applications themselves. On the other hand, they are the limiting equation
of the convection-diffusion problem for  → 0. Since the convection-diffusion
equation poses problems only for small diffusion , by analyzing the transport
equation, we may obtain some hints for the convection-diffusion problem itself,
see e.g. [RST08].
In order to obtain a well-posed problem, we have to specify some boundary
conditions. To this end, we split the boundary into three parts:
Γ− = {x ∈ ∂Ω : n(x) · b(x) < 0} inflow boundary
Γ0 = {x ∈ ∂Ω : n(x) · b(x) = 0} characteristic boundary
Γ+ = {x ∈ ∂Ω : n(x) · b(x) + 0} outflow boundary
(1.11)
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where n(x) is the outward unit vector at x ∈ ∂Ω. Then, we prescribe boundary
conditions only on Γ−:
u = g on Γ−.
In order to state results on existence and uniqueness, we use some problem
specific function spaces. Since they have not yet been introduced, we postpone
a discussion of these results until Section 3.1.
However, in case the coefficients are Lipschitz continuous one can also con-
struct the solutions by the method of characteristics, which replaces the par-
tial differential equation by a system of ordinary differential equations, see e.g.
[Eva98]. To this end, let x(s) be a curve in Ω with a scalar parameter s. Then
the characteristic ordinary differential equations are given by
dx
ds
(s) = b(x(s)),
duˆ
ds
(s) = f(x(s))− c(x(s))uˆ(s).
Now, one readily verifies that a function u defined by u(x(s)) = uˆ(s) solves
the transport equation (1.10) at a point x(s) on the characteristic curve x(·),
namely
b(x(s)) · (∇u)(x(s)) = dx
ds
(s) · (∇u)(x(s)) = d
ds
(u ◦ x)(s)
=
duˆ
ds
(s) = f(x(s))− c(x(s))uˆ(s) = f(x(s))− c(x(s))u(x((s)).
Example 1.4.1. As an example, we solve the simple transport problem(
1 1
)∇u = 1, Ω = (0, 1)2, u = 0 on Γ− (1.12)
with the method of characteristics. For this problem, the inflow boundary con-
sists of the lower and right edges of the unit cube. The curves x(s) are given by
the ODE
dx
ds
(s) =
(
1
1
)
,
which yields
x(s) =
(
1
1
)
s+ x0
with an initial vector x0 ∈ Γ−. Thus, the characteristic curves are just straight
lines parallel to the diagonal, as depicted in Figure 1.1. On each such charac-
teristic the solution solves the ODE
duˆ
ds
(s) = 1
with the initial condition u(0) = 0 because for s = 0 we have x(s) ∈ Γ−, by
construction. This initial value problem is solved by
u(s) = s.
It follows that the solution of the example transport equation are affine linear
functions on lines parallel to the diagonal.
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0 1
1
x(s)
Figure 1.1: Characteristic curves for the transport problem (1.12)
Now, we use the last example for the transport problem to gain some intu-
ition on the solution of convection-diffusion problems.
Example 1.4.2. Let us consider the solution of the convection-diffusion problem
−∆u+ (1 1)∇u = 1, Ω = (0, 1)2, u = 0 on ∂Ω
corresponding to the transport equation in Example 1.4.1. For small  one may
argue that the additional term −∆u has little effect on the solution. Actually,
this holds except for regions close to the characteristic and outflow parts of
the boundary, so that in the remaining part of the domain the solution of the
convection-diffusion problem looks very similar to the one of the correspond-
ing reduced transport problem. However, this solution must satisfy additional
boundary conditions on the characteristic and outflow parts of the boundary.
Therefore, the solution drops rapidly to zero, usually within a distance depend-
ing on  away from the characteristic and outflow boundary. This part of the
solution is called a boundary layer and is typical for solutions of convection-
diffusion equations.
1.5 Variational problems
Motivated by the variational formulation of convection-diffusion problems, we
next recall variational problems, in general. This short summary is mainly used
for presenting some definitions which we use throughout this thesis.
The first ingredient for a variational problem are two Hilbert spaces which
we call X and Y . In addition, we need a bilinear form a : X × Y → R and
a linear functional f ∈ Y ′, where Y ′ is the dual of Y . Then, the variational
problem is given by: find u ∈ X such that
a(u, v) = f(v) for all v ∈ Y. (1.13)
We call X the trial space and Y the test space of the variational problem or
alternatively of the bilinear form a : X×Y → R. Note that we use these names
for infinite dimensional spaces as well as for finite dimensional spaces as used for
numerical approximation. Furthermore, we use the convention that X and Y ,
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eventually endowed with some super- or subscripts, denote trial and test spaces,
respectively.
Each bilinear form a : X × Y → R induces an operator A : X → Y ′ defined
by
(Au)(v) := a(u, v).
Generally, we denote bilinear forms by small letters and the induced operators by
the corresponding capital letters. With such an induced operator, the variational
problem (1.13) is equivalent to the operator equation
Au = f.
Given an operator A : X → Y ′, we can also recover the bilinear form a(·, ·) by
the definition a(u, v) = (Au)(v). As a more convenient notation, we often use
the dual paring 〈·, ·〉 defined by 〈k, v〉 := k(v) for all k ∈ Y ′ and v ∈ Y . With
this notation, we often write a(u, v) = 〈Au, v〉. Since each operator A : X → Y ′
defines a bilinear form, we also often call X the trial space and Y the test space
of A in correspondence of the nomenclature for the corresponding bilinear form.
With the aid of the operator A, we can write the variational problem (1.13) as:
find u ∈ X such that
〈Au, v〉 = 〈f, v〉 for all v ∈ Y.
Such a problem, or the equivalent variational problem (1.13), is called well-posed
if the operator A : X → Y ′ is an isomorphism. In this case the operator A and
A−1 are bounded. However, this is insufficient for the discussion below, which
strongly relies on the condition number
κ(A) := ‖A‖X→Y ′‖A−1‖Y ′→X .
We have already seen in Section 1.3 that this condition number is expected
to be unacceptably high for convection-diffusion problems with   ‖b‖L∞ .
Therefore, as in [DHSW12], we call an operator well-conditioned if
‖A−1‖Y ′→X ≤ 1
c
, ‖A‖X→Y ′ ≤ C, (1.14)
with constants c > 0 and C > 0 of “reasonable size”. What is meant by
“reasonable size” depends on the concrete problem at hand. For example, for
convection-diffusion problems the constants should be independent of the prob-
lem parameters , b, c and the mesh size. For other problems, there is mostly
a generally accepted notion of “reasonable size”. However, we will specify the
concrete meaning where necessary.
One easily verifies that the property (1.14) for arbitrary constants c > 0 and
C > 0 is equivalent to
c‖u‖X ≤ ‖Au‖Y ′ ≤ C‖u‖X
for all u ∈ X which is called a mapping property. In case the operator A is
well-conditioned, we call this mapping property well-conditioned.
Finally, we call a variational problem well-conditioned if it is well-posed and
the operator is well-conditioned.
One major assumption is that the operator A : X → Y ′ is an isomorphism.
The following theorem, which we recall for the sake of completeness, gives an
equivalent condition for the bilinear form a(·, ·), see e.g. [Bra07].
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Theorem 1.5.1. Let X and Y be two Hilbert spaces and let a : X × Y → R
be a bilinear form with corresponding operator A : X → Y ′. Furthermore let
c, C > 0 be two constants. Then, A is an isomorphism with mapping property
c‖u‖X ≤ ‖Au‖Y ′ ≤ C‖u‖X
if and only if the following conditions are satisfied.
1. The bilinear form a(·, ·) is continuous, i.e.
a(u, v) ≤ C‖u‖X‖v‖Y .
2. The bilinear form a(·, ·) satisfies an inf-sup condition, i.e.
inf
u∈X
sup
v∈Y
a(u, v)
‖u‖X‖v‖Y ≥ c.
3. For all 0 6= v ∈ Y there is a u ∈ X such that
a(u, v) 6= 0.
Finally, we recall Petrov-Galerkin methods for the discretization of (1.13).
To this end, let Xh ⊂ X and Yh ⊂ Y be finite dimensional subspaces. Then,
the Petrov-Galerkin method is given by: find uh ∈ Xh such that
a(uh, vh) = f(vh) for all vh ∈ Yh.
The following proposition characterizes the error of this scheme, see e.g. [Bra07].
Proposition 1.5.2. Assume that all conditions of Theorem 1.5.1 hold. Further-
more assume there is a constant cd > 0 such that the discrete inf-sup condition
inf
uh∈Xh
sup
vh∈Yh
a(uh, vh)
‖uh‖X‖vh‖Y ≥ cd (1.15)
is satisfied. Then we obtain the error estimate
‖u− uh‖X ≤
(
1 +
C
cd
)
inf
φ∈Yh
‖u− φ‖X .
According to the last proposition, we call a Petrov-Galerkin scheme stable if
the discrete inf-sup condition (1.15) is satisfied.
1.6 Discretization and stabilization
Although existence and uniqueness can be easily established for convection-
diffusion equations, as we have seen in Section 1.3, their discretization is less
straight forward. In the following, we recall some problems one faces when
discretizing convection-diffusion problems and some well known stabilization
techniques. For a general overview see e.g. [RST08, QV94].
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1.6.1 Difficulties
First, we briefly discuss some problems concerning the discretization of the
convection-diffusion equation (1.3). One well established method for solving
elliptic PDEs is the Galerkin method. In order to apply it to the convection-
diffusion problem assume we have a finite dimensional subspace Xh ⊂ H10 (Ω),
e.g. a finite element space. Applying the Galerkin method leads to the problem:
find uh ∈ Xh such that
a(uh, vh) = 〈f, vh〉 for all vh ∈ Xh.
In view of the coercivity (1.9) and continuity (1.5), the Ce´a-lemma gives the
following error bound for this scheme:
‖u− uh‖H1 ≤ + ‖b‖L∞ + c0γ

inf
φ∈Xh
‖u− φ‖H1 . (1.16)
Note that in the common case   ‖b‖L∞ the constant in front of the best
approximation error is very large which permits the occurrence of the spurious
oscillations which are observed in practice. The constant also deteriorates if
  c0γ, but this problem can easily be overcome by using a suitable energy
norm. That is why we concentrate on the case   ‖b‖L∞ . More precisely, for
a finite element discretization with grid T one defines the local Pe´clet function
by
PeT (x) =
|b(x)|
2
hT , (1.17)
where hT is the diameter of the cell T ∈ T with x ∈ T and | · | is the Euclidean
norm on Rn. Then from a standard Galerkin discretization one expects reason-
able approximations to the true solution only if PeT (x) . 1. Recall that a . b
means that there is a generic constant c such that a ≤ cb. Especially, here and
in the following this constant does not depend on the problem parameters , b
and c and quantities for the resolution of the grid like the diameter hT .
One example is given in Figure 1.2. In Subfigure 1.2a, we have a large Pe´clet
function and we see many non-physical oscillations already for a rather large
choice of . Sub-figure 1.2b shows a numerical solution where the Pe´clet function
is roughly one and one finds a rather good approximation of the true solution.
The problem of the unstabilized Galerkin method is that for   b(x), for x
in a sufficiently large subset A ⊂ Ω, one needs unaffordably high resolutions to
render the plain Galerkin discretization stable. The main part of this thesis is
concerned with discretizations that are stable already for much lower resolutions.
1.6.2 Upwind finite difference schemes
In order to avoid the unphysical oscillations encountered in plain Galerkin ap-
proaches one uses stabilization techniques for the discretization. The simplest
stabilization schemes for convection-diffusion equations are upwind finite differ-
ence schemes, see e.g. [QV94, RST08]. To bring out the essential points, let us
consider the simple 1d problem
−u′′ + bu′ + cu = f in Ω = [0, 1],
with constant coefficients , b, c > 0. Generally, finite difference schemes ap-
proximate the solution uj ≈ u(xj) at some points xj ∈ Ω, j = 1, . . . , N . For
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(a) mesh size 2−4, PeT (x) =
16
(b) mesh size 2−8, PeT (x) = 1
Figure 1.2: Finite element solution for the problem −∆u+ b · ∇u+ u = 1 with
 = 2−8 and b = (1, 1)T . The two pictures show the results of a discretization
with bilinear continuous elements on a uniform quadrilateral mesh with mesh
size 2−4 and mesh size 2−8, i.e. in the second picture the layer is resolved.
simplicity, we assume that these points are uniformly distributed on the unit
interval Ω = [0, 1]. Then, for a finite-difference scheme the derivatives of the
convection-diffusion equation are replaced by finite-difference approximations:
−uj+1 − 2uj + uj−1
h2
+ b
uj+1 − uj−1
2h
+ uj = f(xj), j = 1, . . . , N,
u0 = uN+1 = 0.
(1.18)
This specific method is called a central finite-difference scheme due to the ap-
proximation of the first derivative. Just as for finite element schemes, as dis-
cussed in Section 1.6.1, such an approximation produces severe non-physical
oscillations for large Pe´clet numbers. In order to find a better discretization,
recall that for the pure transport problem (the case  = 0), which is a first
order problem, the information is transported along the characteristics, i.e. in
our case from left to right. One can account for this effect by using backward
differences instead of central differences in the finite difference approximation
of the first order term. This yields the upwinded scheme:
−uj+1 − 2uj + uj−1
h2
+ b
uj − uj−1
h
+ uj = f(xj), j = 1, . . . , N,
u0 = uN+1 = 0.
(1.19)
As e.g. explained in [QV94], the drawback of this approach is that one looses one
consistency order which is now only O(h) as opposed to O(h2) for the central
finite difference scheme (1.18). But for this price one obtains, in contrast to the
central difference scheme, a stable scheme so that the error of the scheme in the
maximum norm is also of order O(h) with constants independent of .
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In order to explain the missing order, note that in the definition of the
upwinded scheme we can reorder the terms to conclude that
−
(
+
h
2
)
uj+1 − 2uj + uj−1
h2
+ b
uj+1 − uj−1
h
+ uj = f(xj), j = 1, . . . , N,
u0 = uN+1 = 0,
which is the central finite-difference scheme (1.18) with a modified diffusion
which is often called numerical diffusion. For this reason, the solutions of this
scheme are often overly diffusive, see [QV94].
1.6.3 Streamline diffusion Petrov-Galerkin methods
Streamline diffusion finite element methods (SDFEM) are among the most
widely used stabilization methods for convection-diffusion problems, see e.g.
[BH82, RST08, QV94]. To define the scheme, we first choose a finite element
space
Xh = PkT ,0 ⊂ H10 (Ω) (1.20)
of piecewise polynomial functions of degree k ≥ 1 on a triangulation T and
vanishing on the boundary. Instead of solving the standard Galerkin problem,
one computes uh ∈ Xh such that
aSD(uh, vh) = fSD(vh) for all vh ∈ Xh, (1.21)
where the modified bilinear form aSD and right hand side fSD are defined by
aSD(u, v) = a(u, v) +
∑
T∈T
δT (Au, b · ∇v)T
fSD(v) = 〈f, v〉+
∑
T∈T
δT (f, b · ∇v)T .
(1.22)
Here, (·, ·)T denotes the L2(Ω)-scalar product on the cell T and δT are scalar
parameters which are discussed below. Furthermore, A denotes the operator of
the convection-diffusion problem in strong form as defined in (1.1). Note that
the variational problem (1.21) is still satisfied if one replaces the approximation
uh by the exact solution u so that the scheme is consistent.
The scheme can be motivated as in the original papers [HB79, BH82]. To
this end, we consider the special case c = 0, constant b and Xh consisting of
piecewise linear finite elements. In this case, the bilinear form aSD becomes
aSD(u, v) =
∑
T∈T
([
I + δT bb
T
]∇u,∇v)
T
+ (b · ∇u, v).
Thus, on each cell an additional diffusion in the flow direction b is added. This is
the reason why the scheme is called streamline diffusion finite element scheme.
For an error analysis, now again in the general case, one first has to fix a
norm in which the error is measured. The usual choice is
‖u‖2SD := |u|21 +
∑
T∈T
δT ‖b · ∇u‖20 + γ‖u‖20, (1.23)
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where γ is the lower bound of c− 12 div b ≥ γ defined in (1.7). The next lemma
shows that the bilinear form aSD on the discrete space Xh is coercive in this
norm. In order to state the lemma let cinv > 0 be the constant in the inverse
estimate
‖∆uh‖0;T ≤ cinvh−1T |uh|1;T . (1.24)
Then, we obtain the following lemma, see e.g. [RST08].
Lemma 1.6.1. Assume that the parameter δT from the definition of the SDFEM
scheme (1.22) satisfies
0 < δT ≤ 1
2
min
{
h2T
c2inv
,
1
c20γ
}
, (1.25)
where cinv is the constant of the inverse estimate (1.24) and c0 and γ are the
constants from the general assumption (1.7) on the coefficients of the convection-
diffusion problem. Then we have
1
2
‖uh‖2SD ≤ aSD(uh, uh)
for all uh, vh ∈ Xh, where the constants are independent of  and b.
Proof. First note that, by the inverse estimate (1.24) and the given condition
on δT , we have∣∣∣∣∣∑
T∈T
δT (−∆uh + cuh, b · ∇vh)T
∣∣∣∣∣
≤
(∑
T∈T
2δT ‖∆uh‖20;T + c20γ2δT ‖uh‖20;T
)1/2(∑
T∈T
δT ‖b · ∇vh‖20;T
)1/2
≤ (|uh|21 + γ‖uh‖20)1/2
(∑
T∈T
δT ‖b · ∇vh‖20;T
)1/2
≤ 1
2
(
|uh|21 + γ‖uh‖20
)
+
1
2
(∑
T∈T
δT ‖b · ∇vh‖20;T
)
.
Using this estimate and the coercivity (1.8), we obtain
aSD(uh, vh) ≥ |uh|21 + γ|uh|20 +
∑
T∈T
δT ‖b · ∇uh‖20;T
+
∑
T∈T
δT (−∆uh + cuh, b · ∇vh)T
≥ 1
2
‖uh‖2SD.
Another cornerstone for Galerkin methods and their variants is the continu-
ity of the bilinear form. As noted in [QV94], for the SDFEM bilinear form aSD
continuity in the ‖ · ‖SD-norm is more problematic that coercivity. To see why,
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let us try a proof along standard lines. The common first step is the application
of the Cauchy-Schwarz estimate which yields
aSD(uh, vh)
≤
∑
T∈T
(
‖∇uh‖0;T ‖∇vh‖0;T + ‖b · ∇uh‖0;T ‖vh‖0;T + ‖cuh‖0;T ‖vh‖0;T
+ δT ‖Auh‖0;T ‖b · ∇vh‖0;T
)
.
Especially, the terms ‖b · ∇uh‖0;T ‖vh‖0;T are difficult to control by the ‖ · ‖SD-
norm because it weights ‖b · ∇uh‖0;T with the factor δT which is much smaller
than one in many practical applications. Thus, in contrast to the standard
Galerkin discretization, the SDFEM scheme achieves a coercive bilinear form
with constants independent of  and b at the prize of difficulties with the conti-
nuity estimates.
An alternative analysis of the SDFEM scheme for 1d problems is given in
[San03]. This paper uses different norms for which a discrete inf-sup condition
and continuity estimates are shown. However, to obtain continuity these norms
incorporate second derivatives.
The problems with the continuity carry over to proofs of error bounds for the
SDFEM scheme because the common proofs for best approximation properties
‖u− uh‖ . inf
φ∈Xh
‖u− φ‖,
like e.g. the Ce´a lemma, fundamentally rely on it. As a remedy, for the SDFEM
scheme one can prove convergence rates in terms of powers of h directly instead
of first showing optimality up to constants. Alternative estimates, which show
that the SDFEM error in the SD-norm (1.23) is, up to constants, bounded by
the best approximation error in a different norm can be found e.g. in [EG04].
A standard result is given in the next theorem. See [RST08] for the given
statement and the presented proof.
Theorem 1.6.2. Assume that δT is chosen by
δT =
{
c0hT if ‖PeT ‖L∞(T ) > 1
c1
h2T
 if ‖PeT ‖L∞(T ) ≤ 1,
where PeT is the Pe´clet number defined in (1.17) and c0 and c1 are constants
such that the conditions of Lemma (1.6.1) are satisfied. Then the error of the
SDFEM scheme (1.21) is bounded by
‖u− uh‖SD .
(
1/2 + h1/2
)
hk|u|k+1,
where k is the polynomial degree of the finite elements space Xh defined in (1.20).
Proof. As a first step, we choose an interpolation uI of the true solutions u. To
this end, note that there are interpolation operators Ih such that
|u− Ihu|m,T . hk+1−mT |u|k+1;T
for m = 0, 1, 2 and k ≥ 1. If u ∈ Hk+1 with k sufficiently large so that
this space is embedded into the continuous functions, one can choose pointwise
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interpolation. If this condition is not satisfied, there are more sophisticated
quasi-interpolation operators satisfying our needs. Now, we can define uI :=
Ihu. For convenience, we use the abbreviations
eh = uI − uh dh = uI − u.
Now, using the coercivity, shown in Lemma 1.6.1, and Galerkin orthogonality,
we conclude that
1
2
‖e‖2SD ≤ aSD(e, e) = aSD(d, e).
We can estimate all terms of aSD(d, e) separately:
(∇d,∇e) ≤ 1/2|d|1‖e‖SD . 1/2hk|u|k+1‖e‖SD.
Furthermore, by Gauss’ theorem, we have
(b · ∇d+ cd, e) = ((c− div b)d, e)− (d, b · ∇e)
.
(∑
T∈T
‖d‖20;T
)1/2
+
(∑
T∈T
δ−1T ‖d‖20;T
)1/2 ‖e‖SD
. hk
[∑
T∈T
h2T
(
1 + δ−1T
) |u|2k+1;T
]1/2
‖e‖SD.
Finally, the stabilization term is estimated by∑
T∈T
δT (−∆d+ b · ∇d+ cd, b · ∇e)T
.
∑
T∈T
δ
1/2
T
(
hk−1T + h
k
T + h
k+1
T
) |u|k+1;T δ1/2T ‖b · ∇e‖0;T
.
[∑
T∈T
(+ δT )h
2k
T |u|2k+1;T
]1/2
‖e‖SD,
where we have used (1.25) in the last step. Using all above estimates and
dividing by ‖e‖SD yields
‖e‖SD .
[∑
T∈T
(
+ δT + δ
−1
T h
2
T + h
2
T
)
h2kT |u|2k+1;T
]1/2
.
Now, plugging in the definition of δT , we conclude that
‖e‖SD .
(
1/2 + h1/2
)
hk|u|k+1.
Similarly, by the properties of the interpolation uI , one has
‖d‖SD .
(
1/2 + h1/2
)
hk|u|k+1.
Using the triangle inequality ‖u− uh‖SD ≤ ‖e‖SD + ‖d‖SD . ‖e‖SD completes
the proof.
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One difficulty with this estimate is that eventually the Sobolev norms are
not the natural smoothness measures to characterize the approximation error
in the SD-norm. If we estimate each summand of the SD-norm alone, we see
that some estimates are suboptimal like e.g. the estimates for the zero order
term γ‖u‖20, see [QV94] for a discussion.
1.6.4 Subscale modeling
In this section, we briefly sketch stabilization techniques based on subscale mod-
eling. The general ansatz, summarized e.g. in [GLW06], is to separate the
function space X into the three components X = X¯ + Xˆ + Xˇ called the large
resolved, small resolved and unresolved scales, respectively. As an example, one
can take for X¯ a coarse finite element space, for X¯ + Xˆ a larger finite element
space and for Xˇ the remaining complement space. This decomposition of the
space X allows a different treatment of the different scales, as we will see in the
following.
The splitting of the space X yields the variational problem: find u¯ ∈ X¯,
uˆ ∈ Xˆ and uˇ ∈ Xˇ such that
a(u¯+ uˆ+ uˇ, v¯) = 〈f, v¯〉 for all v¯ ∈ X¯
a(u¯+ uˆ+ uˇ, vˆ) = 〈f, vˆ〉 for all vˆ ∈ Xˆ
a(u¯+ uˆ+ uˇ, vˇ) = 〈f, vˇ〉 for all vˇ ∈ Xˇ.
(1.26)
In the examples below, a(·, ·) is the bilinear form of a stationary or unstationary
convection-diffusion problem. But more general cases, like e.g. the variational
formulation of the Navier Stokes equation, are also conceivable. Since we have
not assumed that the decomposition X = X¯ + Xˆ + Xˇ is a direct sum, the
three individual components u¯, uˆ and uˇ are generally not uniquely determined.
However, this is not important for the schemes we consider in this thesis.
For many applications of subscale modelling one assumes that the influence
of the unresolved scales on the large resolved scales in negligible, i.e. one has
a(uˇ, v¯) ≈ 0 so that by completely neglecting the unresolved scales the first row
of (1.26) becomes
a(u¯, v¯) + a(uˆ, v¯) = 〈f, v¯〉 for all v¯ ∈ X¯.
In this equation, the term a(uˆ, v¯) can be seen as a stabilization term for the
Galerkin discretization on X¯. Since we cannot compute uˇ, we also neglect the
third row of (1.26). Thus, the only remaining occurrence of uˇ is in the second
row of (1.26). Contrary to the treatment of the first row, the term a(uˇ, vˆ) can,
in general, not be neglected so that one uses e.g. specially tailored spaces for
Xˆ or adds additional stabilization terms to arrive at a practically realizable
stabilized scheme. Although, the described strategy can be applied to much
more complicated problems like turbulent flows [HMJ00, GOP04, JK05, JK08],
we confine ourselves to convection-diffusion equations for which two possible
realizations are described in the following.
Variational Multiscale method As a simple example of the variational
multiscale method for convection-diffusion problems, we consider the scheme
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presented in [JKL06]. This paper treats the non-stationary convection-diffusion
problem: for some final time T > 0 find u : [0, T ]→ H10 (Ω) such that
(ut, v) + a(u, v) = 〈f, v〉 , v ∈ H10 (Ω), (1.27)
where the bilinear form a(·, ·) is the one for stationary convection-diffusion prob-
lems defined in (1.3). For the scheme of [JKL06] the space X¯+Xˆ of all resolved
scales is chosen as a finite element space PkTh,0 on the fine grid Th. To define
the large resolved scales X¯, assume that the fine grid Th is a refinement of a
coarse grid TH . Now, let PH be the L2(Ω)-orthogonal projector onto the finite
element space PkTH ,0 on the coarse grid. Then we define
X¯ :=
{
u ∈ PkTh,0 : (I − PH)∇u = 0
}
Xˆ :=
{
u ∈ PkTh,0 : PH∇u = 0
}
.
For the stabilization of the small resolved scales some additional diffusion add
is added which is a non-negative function depending on the mesh size h. By
neglecting the unresolved scales the decomposition of system (1.26) applied to
the non-stationary convection-diffusion problem (1.27) becomes: find u¯ ∈ X¯
and uˆ ∈ Xˆ such that
((u¯+ uˆ)t, v¯) + a(u¯+ uˆ, v¯) = 〈f, v¯〉 for all v¯ ∈ X¯
((u¯+ uˆ)t, vˆ) + a(u¯+ uˆ, vˆ) + (add∇uˆ,∇vˆ) = 〈f, vˆ〉 for all vˆ ∈ Xˆ.
Note that the additional diffusion is only added to the second equation so that
it does not influence the large resolved scales X¯ directly.
Residual-free bubbles Another method based on subscale modeling, is the
stabilization by residual-free bubbles, see e.g. [BMS00, RST08, QV94]. To this
end, assume that the bilinear form a(·, ·) is defined by the convection-diffusion
problem (1.3). For this method, one uses a finite element space X¯ = PkT ,0 of
piecewise polynomials of degree k on the grid T for the large resolved scales.
The small resolved scales are defined by
Xˆ =
⊕
T∈T
H10 (T ).
By completely neglecting the unresolved scales this yields the variational prob-
lem: find u¯ ∈ X¯ and uˆ ∈ Xˆ such that
a(u¯+ uˆ, v¯) = 〈f, v¯〉 for all v¯ ∈ X¯
a(u¯+ uˆ, vˆ) = 〈f, vˆ〉 for all vˆ ∈ Xˆ. (1.28)
So far this is a standard Galerkin method on the space X¯ + Xˆ. The infinite
dimensional spaces H10 (T ) provide enough resolution so that, despite their lo-
calization, no further stabilization is needed.
Although the variational problem (1.28) is infinite dimensional, as described
e.g. in [BMS00], it turns out to be equivalent to a finite dimensional problem.
To see why, first assume that the right hand side f is in L2(Ω). Then, by testing
with functions supported on the cell T , one obtains that
A(u¯+ uˆ) = f, in T ∈ T , (1.29)
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i.e. u¯ + uˆ satisfies the strong formulation (1.1) on each cell. This implies that
the residual on each cell is zero which is the reason for the name “residual-free”.
Now let AT : H
1
0 (T )→ H−1(T ) be the operator corresponding to the restriction
of the bilinear form a(·, ·) to the cell T . Then we can solve (1.29) for the bubble
function uˆ which yields
AT uˆ = f −Au¯. (1.30)
Note that the decomposition of u¯ + uˆ into components from X¯ and Xˆ is not
unique, however, that is not important in the following. Since AT is injective,
it follows from (1.30) that
uˆ = A−1T (f −Au¯)
on the cell T . Assume that the coefficients b and c and the right hand side f
are polynomials in P l, l ≥ 0 on the cell T . Since u¯|T ∈ Pk is also polynomial
on the cell T , we find that uˆ|T is contained in the finite dimensional space
B(T ) :=
{
vˆ ∈ H10 (T ) : Avˆ ∈ Pk+l
}
.
It follows that the infinite dimensional problem (1.28) is equivalent to the finite
dimensional problem: find u¯ ∈ X¯ and uˆ ∈⊕T∈T B(T ) such that
a(u¯+ uˆ, v¯) = 〈f, v¯〉 for all v¯ ∈ X¯
a(u¯+ uˆ, vˆ) = 〈f, vˆ〉 for all vˆ ∈
⊕
T∈T
B(T ). (1.31)
As described in [RST08], one can also use static condensation to eliminate the
component of the large resolved scales uˆ from the system. To this end, we define
to linear maps M : X¯ → Xˆ and F : Xf → Xˆ where Xf is the space of piecewise
possibly discontinuous polynomials of maximal degree l on the grid T which
contains, by assumption, the right hand side f . These linear maps are defined
by
a(M(u¯), vˆ) = −a(u¯, vˆ), a(F (u¯), vˆ) = (f, vˆ)
for all vˆ ∈⊕T∈T B(T ). Note that, due to the structure of the test space these
operators are local. Then the finite dimensional system (1.31) can be reduced
to: find u¯ ∈ X¯ such that
a(u¯+M(u¯), v¯) = 〈f, v¯〉 − a(F (u¯), v¯) for all v¯ ∈ X¯.
This scheme still relies on the unknown space B(T ) of the bubble functions. In
practice they can be approximated by various methods, see e.g. [RST08] and
the references therein.
It turns out that in simple cases this scheme is equivalent to the SDFEM
scheme. To this end, in the following discussion, which is essentially a summary
of [RST08], we assume that b and f are piecewise constant, c = 0 and X¯ is
the space of continuous piecewise linears on the grid T . In this case the right
hand side of (1.30) is constant so that the bubble space B(T ) can be chosen one
dimensional, say B(T ) = span{bT }. Then the second row of (1.31), tested with
bT , becomes
(∇(u¯+ dT bT ),∇bT )T + (b · ∇(u¯+ dT bT ), bT )T = (f, bT ) (1.32)
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for some real number dT . Now, using Gauss’ theorem, the linearity of u¯ on the
cell T and that bT vanishes on ∂T , we obtain (∇u¯,∇bT ) = 0. Since the first
order term is skew symmetric on the cell T , we also have (b · ∇bT , bT ) = 0.
Thus, (1.32) becomes
dT |bT |1;T + (b · ∇u¯, bT )T = (f, bT ),
which by solving for dT yields
dT =
(1, bT )T
|bT |1;T (f − b · ∇u¯|T ), (1.33)
where we have used that f − b · ∇u¯|T is constant on the cell T . As before, we
have (∇(dT bT ),∇v¯) = 0 so that the first row of (1.31) is equivalent to
(∇u¯,∇v¯) + (b · ∇u¯, v¯) +
∑
T∈T
dT (b · ∇bT , v¯)T = (f, v¯). (1.34)
Like the SDFEM scheme this is a standard Galerkin problem with an additional
stabilization term. To see the similarities between these schemes even clearer,
we rewrite the last summand of the left hand side by plugging in formula (1.33)
for dT and noting that b · ∇v¯ and f − b · ∇u¯ are constant:∑
T∈T
dT (b · ∇bT , v¯)T = −
∑
T∈T
dT (b · ∇v¯, bT )T
= −
∑
T∈T
γT (b · ∇u¯− f, b · ∇v¯)T ,
where
γT =
1
|T |
|(1, bT )|2
|bT |1;T .
Plugging this formula into (1.34) yields
(∇u¯,∇v¯) + (b · ∇u¯, v¯) +
∑
T∈T
γT (b · ∇u¯, b · ∇v¯)T = (f, v¯) +
∑
T∈T
γT (f, b · ∇v¯)T .
With the choice δT = γT and using that ∆u¯ = 0 on each T , we conclude that
this scheme is the same as the SDFEM scheme (1.22). However, this statement
is only true for the simple problem considered here. In more general cases these
two schemes differ.
All results of the error analysis of the SDFEM scheme apply to the residual
free bubble approach in the case where both schemes are identical. For problems
where the schemes differ there is an alternative error analysis for the residual-
free bubble approach, which can be found e.g. in [BMS00].
1.7 Adaptive finite element schemes
From stable finite element schemes one obtains solutions in a finite element
space Xh such that
‖u− uh‖ ≤ c inf
φ∈Xh
‖u− φ‖.
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The quantity on the right hand side determines the best possible error one can
achieve for the fixed finite element space Xh. Optimally, the constant c > 0
should be one but this is rarely possible because u is given only implicitly by
e.g. an elliptic partial differential equation. However, in many applications this
optimal error is fairly large compared to the invested degrees of freedom. Es-
pecially, the solutions of convection-diffusion problems often have strong layers
for which approximations with uniform girds have poor convergence rates. One
possible remedy is to adapt the triangulation to the solution in order to improve
the error in relation to the degrees of freedom.
Of course, one needs a method for actually choosing the adapted triangu-
lation. Starting from an initial coarse triangulation, it is commonly chosen
inductively, see [MNS02, MN05, BDD04, Ste05, CKNS08]. Say, a triangulation
Ti, i ∈ N is given. Then one first computes a Galerkin solution ui for the cor-
responding finite element space Xi. Based on this approximation one refines
the grid to achieve a better approximation. To this end, one uses local error
indicators as an easily computable replacement for the local error ‖u − ui‖T
where ‖ · ‖T is a norm for the problem at hand restricted to the cell T ∈ Ti.
A reasonable choice is to refine the cells for which this error indicator is large
which yields the new grid Ti+1.
One obstruction is that the local error ‖u−uh‖T contains the correct solution
and is thus generally inaccessible. If the operator A : X → Y ′ of the partial
differential equation admits a well-conditioned mapping property
‖Au‖Y ′ ∼ ‖u‖X ,
the error is equivalent to the residual
‖u− uh‖X ∼ ‖f −Auh‖Y ′ ,
where in principle the right hand side can be evaluated without knowing the ex-
act solution. Based on such a mapping property, error estimators for convection-
diffusion problems have been introduced by Verfu¨rth [Ver98, Ver05].
In addition to the error estimators for convection-diffusion problems one
needs a suitable stabilization. In the work of Verfu¨rth [Ver98, Ver05] the SDFEM
method is used. One difficulty is that for this scheme error estimates are only
known in the corresponding norm ‖ · ‖SD whereas Verfu¨rth uses different norms
for the error estimators. One major concern of this thesis is to develop stabi-
lization techniques which can guarantee error bounds in the same norms which
are used by the error estimators. Based on these ingredients, we then develop
adaptive schemes for the convection-diffusion problem.
1.8 Overview
In this introduction, we have seen that the discretization of convection domi-
nated problems poses sever difficulties. Because of layers typically found in the
solution of such problems one prefers in addition adaptive approximations to
facilitate a good work/accuracy rate.
As we have seen in the last section, one basic ingredient for the theory of
adaptive schemes for elliptic problems is a well-conditioned variational formu-
lation. To this end, one major part of this thesis is concerned with the de-
velopment of well-conditioned variational formulations for convection-diffusion
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and transport problems. We start from the ones introduced by Verfu¨rth [Ver05]
and Sangalli [San05]. However, it turns out that near optimal solutions in the
corresponding norms have severe artifacts. Therefore, we consider various mod-
ifications of the given setting.
As a next step, we develop numerical schemes which produce near best ap-
proximations in the analyzed settings. The stabilizations, we have in mind,
are applied to the infinite dimensional well-conditioned variational formulations
directly and afterwards the resulting stabilized variational problems are dis-
cretized by Galerkin schemes. This is somewhat different than for the com-
mon stabilization methods where first a stabilized discrete problem is con-
structed and afterwards corresponding norms are defined. Especially, these
norms typically depend on the stabilization method. The schemes presented
in this theses are somewhat idealistic and are computationally more expensive
that more standard schemes like SDFEM. On the other hand, one main reason
for this idealistic framework is that one can prove optimal error estimates like
‖u − uh‖ . infφ∈Xh ‖u − φ‖ for some of the schemes developed in this thesis
which to our knowledge is not known for SDFEM. Thus, despite some slight
computational overhead, these schemes might give some additional insight into
the theory of stabilization methods.
Based on the well-conditioned variational formulations of these schemes,
which allow the estimation of the error by the residual, we develop adaptive
strategies for the solution of convection-diffusion problems. To this end, we first
adapt the error estimators from [Ver05] to our new scheme. Contrary to [Ver05]
the new estimators control the error in the same norm for which the schemes
produce near best approximations. Unfortunately, it turns out that one cannot
obtain an error reduction as for simpler elliptic problems. To this end, we also
consider alternative adaption strategies such as `1-minimization.
Like for the subgrid modeling most schemes introduced in this thesis will rely
on an auxiliary finite element space whose resolution determines the amount of
stabilization. In some cases, one can bound this number of degrees of freedom by
the ones of the solution itself. To save even more work one can also choose this
space by an adaptive strategy giving rise to an adaptive control of the correct
amount of stabilization.
The numerical schemes developed in this thesis can also be viewed as Petrov
Galerkin schemes with an ideal test space which can be constructed with the aid
of a well-conditioned variational formulations. A similar approach in the con-
text of Discontinuous Galerkin methods has recently been proposed in [DG10,
DG11, DGN12] which we, however, only learned of after most parts of this thesis
have already been finished. After we have described the main approach for the
construction of the numerical schemes, we briefly show how these Discontinuous
Galerkin schemes fit into the present framework. Other related results can be
found in [BLP97, BLP98, CMMR01, MMRS05].
Finally, a short introduction into the code, which is used for the numerical
experiments, is presented.
Chapter 2
Abstract schemes for
well-conditioned variational
problems
The aim of this chapter is the development of an abstract theory for stabilization
methods based on well-conditioned variational formulations for linear operator
equations. In addition, we treat some simple example problems. More sophis-
ticated well-conditioned variational formulations for transport and convection-
diffusion problems are considered in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively.
2.1 Motivation
In the introduction, Section 1.3, we have already seen the coercivity and conti-
nuity constants
‖u‖2H1 ≤ a(u, u)
a(u, v) ≤ (+ ‖b‖L∞ + c0γ) ‖u‖H1‖v‖H1
in the H1(Ω)-norm for the convection-diffusion bilinear form. Then, the Lax-
Milgram theorem easily yields an estimate for the condition number of the
convection-diffusion operator
κH10→H−1(A) ≤
+ ‖b‖L∞ + c0γ

.
Recall, that due to our notational convention, A : H10 (Ω) → H−1(Ω) is the
operator induced by the bilinear form a(·, ·). Note that we can rewrite the error
estimate (1.16) of an unstabilized finite element scheme with this condition
number:
‖u− uh‖H1 ≤ κH10→H−1(A) infφ∈Xh ‖u− φ‖H1 . (2.1)
Of course, these are only upper estimates but numerical experiments indicate
that we cannot expect much better constants for this method. Because of the
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dependence of this error estimate on the condition number, we try to find well-
conditioned variational formulations for the convection-diffusion equation for
which the condition number is independent of  and ‖b‖L∞ .
However, for a well-conditioned variational problem the standard Galerkin
method does not automatically yield a stable discretization. One needs ad-
ditional stability conditions like the discrete inf-sup condition (1.15). In the
following, we construct an abstract scheme which is automatically stable and
whose error can be estimated by the best approximation error and the condi-
tion number of the operator. Thus, in contrast to a plain Galerkin method, this
scheme greatly benefits from a well-conditioned variational formulation.
In order to present the main idea of the scheme, we assume that we already
have a well-conditioned variational formulation and postpone their construction
to the next section. Since the scheme is not constrained to convection-diffusion
problems, we first define an operator equation which serves as abstract model
for all problems treated in this thesis: we are concerned with well-conditioned
variational problems of the form: find u ∈ X such that
a(u, v) = f(v) for all v ∈ Y, (2.2)
where a : X × Y → R is a bilinear form, f ∈ Y ′ and X and Y are two
Hilbert spaces. The main task is to find stable discretizations for this variational
problem. Recall from Section 1.5 that, according to our notational conventions,
A : X → Y ′ is the operator induced by the bilinear form a(·, ·). With its aid,
we often write the variational problem (2.2) as operator equation Au = f or as:
find u ∈ X such that
〈Au, v〉 = 〈f, v〉 for all v ∈ Y,
where 〈·, ·〉 is the dual pairing formed by Y and its dual Y ′, as defined in Section
1.5.
Since the variational problem (2.2) is assumed to be well-conditioned, we
have the mapping property
c‖u‖X ≤ ‖Au‖Y ′ ≤ C‖u‖X (2.3)
for all u ∈ X and some constants c, C > 0. One easily verifies that the condition
of A is κ(A)X→Y ′ ≤ C/c. Now, we wish to find a numerical approximation uh
in the finite dimensional subspace Xh ⊂ X to the operator equation Au = f , or
rather its weak form (2.2), with minimal error in the X-norm i.e.
‖u− uh‖X → min . (2.4)
Unfortunately, we cannot solve this optimization problem directly because we
do not know u. Here, we can use the mapping property (2.3) to conclude that
‖u− uh‖X ∼ ‖A(u− uh)‖Y ′
= ‖f −Auh‖Y ′ .
(2.5)
Thus, instead of solving (2.4), we can solve the problem
uh = argmin
φ∈Xh
‖f −Aφ‖Y ′ , (2.6)
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which can, in principle, be solved because the unknown is no longer present in
this optimization problem, see e.g. [CDW12, DHSW12]. Generally, the remain-
ing problem is to evaluate the Y ′-norm which is explained later for concrete
problems. Now, we can easily derive an error estimate for such an idealized
scheme. Let wh ∈ Xh be arbitrary. Then we have
‖u− uh‖X ≤ 1
c
‖f −Auh‖Y ′
≤ 1
c
‖f −Awh‖Y ′
≤ C
c
‖u− wh‖X .
Since wh is arbitrary, we conclude that
‖u− uh‖X ≤ C
c
inf
φ∈Xh
‖u− φ‖X .
Note that C/c is (for the best possible constants) the condition number of the
operator A in the norms X and Y ′ so that the constant for the error estimate
is the condition number as for the unstabilized Galerkin scheme in (2.1). It
follows that in case the variational problem is well-conditioned, we obtain good
error bounds. In contrast to the unstabilized Galerkin scheme, the optimization
of the residual error depends explicitly on the norms which suggests the fol-
lowing strategy for convection-diffusion problems: first find a well-conditioned
variational formulation. The simplest possibility is to search for different norms
for the space H10 (Ω). However, as we see later, this approach might not be
sufficient, so that we search for modified weak formulations of the convection-
diffusion problems, as well. Especially, we consider alternative ways to treat
the boundary conditions. Based on this new functional analytic framework, we
then find finite dimensional approximations by solving the optimization problem
(2.6).
This ansatz is similar to earlier work on least squares methods for partial
differential equations like e.g. [BLP97, BLP98, CMMR01, MMRS05]. However,
these papers only consider situations where the partial differential equations are
well-conditioned in Sobolev-type norms so that these results do not cover sin-
gularly perturbed convection-diffusion equations or transport equations, which
are the main concern of this thesis. The optimization problem (2.6) has also
been considered in [CDW12, DHSW12] as well as [DG10, DG11, DGN12] which
we, however, only learned of after most parts of this thesis have already been
finished.
A simple well-known method for actually solving the optimization problem
(2.6) is the corresponding least squares problem given in the next lemma.
Lemma 2.1.1. Let Xh ⊂ X. Then function uh ∈ Xh solves the optimization
problem (2.6) if and only if
(Auh − f,Avh)Y ′ = 0 for all vh ∈ Xh. (2.7)
Proof. For any vh ∈ Xh and t ∈ R, we have
‖A(uh + tvh)− f‖2Y ′ = ‖Auh − f‖2Y ′ + 2t(Auh − f,Avh)Y ′ + t2‖Avh‖2Y ′ ,
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which is a quadratic polynomial in t. It attains its minimum at t = 0 if and
only if (Auh − f,Avh)Y ′ = 0 which completes the proof because vh ∈ Xh is
arbitrary.
Ending this motivation, one should note that the same well-conditioned map-
ping property (2.3) which we use for the construction of stable schemes is also
vital for a-posteriori error estimators. Especially, they use the same equivalence
(2.5) of the error and the residual in order to circumvent the explicit use of the
unknown solution u. Starting from the equivalence (2.5) the main task of the
error estimators is to approximate the dual norm of Y ′ in an efficient and local
manner. This is described in more detail in Chapter 6.
2.2 Construction of norms
In many applications, like e.g. convection-diffusion problems, the variational
problem is well-posed but not well-conditioned in the standard formulation. In
such a situation one can always find a modified well-conditioned variational
problem whose construction we discuss in this section.
In order to precisely state the construction, recall that a Hilbert space con-
sists of a vector space together with a scalar product. As in [CDW12], we call
two Hilbert spaces equal if both the vector spaces and the scalar products are the
same. In case the vector spaces are the same and the scalar products generate
equivalent norms, we call them equivalent.
Now, assume that we are given the well-posed variational problem: find
u ∈ Xˆ such that
a(u, v) = 〈f, v〉 for all v ∈ Yˆ , (2.8)
where a : Xˆ × Yˆ → R is a bilinear form, f ∈ Yˆ ′ and Xˆ and Yˆ are Hilbert
spaces. The additional hatˆon the spaces should remind us that this variational
problem is not necessarily well-conditioned.
Next, we construct a modified variational problem which is well-conditioned.
Of course, we do not change the solution so that only the norms of the Hilbert
spaces are changed. In other words, we wish to find two new spaces X and Y
which are equivalent to Xˆ and Yˆ , respectively, so that the modified variational
problem is well-conditioned. An obvious possibility is choosing graph norms
which yield the mapping property (2.3) with constants one, by definition. To
this end, we use the two possible definitions:
• Choose any Hilbert space Y which is equivalent to Yˆ . Then define X to
be the same vector space as Xˆ endowed with the norm
‖u‖X := ‖Au‖Y ′ . (2.9)
• Choose any Hilbert space X which is equivalent to Xˆ. Then define Y to
be the same vector space as Yˆ endowed with the norm induced by the
dual norm
‖f‖Y ′ := ‖A−1f‖X . (2.10)
See [CDW12] for the former and [DHSW12] for the latter definition. Both con-
structions are essentially equivalent: after choosing either X or Y the remaining
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space is fixed by the mapping property. However, in the following, we only as-
sume that the scalar product of the prescribed space can be easily evaluated
numerically, which results in different schemes. Therefore, we distinguish the
two options already at this point.
In addition, the two possible choices of X and Y reflect two major require-
ments of these spaces. On the one hand, the error of the idealized scheme (2.6)
is controlled in the X-norm so that one aims for a X-norm which is most rele-
vant for practical applications. This is easily achieved by directly choosing this
norm in (2.10). On the other hand, the scheme (2.6) requires the evaluation of
the dual Y ′-scalar product which we have to approximate numerically. To this
end, choosing a well understood norm for Y directly in (2.9) is most convenient.
Large parts of this thesis are concerned with the construction of norms which
yield a good balance between these to requirements.
The next two lemmas ensure that for either construction of the new spaces
they are equivalent to the old ones. Thus, the new spaces X and Y are the same
as the old ones Xˆ and Yˆ respectively when considered as vector spaces but the
operator A might have a very different condition number in the new spaces.
Lemma 2.2.1. Assume one has chosen a space Y which is equivalent to Yˆ
and let X be defined by the construction (2.9). Then X is equivalent to Xˆ and
A : X → Y ′ is an isomorphism satisfying the mapping property
‖u‖X = ‖Au‖Y ′ ,
i.e. it has condition number one as a mapping from X to Y ′.
Proof. Using the definition of the ‖ · ‖X -norm and the given mapping property
of A, we obtain
‖ · ‖X = ‖A · ‖Y ′ ∼ ‖A · ‖Yˆ ′ ∼ ‖ · ‖Xˆ .
Now, the rest follows immediately.
Lemma 2.2.2. Assume one has chosen a space X which is equivalent to Xˆ
and let Y be defined by the construction (2.10). Then Y is equivalent to Yˆ and
A : X → Y ′ is an isomorphism satisfying the mapping property
‖u‖X = ‖Au‖Y ′ ,
i.e. it has condition number one as a mapping from X to Y ′.
Proof. Using the definition of the ‖ · ‖Y ′ -norm and the given mapping property
of A, we obtain
‖ · ‖Y ′ = ‖A−1 · ‖X ∼ ‖A−1 · ‖Xˆ ∼ ‖ · ‖Yˆ ′ .
Thus, the new and old dual norms of Y are equivalent. Since Y = Y ′′, we
conclude that
‖u‖Y = sup
0 6=f∈Y ′
〈f, u〉
‖f‖Y ′ ∼ sup06=f∈Y ′
〈f, u〉
‖f‖Yˆ ′
= ‖u‖Yˆ .
The rest follows immediately from the definition of the Y -norm.
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2.3 Choosing the test space
In this section, we analyze the construction (2.9) where we choose a norm for the
test space. Furthermore, we consider two examples: a definition of the Y -norm
for convection-diffusion problems by Verfu¨rth [Ver05] and Sangalli [San05] and a
variational formulation for discontinuous Galerkin methods from [DG10, DG11].
As in the previous Section 2.2, we assume that A : Xˆ → Yˆ ′ is an isomorphism
for the two Hilbert spaces Xˆ and Yˆ . Since Xˆ and Yˆ are Hilbert spaces they
are equipped with the two norms ‖ · ‖Xˆ and ‖ · ‖Yˆ respectively. As already
described in Section 2.2, we now choose a new equivalent norm for the space Yˆ
which yields the new equivalent space Y . It will be convenient to represent the
Y -scalar product by the Riesz map RY : Y → Y ′ defined by
〈RY u, v〉 := (u, v)Y (2.11)
for u, v ∈ Y . Clearly RY is a self-adjoint isometry between Y and Y ′. Later,
we often reverse this definition and define the Y -scalar product by a Riesz map.
Therefore, we consider now a simple criterion for the equivalence of ‖ · ‖Yˆ with
a norm generated by a Riesz map R.
Lemma 2.3.1. Assume that R : Yˆ → Yˆ ′ is a self-adjoint linear operator. Then
the following two statements are equivalent:
1. The function ‖v‖ = 〈Rv, v〉1/2 is a norm with
‖v‖ ∼ ‖v‖Yˆ
for all v ∈ Y .
2. R is Yˆ -elliptic and continuous, i.e.
‖v‖2
Yˆ
. 〈Rv, v〉 , v ∈ Yˆ
〈Ru, v〉 . ‖u‖Yˆ ‖v‖Yˆ , u, v ∈ Yˆ .
Proof. First assume that statement 1 holds. Then Yˆ -ellipticity follows from
‖v‖2
Yˆ
. ‖v‖2 = 〈Rv, v〉. Especially, this implies that 〈R·, ·〉 is a scalar prod-
uct so that we can use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. This yields 〈Ru, v〉 ≤
〈Ru, u〉1/2 〈Rv, v〉1/2 . ‖u‖Yˆ ‖v‖Yˆ . Thus, statement 2 is satisfied.
Now, assume that statement 2 holds. Then the lower bound in the norm
equivalence is an easy consequence of the Yˆ -ellipticity and the upper bound of
the continuity.
As already motivated in (2.9), we can now use the new space Y to define a
new norm ‖ · ‖X on the space Xˆ by
‖ · ‖X := ‖A · ‖Y ′ . (2.12)
Now, we define the Hilbert space X as the vector space Xˆ with the new norm
‖ · ‖X (which is easily seen to be generated by a scalar product). According to
Lemma 2.2.1, this new space X is equivalent to Xˆ and, moreover, A : X → Y ′
has condition number one. Before we continue the discussion, we first summarize
some simple known properties of the new spaces X and Y .
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Lemma 2.3.2. Assume that the Riesz map RY is defined by (2.11). Then
RY : Y → Y ′ is an isomorphism with the mapping property
‖RY v‖Y ′ = ‖v‖Y .
Proof. Obviously the bilinear form 〈RY ·, ·〉 satisfies the coercivity and continuity
conditions
‖v‖2Y ≤ 〈RY v, v〉 v ∈ Y
〈RY u, v〉 ≤ ‖u‖Y ‖v‖Y u, v ∈ Y.
Now, the statement follows from the Lax-Milgram theorem.
In the idealized scheme (2.6), or rather the corresponding normal equation
(2.7), we have to evaluate the Y ′-scalar product for which we use the following
well-known lemma.
Lemma 2.3.3. Assume that the Riesz map RY is defined by (2.11). Then for
f, g ∈ Y ′ the bilinear form
(f, g)Y ′ =
〈
f,R−1Y g
〉
(2.13)
is a scalar product for Y ′ which generates the norm ‖f‖Y ′ = sup‖v‖Y =1 〈f, v〉.
Proof. Since
〈
f,R−1Y g
〉
is obviously bilinear it suffices to show that
〈
f,R−1Y f
〉
=
‖f‖2Y ′ . It follows from Lemma 2.3.2 that ‖f‖Y ′ = ‖R−1Y f‖Y . Now, we conclude
that 〈
f,R−1Y f
〉
=
〈
RYR
−1
Y f,R
−1
Y f
〉
= ‖R−1Y f‖2Y
= ‖f‖2Y ′ .
Thus, it follows that
〈
f,R−1Y g
〉
is a scalar product that generates the ‖ · ‖Y ′ -
norm.
By now, we have defined new spaces X and Y which are equivalent to Xˆ
and Yˆ such that the operator A is well-conditioned in these new spaces. Since
A : X → Y ′ is an isomorphism it satisfies an inf-sup condition. Nevertheless,
we prove the inf-sup condition in the following lemma because it shows a well-
known explicit choice for suitable test functions. Similar test functions are used
later for proving error bounds of some numerical schemes.
Lemma 2.3.4. Assume that ‖ ·‖2Y = 〈RY ·, ·〉 is equivalent to ‖ ·‖Yˆ and ‖ ·‖X =
‖Au‖Y ′ . Then for u ∈ X, we have
a(u,R−1Y Au) = ‖u‖2X ,
‖R−1Y Au‖Y = ‖u‖X .
Thus, by choosing the test function v = R−1Y Au, we obtain the inf-sup condition
inf
u∈X
sup
v∈Y
a(u, v)
‖u‖X‖v‖Y ≥ 1.
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Proof. With Lemma 2.3.3 and the definitions of the X and Y -norms, we con-
clude that
a(u,R−1Y Au) =
〈
Au,R−1Y Au
〉
= (Au,Au)Y ′ = ‖Au‖2Y ′ = ‖u‖2X .
Furthermore, by Lemma 2.3.2, we have
‖R−1Y Au‖Y = ‖Au‖Y ′ = ‖u‖X .
Next, we discuss a concrete choice of RY which leads to the well-conditioned
variational formulations that have been used by Verfu¨rth [Ver05] and Sangalli
[San05]. They essentially choose the energy norm for the definition of Y . In
order to define this norm more precisely, we define the symmetric and skew-
symmetric parts of A by
as(u, v) =
1
2
(
a(u, v) + a(v, u)
)
,
ask(u, v) =
1
2
(
a(u, v)− a(v, u)).
By As and Ask we denote the corresponding operators. For simplicity, we
assume that Xˆ and Yˆ are equivalent spaces so that a(u, v) and a(v, u) are both
well defined. Since ask(u, u) = 0, we now define the space Ye as the vector space
Yˆ with the energy-norm
‖u‖2Ye = a(u, u) = as(u, u), (2.14)
which leads to the choice
RYe = As.
For this choice it is not sufficient that A : X → Y ′ is an isomorphism. In addi-
tion, we have to assume that A, or equivalently As, is Yˆ -elliptic and bounded so
that by Lemma 2.3.1 we obtain the norm equivalence ‖ · ‖Ye ∼ ‖ ·‖Yˆ . According
to [Ver05, San05, CDW12], with the decomposition of a(·, ·) into its symmetric
and skew-symmetric part, we can also decompose the X-norm as follows:
Lemma 2.3.5. For the energy norm ‖ · ‖Ye , defined in (2.14) and
‖ · ‖Xg := ‖Au‖Y ′e ,
we have
‖u‖2Xg = ‖u‖2Ye + ‖Asku‖2Y ′e (2.15)
for u ∈ X.
Proof. With Lemma 2.3.3 and the definition of the Xg-norm, we obtain
‖u‖2Xg = ‖Au‖Y ′e
=
〈
Au,A−1s Au
〉
=
〈
(As +Ask)u,A
−1
s (As +Ask)u
〉
= 〈Asu, u〉+ 〈Asku, u〉+ 〈u,Asku〉+
〈
Asku,A
−1
s Asku
〉
.
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By definition of the skew-symmetric part, we have 〈Asku, u〉 = −〈u,Asku〉 = 0.
Plugging this into the last equation and using Lemma 2.3.3 again, yields
‖u‖2Xg = ‖u‖2Ye + ‖Asku‖2Y ′e .
Since there are many more choices for norms and spaces in this thesis, we use
the following naming convention: X is always the trial space and Y is always the
test space so that we have A : X → Y ′. We endow the spaces with additional
subscripts to distinguish more concrete choices, like e.g. Xg and Ye above. In
order not to loose track of the possible choices they are summarized in Appendix
A.
In the following example, we apply the abstract theory to the convection-
diffusion equation.
Example 2.3.6. In this example, we consider convection-diffusion problems as
described in Section 1.3, see also [Ver05, San05]. Recall that the bilinear form
a(·, ·) of the convection-diffusion problem is given by:
a(u, v) = (∇u,∇v) + (b · ∇u, v) + (cu, v)
for u, v ∈ H10 (Ω). Then, since u and v vanish on the boundary (in the trace
sense) and by Gauss’ theorem, we conclude that
(b · ∇u, v) = −(u,div(bv)) = −(u, b · ∇v)− (u,div(b)v).
With this formula one easily obtains the symmetric and skew-symmetric parts
of a(·, ·) which are
as(u, v) = (∇u,∇v) +
((
c− 1
2
div b
)
u, v
)
,
ask(u, v) = (b · ∇u, v) + 1
2
(div(b)u, v) .
(2.16)
In Section 1.3, we have already shown that the operator A : H10 (Ω)→ H−1(Ω)
corresponding to the bilinear form a(·, ·) is a coercive isomorphism. Thus, we
define the spaces Xˆ = Yˆ = H10 (Ω). Then the energy norm of as(·, ·) is given by
‖u‖2Y = as(u, u) = ‖∇u‖20 +
∥∥∥∥∥
(
c− 1
2
div b
)1/2
u
∥∥∥∥∥
2
.
Note that by assumption c − 12 div b ≥ 0 so that the norm is well defined.
Furthermore, by the Poincare´ inequality, this norm is equivalent to the H10 (Ω)
norm. Thus, all assumptions of the general setting described in this section are
satisfied and we can define the two new norms
‖ · ‖Ye = as(u, u)1/2, ‖ · ‖Xg = ‖A · ‖Y ′e . (2.17)
Example 2.3.7. As another example, one can combine a framework for Dis-
continuous Galerkin methods proposed in [DG10, DG11] with the machinery
introduced in this section. These articles treat the transport problem
b · ∇u = f in Ω,
u = u0 on Γ−,
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with a divergence free flow field b. In order to derive a Discontinuous Galerkin
scheme, assume that we use a triangulation T . Then multiplying the transport
equation by a test function v supported on the cell T ∈ T and using Gauss’
theorem yields
− (u, b · ∇v)T + (n · bu, v)∂T = (f, v)T , (2.18)
where (·, ·) denotes an L2()-scalar product. The only coupling between the
cells is given by the boundary fluxes (n·bu, v)∂T which the papers [DG10, DG11]
single out by a new variable q = |n · b|u. In order to specify a corresponding
weak formulation, let the trial space be X = L2(Ω) × L2(E \ Γ−) where E are
the (n − 1)-dimensional faces of the triangulation T . For the test space one
chooses the Cartesian product Y :=
∏
T∈T Hb(T ) of the spaces Hb(T ) := {v ∈
L2(T ) : b · ∇v ∈ L2(T )}. Then, by summing (2.18) over all cells and replacing
the boundary fluxes by q except for the inflow boundary where the flux variable
|n · b|u is replaced by the inflow boundary data u0, one obtains the variational
problem: find [u, q] ∈ X such that
a([u, q], v) = l(v), v ∈ Y,
with
a([u, q], v) =
∑
T∈T
−(u, b · ∇v)T + (sgn(n · b)q, v)∂T\Γ−
l(v) =
∑
T∈T
(f, v)T − (b · nu0, v)∂T∩Γ− .
(2.19)
Finally, we fix the norms for the spaces X and Y . To this end, in [DG10, DG11]
the norm
‖v‖2Y =
∑
T∈T
‖b · ∇v‖20;T + ‖v‖20;T
is chosen for the test space. Then, according to (2.9), the graph norm for X is
given by
‖[u, q]‖X = ‖A[u, q]‖Y ′ ,
where A : X → Y ′ is the operator induced by the bilinear form a(·, ·) in (2.19).
2.4 Discretization for a chosen test space
Of course, a direct Galerkin formulation of the least squares problem (2.7) is
generally not possible since the inner product (·, ·)Y ′ is usually not easily eval-
uated, like e.g. in Example 2.3.6. To deal with this fact, following [CDW12],
we use the definition (2.13) of the Y ′-scalar product with the help of the Riesz
map RY , which allows us to restate the variational problem (2.7) as〈
Au− f,R−1Y Av
〉
= 0, for all v ∈ X. (2.20)
Thus, the dual Y ′-scalar product has been replaced by a dual pairing 〈·, ·〉 for
the prize of the inverse of RY . Note that the test functions are of the same
type as the ones used for the inf-sup condition in Lemma 2.3.4. Moreover, this
variational formulation can be understood as an (infinite dimensional) Petrov
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Galerkin scheme with the ideal test space R−1Y AX, see also [DG10, DG11]. How-
ever, since these test functions are generally expensive to compute, we proceed
by introducing an auxiliary variable
y = R−1Y (Au− f) ⇔ Au−RY y = f, (2.21)
so that the variational problem (2.20) is equivalent to the block system: Find
(u, y) ∈ X × Y such that
〈y,Av〉 = 0 for all v ∈ X,
〈Au, z〉 − 〈RY y, z〉 = 〈f, z〉 for all z ∈ Y.
(2.22)
In contrast to the variational problem (2.20) this block system can be directly
discretized by the Galerkin method, e.g. with finite elements, however, at the
expense of the additional unknown y. Before we consider these discretizations
in detail, we show well-posedness of the block system. To this end, let a¯ :
(X × Y )× (X × Y )→ R be the bilinear form
a¯([u, y], [v, z]) := 〈y,Av〉+ 〈Au, z〉 − 〈RY y, z〉 (2.23)
corresponding to the block system (2.22). In order to show that the induced
mapping A¯ : (X × Y ) → (X ′ × Y ′) is an isomorphism, first note that the
system (2.22) is a saddle point problem. Strictly speaking, this statement is
only true if we multiply the complete system (2.22) with −1 because −RY is
negative definite. But since all results on saddle point problems which we use
are independent of this scaling, we ignore it in the following. Note that in
most texts describing saddle point problems like e.g. [Bra07], the order of the
variables u and y is switched. The following proposition from [CDW12] shows
that a¯(·, ·) induces an isomorphism.
Proposition 2.4.1. The bilinear form (2.23) induces an isomorphism A¯ : (X×
Y )→ (X ′ × Y ′) with the mapping property
1
3
‖[u, y]‖X×Y ≤ ‖A¯[u, y]‖X′×Y ′ ≤ 3‖[u, y]‖X×Y . (2.24)
First, a short argument to prove the last proposition is presented. After-
wards, we recall an elementary proof from [CDW12] in order to keep track of
the constants involved. Since RY is Y -elliptic, according to the theory of saddle
point problems, it suffices to show the inf-sup condition
inf
v∈X
sup
z∈Y
a(v, z)
‖v‖X‖z‖Y ≥ 1,
see e.g. [Bra07]. To this end, set z = R−1Y Av so that ‖z‖Y = ‖Av‖Y ′ = ‖v‖X .
Using this test function in the left hand side of the inf-sup condition and using
Lemma 2.3.3, we obtain
inf
v∈X
sup
z∈Y
a(v, z)
‖v‖X‖z‖Y ≥ infv∈X
〈
Av,R−1Y Av
〉
‖v‖2X
= inf
v∈X
‖Av‖2Y ′
‖v‖2X
= inf
v∈X
‖v‖2X
‖v‖2X
= 1.
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Proof of Proposition 2.4.1. In order to show that A¯ is an isomorphism, we first
rewrite the block system (2.22) in operator notation
A∗y = g
Au−RY y = f.
Since the system is in triangular form, it can easily be solved for [u, y] yielding
existence and uniqueness of a solution. Namely, since A∗ : Y → X ′ and A :
X → Y ′ are isomorphisms, the first row implies y = A−∗g so that substitution
in the second row shows that u = A−1(f −RY y). In addition, this construction
immediately implies uniqueness.
Thus it remains to show the mapping property (2.24) which is equivalent to
showing continuity of A¯ and its inverse. To this end, note that the construction
of the solution directly yields an explicit formula for the inverse of A¯ which is
given by
A¯−1[g, f ] = [A−1(f −RYA−∗g), A−∗g].
Thus, it follows that
‖A¯−1[g, f ]‖2X×Y = ‖A−1(f −RYA−∗g)‖2X + ‖A−∗g‖2Y
≤ ‖f −RYA−∗g‖2Y ′ + ‖g‖2X′ ≤ 2‖f‖Y ′ + 3‖g‖2Y ′ ,
where we have used that ‖A−1 · ‖X ≤ ‖·‖Y ′ and ‖A−∗ · ‖Y ≤ ‖·‖X′ . Concerning
the upper bound we have
‖A¯[u, y]‖2X′×Y ′ = ‖A∗y‖2X′ + ‖Au−RY y‖2Y ′ ≤ 2‖u‖2X + 3‖y‖2Y ,
where we have used that ‖u‖X = ‖Au‖Y ′ and ‖A∗y‖X′ = ‖y‖Y .
Next, we follow [CDW12] in discussing discretizations and its stability issues
for the block system (2.22). To this end, let Xh ⊂ X and Yh ⊂ Y be finite
dimensional spaces. Then applying a standard Galerkin discretization yields
the discrete problem: find uh ∈ Xh and yh ∈ Yh such that
〈yh, Avh〉 = 0 for all vh ∈ Xh
〈Auh, zh〉 − 〈RY yh, zh〉 = 〈f, zh〉 for all zh ∈ Yh.
(2.25)
Since this system is a saddle point problem (up to the unimportant changes
discussed before Proposition 2.4.1) the discretization is only stable if a discrete
inf-sup condition is satisfied. Before we rigorously specify such a stability con-
dition, let us consider two extreme choices for Yh to gain a better insight into
its implications on the stabilization of the original problem Au = f . First, let
Yh = Xh. If we assume, for the sake of discussion, that
a(uh, vh) = 0, vh ∈ Xh ⇒ uh = 0, (2.26)
the first block row of (2.25) implies that yh = 0. Note that the condition (2.26)
is clearly satisfied for coercive problems like convection-diffusion problems, in-
dependently of eventually small coercivity constants. Now, with yh = 0 the
second block row of (2.25) is just a standard Galerkin discretization of Au = f ,
which is unstable as we have seen in Section 1.6.1.
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For a second extreme choice, recall that the discrete space Yh has been
introduced to approximately evaluate the dual Y ′-scalar product. Thus, for an
infinite resolution Yh = Y , this scalar product is evaluated exactly, so that the
block system is equivalent to the original least squares problem
(Auh − f,Avh)Y ′ = 0 for all vh ∈ Xh, (2.27)
which was the starting point for the derivation of the block system. More
formally, one can show this equivalence by reversing the steps from (2.20) leading
to the infinite dimensional block system (2.22) with X replaced by its finite
dimensional counterpart Xh. Now, it follows from Lemma 2.1.1 and (2.1) that
the solution uh of the least squares problem (2.27), or equivalently of the block
system (2.25) with Yh = Y , is the best approximation of u in the X-norm.
From these two examples of Yh we see that the choice of Yh directly influences
the stabilization of the equation Au = f , ranging from a completely unstabilized
system in case of the choice Yh = Xh to a fully stable system for the choice
Yh = Y . The following proposition, essentially from [DHSW12], gives a precise
requirement on the resolution of Yh to obtain a stable scheme.
Proposition 2.4.2. Let Ph be the Y -orthogonal projector onto Yh and assume
that
‖(I − Ph)R−1Y Avh‖Y ≤ δ‖R−1Y Avh‖Y for all vh ∈ Xh (2.28)
holds for some fixed 0 ≤ δ < 1. Then the scheme (2.25) has a unique solution
uh ∈ Xh and yh ∈ Yh such that
‖u− uh‖X + ‖y − yh‖Y ≤ 2 2− δ
(1− δ)2 infϕ∈Xh ‖u− ϕ‖X . (2.29)
Before, we prove this proposition, note that in Lemma 2.3.4 or in the proof of
Proposition 2.4.1 we have seen that R−1Y Auh may be used as a test function for
the inf-sup condition of the full infinite dimensional problem. Thus condition
(2.28) yields a bound for the approximation error of this test function from
the finite dimensional test space Yh. For δ = 1 this estimate is trivial, but
for the required δ < 1 it is important that the functions vh are in the finite
dimensional space Xh. Since the error bound in (2.29) does not depend on the
best error infφ∈Yh ‖y − φ‖Y of y, the overall error is only governed by the best
approximation error of u alone.
Proof of Proposition 2.4.2. Since the system (2.22) is a saddle point problem
it suffices to show a discrete inf-sup condition. To this end, one can use a
perturbation argument based on the given assumptions. Recall that for the proof
in infinite dimensions of Proposition 2.4.1, we used the test function R−1Y Av to
show the inf-sup condition. Now, for the discrete inf-sup condition, we have vh ∈
Xh. As the test function R
−1
Y Avh is generally not contained in Yh, we project it
and use the test function PhR
−1
Y Avh instead. First note that ‖PhR−1Y Avh‖Y ≤
‖R−1Y Avh‖Y = ‖vh‖X . Then in analogy to the proof of the infinite inf-sup
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condition, we obtain
inf
vh∈Xh
sup
zh∈Yh
a(vh, zh)
‖vh‖X‖zh‖Y
≥ inf
vh∈Xh
〈
Avh, PhR
−1
Y Avh
〉
‖vh‖2X
≥ inf
vh∈Xh
(〈
Avh, R
−1
Y Avh
〉
‖vh‖2X
−
〈
Avh, (I − Ph)R−1Y Avh
〉
‖vh‖2X
)
≥ inf
vh∈Xh
(
1− ‖Avh‖Y ′‖(I − Ph)R
−1
Y Avh‖Y
‖vh‖2X
)
.
Using the assumption (2.28) together with the mapping properties of A, we
obtain the discrete inf-sup condition
inf
vh∈Xh
sup
zh∈Yh
a(vh, zh)
‖vh‖X‖zh‖Y ≥ infvh∈Xh
(
1− δ ‖vh‖X‖R
−1
Y Avh‖Y
‖vh‖2X
)
≥ 1− δ.
Together with the continuity constant from Proposition 2.4.1 and the coercivity
of RY this implies existence, uniqueness and the error estimate
‖u− uh‖X + ‖y − yh‖Y ≤ 2 2− δ
(1− δ)2
(
inf
ϕ∈Xh
‖u− ϕ‖X + inf
φ∈Yh
‖y − φ‖Y
)
.
Since A : X → Y ′ is an isomorphism, the first row of system (2.22) implies that
y = 0 so that also
inf
φ∈Yh
‖y − φ‖Y = 0
what completes the proof.
According to the last proof, the stability condition (2.28) implies a discrete
inf-sup condition.
Corollary 2.4.3. Assume that the stability condition (2.28) holds. Then we
have the discrete inf-sup condition
inf
vh∈Xh
sup
zh∈Yh
a(vh, zh)
‖vh‖X‖zh‖Y ≥ 1− δ.
The reason for introducing the alternative stability condition (2.28), in addi-
tion to the discrete inf-sup condition, is that in Chapter 7 we prove stability by
approximation arguments for which this stability condition fits naturally. More-
over, in Section 6.3, we also develop a-posteriori conditions to check whether
the resolution of Yh is sufficiently high in order to adaptively choose the amount
of stabilization and reduce the additional cost of the auxiliary variable yh.
Let us compare the scheme (2.25) to other schemes in the literature, see
[CDW12]. To this end, let A be the operator of the convection-diffusion problem
(1.3) and Ye the space H
1
0 (Ω) equipped with the energy norm so that we have
RYe = As. Then, the scheme (2.25) is essentially an approximation of the least
squares problem: find uh ∈ Xh such that
(Au− f,Av)Ye =
〈
Au− f,A−1s Av
〉
= 0, v ∈ Yh.
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By splitting Av = (As +Ask)v this is equivalent to
〈Au, v〉+ 〈Au,A−1s Askv〉 = 〈f, v〉+ 〈f,A−1s Askv〉 , v ∈ Yh.
We can regard this as the original variational problem a(u, v) = 〈f, v〉 with some
consistent stabilization terms. Note that in case ∇·b = 0, so that Askv = b ·∇v,
by replacing the
〈·, A−1·〉 scalar product by a weighted sum ∑T∈T δT (·, ·)T , we
obtain
a(u, v) +
∑
T∈T
δT (Au, b · ∇v)T = 〈f, v〉+
∑
T∈T
δT (f, b · ∇v)T ,
which is the SDFEM scheme (1.22), see [CDW12]. Other schemes which also
use a negative norm for the stabilization terms have been proposed in [Can01].
However, these schemes do not start from a well-conditioned variational formu-
lation. As a consequence the error analysis is similar to the one of the SDFEM
scheme: one can prove coercivity in a specially tailored norm, but the corre-
sponding continuity estimates require a stronger norm.
In case one chooses the energy norm Ye for the test space and the correspond-
ing graph norm Xg for the trial space there is a simple criterion to determine
whether the plain Galerkin Method is stable. To this end, let Xg,h ⊂ Xg be
a finite dimensional subspace and Ph the Ye-orthogonal projector onto Xg,h.
Furthermore let uh ∈ Xg,h be the Galerkin solution
a(uh, vh) = 〈f, vh〉 for all vh ∈ Xg,h
of the operator equation Au = f . Now assume that the estimate
‖Phu− u‖Xg ≤ C‖Phu− u‖Ye (2.30)
holds for some constant C > 0. Since the Ye-norm is the energy norm, we obtain
by Galerkin orthogonality
‖Phu− uh‖2Ye = a(Phu− uh, Phu− uh) = a(Phu− u, Phu− uh)
≤ ‖Phu− u‖Xg‖Phu− uh‖Ye .
Hence, dividing by ‖Phu− uh‖Ye , results in
‖Phu− uh‖Ye ≤ ‖Phu− u‖Xg .
Now, applying the condition (2.30), the definition of Ph and the triangle in-
equality yields
‖u− uh‖Ye ≤ (1 + C) inf
ϕ∈Xg,h
‖u− ϕ‖Ye . (2.31)
Thus, if the condition (2.30) holds, the unstabilized Galerkin methods yields, up
to a constant, the best approximation error. However, generally the Xg-norm
is larger that the Ye-norm as can bee seen from its representation (2.15) given
by
‖ · ‖2Xg = ‖ · ‖2Ye + ‖Ask · ‖2Y ′e
so that mostly the constant C is very large. However, in case of convection-
diffusion problems discretized with e.g. finite elements the first summand of
the Xg-norm is equivalent to the H
1(Ω)-norm whereas the second summand is
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bounded by a L2(Ω)-norm. It follows that, when applying the norm to u −
Phu, the first summand dominates the second one for sufficiently high grid
resolutions. Typically the constant C will be small independent of  and b if the
grid resolution is about . This corresponds to the experience that in this case
the plain Galerkin method is stable, nonetheless.
Example 2.4.4. In the beginning of this section, we have seen that we can inter-
pret the normal equations (2.20) as a Petrov Galerkin method with ideal test
functions yh = R
−1
Y Auh for uh ∈ Xh. This strategy is followed in the papers
[DG10, DG11] for Discontinuous Galerkin methods. With the bilinear form and
spaces they use, which are summarized in Example 2.3.7, the ideal test functions
are given by the variational problem: find yh ∈ Yh ⊂ Y such that∑
T∈T
(b · ∇yh, b · ∇zh)T + (yh, zh)T = a([uh, qh], zh), zh ∈ Yh,
for all [uh, qh] ∈ Xh ⊂ X. Recall that the unknowns of these Discontinuous
Galerkin methods are the function u defined on the domain and the boundary
fluxes q. Note that, since by definition Yh ⊂ Y is a Cartesian product of
functions defined on each cell T ⊂ T , this equation of the ideal test functions
is completely local so that it is practically affordable to compute all ideal test
functions explicitly.
2.5 Choosing the trial space
In Section 2.2, we have seen two possible ways to find well-conditioned varia-
tional formulations by either explicitly choosing the trial or test space and then
defining the norm of the remaining space by the mapping property. After we
have discussed the latter construction in the last two sections, we now turn to
the former one. To this end, as in [DHSW12], we prescribe the X-norm and use
(2.10) to define a norm for Y . Again, we assume that RX is chosen such that
the induced norm is equivalent to the original norm ‖ · ‖Xˆ of the space X. Now,
we define the Y ′-scalar product in analogy to the choice of the norm (2.10) as
(f, g)Y ′ :=
〈
A−1f,RXA−1g
〉
=
〈
(AR−1X A
∗)−1f, g
〉
,
which yields the Riesz map
RY ′ = (AR
−1
X A
∗)−1 (2.32)
for the scalar product of Y ′.
Instead of choosing the trial space directly, one can also use the observation
that the test space of the dual operator A∗ is the trial space of A itself. Once
we have constructions of well-conditioned variational formulations based on a
prescribed test space this observation will be useful to obtain alternative new
variational problems. The exact statement is given in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.5.1. Assume A : X → Y ′ is an isomorphism with the mapping
property
c‖u‖X ≤ ‖Au‖Y ′ ≤ C‖u‖X
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with u ∈ X and two constants c, C ≥ 0. Then A∗ : Y → X ′ is an isomorphism
with the mapping property
c‖v‖Y ≤ ‖A∗v‖X′ ≤ C‖v‖Y
for all v ∈ Y , where, the adjoint is taken with respect to the dual pairing.
The proof of this lemma is standard. However, for the convenience of the
reader and for the computation of the exact constants it is presented neverthe-
less.
Proof. It is well known that A∗ : Y → X ′ is an isomorphism. Concerning the
mapping property, we obtain
‖A∗v‖X′ = sup
06=w∈X
〈v,Aw〉
‖w‖X ≤ sup06=w∈X
‖v‖Y ‖Aw‖Y ′
‖w‖X ≤ C‖v‖Y .
This proves the upper bound of the mapping property of A∗. For the other
direction let w¯ ∈ X be defined by
〈Aw¯, z〉 = (v, z)Y , z ∈ Y.
Note that w¯ is well defined because A : X → Y ′ is an isomorphism. Now, we
can estimate the norm of w¯ by
c‖w¯‖X ≤ ‖Aw¯‖Y ′ = sup
06=z∈Y
〈Aw¯, z〉
‖z‖Y = sup06=z∈Y
(v, z)Y
‖z‖Y ≤ ‖v‖Y .
This yields
‖A∗v‖X′ = sup
06=w∈X
〈v,Aw〉
‖w‖X ≥
〈v,Aw¯〉
‖w¯‖X ≥ c
(v, v)Y
‖v‖Y ≥ c‖v‖Y ,
which proves the lower bound of A∗’s mapping property.
Now, as a first step, comparable to [DHSW12], we define a well-conditioned
variational formulation for A∗ by choosing the test space, as we have already
discussed in Section 2.3. By Lemma 2.5.1 (applied to A∗) this yields a well-
conditioned variational formulation for the operator A itself. By duality the
chosen test space of A∗ now becomes the trial space of A. Thus, with this
strategy based on a duality argument, we can also construct well-conditioned
variational formulations with an explicitly chosen trial space. In order to keep
track of the spaces which are defined with the dual operator in mind, they are
denoted with an additional bar, so that we have A∗ : X¯ → Y¯ ′ in correspondence
with our notation that X is a trial and Y a test space. Exactly as in Section
2.3, we prescribe a scalar product for the test space of A∗ which then yields
(u, v)Y¯ = 〈u,RY¯ v〉
(u, v)X¯ =
〈
A∗u,R−1
Y¯
A∗v
〉
,
(2.33)
where again RY¯ : Y¯ → Y¯ ′ is the Riesz map of Y¯ . This implies the well-
conditioned mapping property
‖u‖X¯ = ‖A∗u‖Y¯ ′ .
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Note that the Riesz map RX¯ : X¯ → X¯ ′ of the X¯-scalar product is given by
RX¯ = AR
−1
Y¯
A∗. (2.34)
Now, Lemma 2.5.1 applied to A∗ yields the corresponding mapping property
for A, i.e.
‖u‖Y¯ = ‖Au‖X¯′
so that, by the definition
X := Y¯ , Y := X¯, (2.35)
we obtain the mapping property
‖u‖X = ‖Au‖Y ′ (2.36)
for A. By the definition (2.35) the prescribed test space of A∗ now becomes the
trial space of A. Thus, this strategy is analogous to choosing a trial space of
A itself. The advantage is that we can apply all constructions we have already
analyzed in Section 2.3. Note that by the representation of the dual scalar
product in Lemma 2.3.3 and the definition Y = X¯ the Riesz maps (2.32) and
(2.34) yield the same test spaces for both constructions.
Coming to a more concrete example, recall that in Section 2.3, we have
discussed the choice ‖ · ‖2Ye = as(·, ·) and ‖ · ‖Xg = ‖A · ‖Y ′e . Sangalli [San05]
has pointed out that one still obtains a well-conditioned variational formulation
if one interchanges the norms for X and Y . Here, we derive this result by the
duality argument given before. To this end, we first construct the spaces X¯
and Y¯ for the dual operator A∗. In fact, we use the identical construction as in
(2.17) where we have chosen the energy norm for the test space. To this end,
note that
(A∗)s = As, (A∗)sk = −Ask
are the symmetric and skew symmetric parts of the adjoint operator A∗. Thus,
by an identical construction as for (2.17), we obtain the norms
‖ · ‖Y¯e = as(u, u)1/2, ‖ · ‖X¯g = ‖A∗ · ‖Y¯ ′e . (2.37)
Exactly as in Lemma 2.3.5, we have
‖u‖2X¯g = ‖A∗u‖2Y¯ ′e = ‖u‖
2
Y¯e
+ ‖ −Asku‖2Y¯ ′e = ‖u‖
2
Y¯e
+ ‖Asku‖2Y¯ ′e = ‖Au‖
2
Y¯ ′e
.
As in the construction by duality (2.35) and (2.36), we now obtain the norms
‖u‖Xe = as(u, u)1/2, ‖u‖Yg = ‖Au‖X′e , (2.38)
which are exactly the same spaces as in (2.17) with the roles of X and Y
interchanged reproducing the result by [San05].
2.6 Discretization of a chosen trial space
In analogy to the system (2.22) or its discrete version (2.25) for a chosen test
space, in this section, we wish to find possible discretizations for the scalar
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products defined by (2.33) where one first fixes the Riesz map of the trial space.
As before, the starting point is the optimization problem (2.6) or rather its
equivalent least-squares formulation (2.7), i.e.
(Au− f,Av)Y ′ = 0 for all v ∈ X.
Again the main obstruction is the treatment of the Y ′ scalar product. By
plugging in its Riesz map (2.32), we obtain〈
(AR−1X A
∗)−1(Au− f), Av〉 = 0 for all v ∈ X. (2.39)
In order to avoid the explicit use of an inverse define y = (AR−1X A
∗)−1(Au−f),
i.e.
AR−1X A
∗y = Au− f.
Finally, to avoid the R−1X , we define a second auxiliary variable w = R
−1
X A
∗y.
With these definitions, we arrive at the block system: find u ∈ X, y ∈ Y and
w ∈ X such that
〈Av, y〉 = 0 for all v ∈ X
〈Au, z〉 − 〈Aw, z〉 = 〈f, z〉 for all z ∈ Y
〈Ax, y〉 − 〈RXw, x〉 = 0 for all x ∈ X.
(2.40)
The corresponding bilinear form aˆ([u, y, w], [v, z, x]) : X×Y ×X → X ′×Y ′×X ′
is given by
aˆ([u, y, w], [v, z, x]) = 〈Av, y〉+ 〈Au, z〉 − 〈Aw, z〉+ 〈Ax, y〉 − 〈RXw, x〉 . (2.41)
Next, we show that this system is well posed.
Proposition 2.6.1. The bilinear form aˆ defined in (2.41) induces an isomor-
phism Aˆ : X × Y ×X → X ′ × Y ′ ×X ′.
Proof. First, we show continuity:
aˆ([u, y, w], [v, z, x]) ≤ ‖y‖Y ‖v‖X + ‖u‖X‖z‖Y + ‖w‖X‖z‖Y
+ ‖x‖X‖y‖Y + ‖w‖X‖x‖X
. (‖u‖X + ‖y‖Y + ‖w‖X)1/2 (‖v‖X + ‖z‖Y + ‖x‖Y )1/2 .
Next, we show the inf-sup condition. To this end, we test first with
v = w, z = A−∗RXu, x = −w,
which yields
aˆ([u, y, w], [v, z, x]) = ‖u‖2X − (w, u)X + ‖w‖2X ≥
1
2
‖u‖2X +
1
2
‖w‖2X . (2.42)
On the other hand, using the test functions
v = w, z = 0, x = R−1X A
∗y
and using the definition (2.34) and (2.35) of the Riesz map RY implies
aˆ([u, y, w], [v, z, x]) =
〈
AR−1X A
∗y, y
〉
= 〈RY y, y〉 = ‖y‖2Y . (2.43)
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Adding (2.42) and (2.43) yields
aˆ([u, y, w], [v, z, x]) ≥ 1
2
‖u‖2X + ‖y‖2Y +
1
2
‖w‖2X
for the test function
v = 2w, z = A−∗RXu, x = −w +R−1X A∗y.
Now, we can estimate these test functions by
‖v‖X ≤ 2‖w‖X , ‖z‖Y = ‖u‖X , ‖x‖X ≤ ‖w‖X + ‖y‖Y .
Thus, with these test functions, we obtain the inf-sup condition
inf
06=[u,y,w]
∈X×Y×X
sup
06=[v,z,x]
∈X×Y×X
aˆ([u, y, w], [v, z, x])
(‖u‖2X + ‖y‖2Y + ‖w‖2X)1/2 (‖v‖2X + ‖z‖2Y + ‖x‖2X)1/2
& 1.
In order to prove that the induced operator Aˆ is an isomorphism, it remains to
show that for all test functions 0 6= [v, z, x] ∈ X × Y ×X there are [u, y, w] ∈
X × Y ×X such that aˆ([u, y, w], [v, z, x]) 6= 0. Now, if z 6= 0, we have
aˆ([A−1RY z, 0, 0], [v, z, x]) = ‖z‖2Y 6= 0.
If z = 0 and v + x 6= 0, we obtain
aˆ([0, R−1Y A(v + x), 0], [v, z, x]) = ‖v + x‖2Y 6= 0.
Finally, assume z = 0 and v + x = 0. Then x 6= 0 because by assumption
[v, z, x] 6= 0. In this case we have
aˆ([0, 0,−x], [v, z, x]) = ‖x‖2Y 6= 0.
It follows that for all [v, z, x] 6= 0, we can construct [u, y, w] ∈ X × Y ×X such
that aˆ([u, y, w], [v, z, x]) 6= 0, which completes the proof.
This proof already indicates some difficulties with this approach. Namely,
the test function for z in the inf-sup condition involves the operator A−∗. For
convection-diffusion problems this operator usually creates layers which cannot
be resolved at reasonable cost. Therefore, it might be difficult to find discrete
analogs for these test functions for proving a discrete inf-sup condition. A more
detailed analysis of this problem and a possible remedy can be found in Section
4.3.3.
For a discretization of the system (2.40), we can use a standard Galerkin
approach. To this end, let Xh ⊂ X, Yh ⊂ Y , Zh ⊂ X be three finite dimensional
subspaces. Then we obtain the discrete problem: find [uh, yh, wh] ∈ Xh×Yh×Zh
such that
〈Avh, yh〉 = 0 for all vh ∈ Xh
〈Auh, zh〉 − 〈Awh, zh〉 = 〈f, zh〉 for all zh ∈ Yh
〈Axh, yh〉 − 〈RXwh, xh〉 = 0 for all xh ∈ Zh.
(2.44)
As for the discretization of a chosen test space in Section 2.4 the resolutions of
the spaces Yh and Zh serve as stabilization parameters. The next proposition
states a condition on their resolution that guarantees a discrete inf-sup condi-
tion. Its proof is essentially the same as for Proposition 2.6.1 with an additional
perturbation argument.
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Proposition 2.6.2. Assume that the discrete spaces Yh and Zh satisfy the
conditions
inf
φ∈Yh
‖φ−A−∗RXuh‖Y ≤ δ‖A−∗RXuh‖Y = δ‖uh‖X for all uh ∈ Xh,
inf
ϕ∈Zh
‖ϕ−R−1X A∗yh‖X ≤ δ‖R−1X A∗yh‖X = δ‖yh‖Y for all yh ∈ Yh,
with a constant δ ≤ 1/2. Then the bilinear form aˆ satisfies the discrete inf-sup
condition
inf
0 6=[uh,yh,wh]
∈Xh×Yh×Xh
sup
06=[vh,zh,xh]
∈Xh×Yh×Xh
aˆ([uh, yh, wh], [vh, zh, xh])
‖[uh, yh, wh]‖X×Y×Z‖[vh, zh, xh]‖X×Y×Z
≥ 1√
6
(
1
2
− δ
)
, (2.45)
with
‖[u, y, w]‖X×Y×Z =
(‖u‖2X + ‖y‖2Y + ‖w‖2X)1/2 .
Furthermore, we have the approximation result
‖[u− uh, y − yh, w − wh]‖X×Y×X . inf
ϕ∈Xh
‖u− ϕ‖X . (2.46)
Proof. For convenience let PYh and P
Z
h be the Y and X-orthogonal projectors
onto Yh and Zh respectively. We proceed exactly as in the proof of Proposi-
tion 2.6.1 with additionally projecting the test functions into the given discrete
spaces. To this end, first we test with the functions
vh = wh, zh = P
Y
h A
−∗RXuh, xh = −wh,
which yields
aˆ([uh, vh, wh], [vh, zh, xh])
=
〈
Auh, P
Y
h A
−∗RXuh
〉
+
〈
Awh, P
Y
h A
−∗RXuh
〉
+ ‖wh‖2X
= ‖uh‖2X + ‖wh‖2X +
〈
Auh, (I − PYh )A−∗RXuh
〉
+
〈
Awh, P
Y
h A
−∗RXuh
〉
≥ ‖uh‖2X + ‖wh‖2X − δ‖uh‖2X − ‖uh‖2X‖wh‖2X
≥
(
1
2
− δ
)
‖uh‖2X +
1
2
‖wh‖2X .
Likewise for the test functions
vh = wh, zh = 0, xh = P
Z
h R
−1
X A
∗yh,
using the definition (2.34) and (2.35) of the Riesz map RY , we obtain
aˆ([uh, vh, wh], [vh, zh, xh])
= 〈Awh, yh〉+
〈
APXh R
−1
X A
∗yh, yh
〉− 〈RXwh, PXh R−1X A∗yh〉
= 〈Awh, yh〉+
〈
APXh R
−1
X A
∗yh, yh
〉
− 〈Awh, yh〉+
〈
RXwh, (I − PXh )R−1X A∗yh
〉
= ‖yh‖2Y −
〈
A(I − PXh )R−1X A∗yh, yh
〉
+
〈
RXwh, (I − PXh )R−1X A∗yh
〉
≥ ‖yh‖2Y − δ‖yh‖2Y − δ‖wh‖2X‖yh‖2Y
≥
(
1
2
− δ
)
‖yh‖2Y − δ‖wh‖2X .
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Adding the estimates for both choices of test functions, we find that for their
sum
vh = 2wh, zh = P
Y
h A
−∗RXuh, xh = −wh + PZh R−1X A∗yh,
the estimate
aˆ([uh, vh, wh], [vh, zh, xh]) ≥
(
1
2
− δ
)
‖[uh, vh, wh]‖X×Y×X
holds. Since one easily verifies that the test functions are bounded by
‖vh‖X ≤ 2‖wh‖X , ‖zh‖Y = ‖uh‖X , ‖xh‖X ≤ ‖wh‖X + ‖yh‖Y ,
one obtains the discrete inf-sup condition (2.45). Finally, we have to show
(2.46). To this end, note that by the continuity of aˆ from Proposition 2.6.1 and
the just proven discrete inf-sup condition, we have
‖[u− uh, y − yh, w − wh]‖X×Y×X . inf
ϕu∈Xh
ϕy∈Yh
ϕw∈Zh
‖[u, y, w]− [ϕu, ϕy, ϕw]‖X×Y×X .
Thus, the error bound is proven if
inf
ϕy∈Yh
‖y − ϕy‖Y = inf
ϕw∈Zh
‖w − ϕw‖Y = 0.
Now, from the construction of the bilinear form aˆ follows that for the true
solutions y and w we have y = 0 and w = 0 so that they can be approximated
with zero error.
Although, the scheme proposed in this section is closely related to the ones
in [CMMR01, MMRS05] the error analysis is quite different. In [CMMR01,
MMRS05] the error of ‖u− uh‖X is not bounded by the best approximation of
u but by the best approximation error of (ARXA
∗)−1f which is analogous to our
auxiliary variable y. Since in [CMMR01, MMRS05] the Y -norm is composed of
Sobolev-type components they can then show results on the convergence order.
However, for the problems considered in this thesis the Y -norm will often have
derivatives only in the flow direction so that one cannot apply standard error
estimates in a sharp way.
Chapter 3
Discretization of transport
problems
In this chapter, the abstract framework of Chapter 2 is applied to the linear
transport problem
A0u = b · ∇u+ cu = f on Ω
u|Γ− = g on Γ−.
(3.1)
The interest in this problem is twofold. On the one hand, it appears in applica-
tions in its own right. On the other hand, it will help us in understanding some
numerical effects when applying the abstract theory of Chapter 2 to convection-
diffusion problems.
The basic ingredient to make the abstract machinery of Chapter 2 work is
the assumption that we have two spaces X and Y such that A0 : X → Y ′
is an isomorphism. In addition, the transport problem is in some sense the
limiting case of the convection-diffusion problem. We also want the norms to
reflect this fact. To this extend, recall Example 2.3.6 where we have chosen
the energy norm as(u, u)
1/2 for the test space. By the general assumption (1.7)
for convection-diffusion problems and the formula (2.16) for As, this norm is
equivalent to
(
|u|21 + γ‖u‖20
)1/2
. We assume that γ > 0 so that in the limit
case  → 0 we obtain the L2(Ω)-norm. The factor γ is just a scaling which we
ignore in the following. Thus, in correspondence with the convection-diffusion
problems, we choose L2(Ω) for the test space of the transport problem. This
choice is treated in the next section. By a duality argument, we see in Section
3.3 that we can also choose L2(Ω) as the trial space of a transport problem.
3.1 Existence and uniqueness
We still have to ensure that we can choose a corresponding trial space such
that we obtain an isomorphism into L2(Ω). To this end, as in [DHSW12], we
first define the space by a graph norm for the fixed test space. Afterwards, we
ensure that the operator A0 is indeed an isomorphism between those spaces.
Namely, we choose Y = Y ′ := Yte := L2(Ω). For the definition of the trial space
X := Xtg, we first define its norm as a graph norm:
‖ · ‖Xtg := ‖A0 · ‖Y ′te = ‖A0 · ‖0. (3.2)
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Recall our naming convention that X with an eventual subscript, here Xtg, is
the trial space and Y with an eventual subscript like Yte is the test space. In
the following, we only consider zero boundary conditions which we build into
the space:
X = Xtg = clos‖·‖Xtg
{
u ∈ C∞(Ω) : u|Γ− = 0
}
. (3.3)
For simplicity, in what follows we assume that
c− 1
2
div b ≥ γ > 0. (3.4)
First, we have to ensure that ‖ · ‖Xtg is a norm. To this end, we show the
following lemma, see [EG04].
Lemma 3.1.1. Assume that (3.4) holds. Then we have
‖u‖20 . (A0u, u).
Proof. By Gauss’ theorem, we have
(b · ∇u, v) = −(u, b · ∇v)− ([div b]u, v) +
∫
∂Ω
n · buv,
where n is the unit outward normal vector. Splitting (b · ∇u + cu, u) = 12 (b ·∇u, u) + 12 (b · ∇u, u) + (cu, v) and applying the last equation to the second
summand, we obtain
(b · ∇u+ cu, u) =
([
c− 1
2
div b
]
u, u
)
+
1
2
∫
∂Ω
n · bu2.
Now, we can use that u is zero on the inflow boundary and n · b is zero on the
characteristic boundary so that we can simplify the boundary integral to obtain
(b · ∇u+ cu, u) =
([
c− 1
2
div b
]
u, u
)
+
1
2
∫
Γ+
n · bu2.
Since n · b is positive on the outflow boundary and because of the assumption
(3.4), we conclude that
(b · ∇u+ cu, u) ≥ γ‖u‖20,
which completes the proof.
With the last lemma, we can now show that ‖ · ‖Xtg is a norm, see [EG04].
Lemma 3.1.2. Assume that the assumption (3.4) on the coefficients of the
operator A0 holds. Then ‖ · ‖Xtg is a norm with
‖u‖0 . ‖u‖Xtg . (3.5)
Proof. In order to show that ‖·‖Xtg is a norm it suffices to show that ‖u‖Xtg = 0
implies u = 0 which is an immediate consequence of (3.5). In order to show this
estimate note that from Lemma 3.1.1 and the definition of the ‖ · ‖Xtg -norm, we
have
‖u‖20 . (A0u, u) ≤ ‖A0u‖0‖u‖0 = ‖u‖Xtg‖u‖0.
Dividing by ‖u‖0 yields (3.5).
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In the next proposition from [DHSW12], an alternative definition of the Xtg-
norm is given, which on first sight appears to be a stronger norm. In fact, it
turns out that both norms are equivalent, see also [EG04].
Proposition 3.1.3. Assume that the assumption (3.4) on the coefficients of
the operator A0 holds. Then the Xtg-norm is equivalent to the norm
‖u‖Xtg ∼ ‖b · ∇u‖0 + ‖u‖0.
Proof. One direction is immediately clear from the triangle inequality:
‖u‖Xtg = ‖b · ∇u+ cu‖0 ≤ ‖b · ∇u‖0 + ‖cu‖0 . ‖b · ∇u‖0 + ‖u‖0.
From Lemma (3.1.1) follows that
‖u‖0 . ‖u‖Xtg . (3.6)
Thus, it remains to show that ‖b ·∇u‖0 . ‖u‖Xtg . Using (3.6) this can be shown
as follows:
‖b · ∇u‖0 ≤ ‖b · ∇u+ cu‖+ ‖cu‖ . (1 + ‖c‖L∞)‖b · ∇u+ cu‖0 . ‖u‖Xtg ,
which completes the proof.
Since ‖ · ‖Xtg is a norm the operator A0 must be injective. For a proof of
surjectivity, we use a straight forward generalization of a result in [Lio73]. To
this end, we construct a solution of the transport problem as a limit of the
convection-diffusion problem: find u ∈ H10 (Ω) such that
a(u, v) = (∇u,∇v) + (A0u, v) = (f, v), v ∈ H10 (Ω). (3.7)
We use this approach as opposed to simpler proofs, e.g. in [EG04], because the
limit for  → 0 turns out to be important for the construction of variational
formulations for convection-diffusion problems in Section 4.3. To obtain some
weak limits, we first show some estimates in the next lemma, see [Lio73].
Lemma 3.1.4. Assume that the assumption (3.4) on the coefficients of the
operator A0 holds. Furthermore let φ ∈ C1(Ω¯) be a function satisfying
φ = 0 on Γ0 ∪ Γ+,
φ ≥ 0 on Ω (3.8)
and let u ∈ H10 (Ω) be the solution of the variational problem (3.7). Then u
satisfies the estimates
1/2‖u‖1 . ‖f‖0, (3.9)
‖u‖0 . ‖f‖0, (3.10)
‖φ1/2b · ∇u‖0 . ‖f‖0, (3.11)
where all generic constants are independent of .
Note that generally bounds for terms like ‖b · ∇u‖0 are difficult due to
boundary-layers, which are typical for solutions of convection-diffusion prob-
lems. As a remedy, we use the additional weight function φ which is small in
the layer regions.
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Proof. First, we show the bounds (3.9) and (3.10). To this end, we test (3.7)
with u itself. Then the skew symmetric part of a cancels so that we are left
with the symmetric part as in (2.16) which yields
a(u, u) = ‖∇u‖20 +
([
c− 1
2
div b
]
u, u
)
= (f, u).
From assumption (3.4) and Young’s inequality, we obtain
‖1/2∇u‖20 + ‖u‖20 . ‖f‖20,
which shows (3.9) and (3.10).
Finally, we prove (3.11). Since the right hand side f ∈ L2(Ω), the solution
u satisfies the strong equation
−∆u + b · ∇u + cu = f
of the convection-diffusion equation in L2(Ω). Now, we multiply by φb · ∇u
and integrate over Ω to obtain
−
∫
Ω
∆uφb · ∇u +
∫
Ω
b · ∇uφb · ∇u +
∫
Ω
cuφb · ∇u =
∫
Ω
fφb · ∇u.
From (3.10) and because φ is bounded, we obtain
− (∆u, φb · ∇u) + ‖φ1/2b · ∇u‖20 ≤ ‖f‖0‖φ1/2b · ∇u‖0. (3.12)
Thus, it remains to estimate the first summand. To this end, we first use Gauss’
theorem to obtain
(∆u, φb · ∇u) = (n · ∇u, φb · ∇u)∂Ω − (∇u,∇(φb · ∇u)). (3.13)
The second integral yields
−(∇u,∇(φb · ∇u)) = −(∇u, [∇(φb)]T∇u))− (∇u, [∇(∇u)]Tφb).
Using that ∇u · [∇(∇u)]Tφb = 12φb ·∇[∇u]2 with [∇u]2 = ∇u ·∇u and the
bounds (3.9) for ‖∇u‖20, we derive that
−(∇u,∇(φb · ∇u)) . ‖f‖20 −

2
(φb,∇[∇u]2).
By applying the divergence theorem, it follows that
−(∇u,∇(φb · ∇u)) . ‖f‖20 −

2
(φn · b, [∇u]2)∂Ω + 
2
(∇(φb), [∇u]2).
Again using the estimate (3.9) for ‖∇u‖20, this yields
−(∇u,∇(φb · ∇u)) . ‖f‖20 −

2
(φn · b, [∇u]2)∂Ω.
Plugging this estimate into (3.13), we obtain
(∆u, φb · ∇u) . +(n · ∇u, φb · ∇u)∂Ω − 
2
(φn · b, [∇u]2)∂Ω + ‖f‖20. (3.14)
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Since u = 0 on ∂Ω, we have
[∇u]2 = [∂nu]2 b · ∇u = b · n∂nu,
where ∂n is the derivative in the direction of the unit outward normal n and
the second identity follows immediately from ∇u = n∂nu, on the boundary.
Using these identities in (3.14) yields
(∆u, φb · ∇u) . 
2
(φn · b, [∂nu]2)∂Ω + ‖f‖20.
Since on Γ− we have n · b ≤ 0 and on Γ0 ∪ Γ+ we have φ = 0, we conclude that
(∆u, φb · ∇u) . ‖f‖20.
Plugging this estimate into (3.12) yields
‖φ1/2b · ∇u‖20 . ‖f‖20 + ‖f‖0‖φ1/2b · ∇u‖0.
Finally, applying Young’s estimate, we obtain
‖φ1/2b · ∇u‖20 . ‖f‖20.
Given the estimates from the last lemma, we are now in position to prove
that A0 is surjective. The main arguments can be found in [Lio73].
Theorem 3.1.5. Assume that the condition (3.4) on the coefficients of the
operator A0 holds. Then A0 : Xtg → Y ′te = Yte is an isomorphism where
Yte = L2(Ω) and Xtg is the closure of smooth functions vanishing on the inflow
boundary with respect to the norm ‖ · ‖Xtg := ‖A0 · ‖Y ′te as defined in (3.2) and
(3.3).
Sketch of proof. Since ‖u‖Xtg = ‖A0u‖0 is a norm, A0 is injective so that it
remains to show that A0 is also surjective. To this end, we consider the corre-
sponding convection-diffusion problem: find u ∈ H10 (Ω) such that
a(u, v) = (∇u,∇v) + (A0u, v) = (f, v) for all v ∈ H10 (Ω). (3.15)
We show that the solution of the transport problem can be constructed from
the limit → 0 of u. From Lemma (3.1.4), we obtain the bounds
‖1/2∇u‖20 . ‖f‖20, ‖u‖20 . ‖f‖20. (3.16)
Recall that the generic constants involved in these estimates are independent
of . Since bounded sequences of a Hilbert space have a weakly convergent
subsequence there is a sequences k, k ∈ N such that uk and 1/2k ∇uk are
weakly convergent in L2(Ω). It follows that k∇uk = 1/2k 1/2k ∇uk converges
weakly to zero. Summarizing, we have
uk ⇀ u0 for k →∞ weakly in L2(Ω),
∇uk ⇀ 0 for k →∞ weakly in L2(Ω).
(3.17)
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We claim that u0 solves the transport problem A0u0 = f . To this end, we first
show that b · ∇u0 exists in the weak sense, i.e. there is a w ∈ L2(Ω) such that
(w, v) = −(u0,div(bv)) (3.18)
for all v ∈ C∞0 (Ω). Since we expect that u0 satisfies the transport problem, a
natural choice for w is w := f − cu0. In order to show that w satisfies (3.18),
using the definition of u0 and k∇uk ⇀ 0, for v ∈ C∞0 (Ω) we obtain
(f − cu0, v) = lim
k→∞
(f, v)− k(∇uk ,∇v)− (cuk , v)
= lim
k→∞
(b · ∇uk , v) = − lim
k→∞
(uk ,div(bv))
= −(u0,div(bv))
so that the derivative b · ∇u0 exists in the weak sense. Form the definition of w
it follows that the transport problem
(A0u0, v) = (f, v)
is satisfied for all v ∈ H10 (Ω). By a density argument this is also true for all v ∈
L2(Ω) so that indeed u0 solves the transport problem A0u0 = f . Furthermore,
since the weak derivative b · ∇u0 exists, the norm ‖u0‖Xtg is bounded.
It remains to be shown that u0 satisfies the given inflow boundary conditions.
To this end, choose a suitable φ according to (3.8) and a subdomain S ⊂ Ω such
that φ > c on S. Note that by Lemma 3.1.4, we have
‖φ1/2b · ∇u‖0 . ‖f‖0. (3.19)
Then there is a subsequence of uk , which we also denote by uk , that converges
weakly in Xtg(S). Here, Xtg(S) is the space Xtg restricted to the domain S
with the norm ‖ ·‖2Xtg(S) = ‖b ·∇ ·‖20;S +‖ ·‖20;S which is justified by Proposition
3.1.3. Since by the definition of the norm the space Xtg(S) is embedded in
L2(S) each linear functional in L2(S)
′ is also a linear functional in Xtg(S)′ so
that by the uniqueness of the weak limit the sequence uk converges weakly to
u0|S in Xtg(S). Now, let ϕ ∈ H1(S) be any function with supp(ϕ|∂S) ⊂ Γ−∩S.
Then we obtain∫
Γ−
n · bu0ϕ =
∫
∂S
n · bu0ϕ = −
∫
S
div(bu0ϕ) . ‖u0‖Xtg(S)‖ϕ‖1
so that
∫
Γ−
n · bϕ is a linear functional in Xtg(S). Thus, we obtain
(n · bu0, ϕ)Γ− = lim
k→∞
(n · buk , ϕ)Γ− = lim
k→∞
0 = 0.
Because of the freedom in the choices of S, φ and ϕ, we infer that u0|Γ− = 0 so
that u0 ∈ Xtg.
In this sketch of proof we have used two different definitions of Xtg: firstly,
we used the definition (3.3) which defines Xtg as the closure of smooth func-
tions with appropriate boundary conditions in the ‖ · ‖Xtg -norm. Secondly, we
implicitly used a definition of Xtg as the functions in L2(Ω) for which the deriva-
tive b · ∇u0 exists in the weak sense (3.18) and which satisfy the corresponding
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boundary conditions. We omit, here, a proof that these two definitions are
equivalent. But note that analogous results for Sobolev spaces are standard.
As a simple corollary of the last lemma, we obtain the limiting behavior
of convection-diffusion problems for  → 0. See also [Lio73, RST08] and the
references therein.
Corollary 3.1.6. Assume that γ > 0 where γ is the constant given in (1.7)
and that the right hand side f ∈ L2(Ω). Let u ∈ H10 (Ω) be the solution of the
convection-diffusion problem
a(u, v) = (∇u,∇v) + (A0u, v) = (f, v) for all v ∈ H10 (Ω)
and let u0 be the solution of the corresponding reduced problem A0u0 = f . Then
every sequence uk with k → 0, for k →∞, has a subsequence which converges
to u0 weakly in L2(Ω).
In the following, we also need a trace theorem for functions in Xtg which is
stated in the next proposition, see [DHSW12] for the variant given below and
[Bar70, Section 4] for a more general result of similar type.
Proposition 3.1.7. Assume that the assumption (3.4) on the coefficients of the
operator A0 holds. Then, there is a bounded operator tr+ : Xtg → L2(Γ+, n · b)
such that tr+ u = u|Γ+ for all u ∈ C(Ω¯). Here L2(Γ+, n · b) is the L2 space with
an additional weight n · b which is positive on Γ+.
Proof. Let u ∈ Xtg ∩ C(Ω¯). Since u is zero on Γ− and n · b is zero on Γ0, we
have ∫
Γ+
n · bu2 =
∫
∂Ω
n · bu2.
By Gauss’ theorem, we obtain∫
∂Ω
n · bu2 = 2(b · ∇u, u) + ((div b)u, u) . (‖b · ∇u‖0 + ‖u‖0) ‖u‖0.
From Proposition 3.1.3, we now conclude that∫
∂Ω
n · bu2 ≤ ‖u‖2Xtg .
Thus, the map u → u|Γ+ is bounded and can be extended to all of Xtg by
density.
In fact, it has been shown in [Bar70] that the trace operator is also onto.
Note that from the results of this section, in the following we essentially only
need that A0 : Xtg → Y ′te is an isomorphism and that the trace operator of
Proposition 3.1.7 is bounded. Especially, the condition (3.4) is not mandatory.
For example, if b, and c are sufficiently smooth and the characteristics leave the
domain Ω in finite time, one can show existence by the method of characteristics.
Since the operator A0 : Xtg → Y ′te is an isomorphism, we can apply the
complete machinery of Chapter 2. For the norms we have just introduced, we
have Yte = Y
′
te which will considerable simplify some of the schemes.
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3.2 L2 as test space
In the last section, we have constructed a well-conditioned variational formula-
tion for the transport problem. Most importantly, we have two Hilbert spaces
Xtg and Yte such that the transport operator A0 : Xtg → Y ′te is an isomor-
phism with the well-conditioned mapping property ‖A0u‖Y ′te = ‖u‖Xtg . Thus,
we have all ingredients to apply the abstract scheme (2.25). But for the re-
duced problem the situation is somewhat simpler: the scheme (2.25) originates
from the least squares problem (2.7) for which we introduce a second variable
to evaluate the dual Y ′-scalar product. But for the transport problem we have
Yte = Y
′
te = L2(Ω) so that we can solve the least squares problem (2.7) directly.
For Xtg,h ⊂ Xtg this yields the scheme: find uh ∈ Xtg,h such that
(A0uh, A0vh) = (f,A0vh) for all vh ∈ Xtg,h, (3.20)
where (·, ·) denotes the L2(Ω) scalar product. Moreover, from the motivation
in Section 2.1 it is clear that this scheme yields a best approximation to the
true solution in the Xtg-norm. Summing up, with this approach we obtain the
spaces corresponding to the norms
‖ · ‖Yte = ‖ · ‖0 ‖ · ‖Xtg = ‖A0 · ‖0. (3.21)
Note that with the norm equivalence in Proposition 3.1.3 this variational for-
mulation and numerical scheme is well known in the literature, see e.g. [EG04].
3.3 L2 as trial space
In this section, we derive another variational formulation of the transport prob-
lem with L2(Ω) as trial space which has been presented in [DHSW12]. For its
construction, we use the duality argument of Section 2.5. To this end, we start
with the definition of a variational formulation for the dual operator. Now, for
the transport operator, we have
(A∗0v, u) = (−b · ∇v + (c− div b)v, u) + (n · bu, v)∂Ω,
where n is the outward unit normal vector. Except for the boundary integral
this is again a transport operator. Let us, for the time being, neglect this term
and define
(A∗t v, u) := (−b · ∇v + (c− div b)v, u). (3.22)
As this is a transport operator, we can now use the variational formulation from
the last section. Thus, first we choose L2(Ω) as the test space. By our notational
convention, we use an additional bar in the name for this space because it is
defined for the dual operator, i.e. Y¯te = Y¯
′
te = L2(Ω). As in the last section, we
define X¯tg as
X¯tg := clos‖·‖X¯tg
{
u ∈ C∞ : u|Γ+ = 0
}
,
with
‖u‖X¯tg = ‖A∗tu‖0. (3.23)
Note that the boundary conditions which are build into the space are now on
the outflow boundary instead of the inflow boundary. That is because the dual
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operator A∗t has flow field −b which switches the roles of inflow and outflow and
we stick with the notation Γ−, Γ0 and Γ+ for the corresponding boundary parts
of the primal transport problem. By the results of the last section, A∗t : X¯tg →
Y¯ ′te is an isomorphism. Thus, by the duality argument Lemma 2.5.1, we find
that
At : Xte → Y ′tg, ‖ · ‖Xte ∼ ‖At · ‖Y ′tg (3.24)
is an isomorphism with the spaces
Xte := Y¯te, Ytg := X¯tg. (3.25)
The remaining problem is that, by construction, the operator At is not a trans-
port operator. This comes from the fact that for the definition of A∗t we have
neglected a boundary term. As we show in the following, this operator yields
nonetheless natural solutions to the transport problem. To this end, we de-
rive the same variational formulation from scratch. As usual, we start with the
transport problem and multiply by a test function which yields
(b · ∇u+ cu, v) = (f, v).
Since we seek a solution u ∈ L2(Ω), we use Gauss’s theorem to put the derivative
on the other side of the L2(Ω)-scalar product:
(u,−b · ∇v + (c− div b)v) + (n · bu, v)∂Ω = (f, v).
In this way, we need some differentiability for the test function v instead of
u. Next, we have to consider the boundary integral. First, note that on the
inflow part of the boundary we can plug in the boundary condition and on the
characteristic boundary this integral is zero anyway:
(u,−b · ∇v + (c− div b)v) + (n · bu, v)Γ+ = (f, v)− (n · bg, v)Γ− . (3.26)
Now, on the left hand side, we again see the dual operator A∗t plus an additional
boundary integral. Sine Γ+ is the inflow of A
∗
t , for each boundary condition h
on Γ+ there is a function v with v|Γ+ = h and A∗t v = 0. Using these functions
as test functions in (3.26) the first summand becomes zero so that one obtains
(n · bu, v)Γ+ = (f, v)− (n · bg, v)Γ− , (3.27)
which is essentially a condition on the outflow of At. Since we wish to prescribe
boundary conditions on Γ− only, we test with functions v which are zero on the
outflow boundary so that the boundary integral on the left hand side disappears.
In this case we obtain exactly the setting (3.24), (3.25).
So what has happened with the boundary integral in the definition of A∗t ?
Of course, the restriction of the integral to the characteristic boundary Γ0 is
zero anyway. If we recall the explicit construction we see that the integral over
the outflow has disappeared because the test functions vanish on this part of
the boundary. The integral of the inflow boundary has been shifted to the right
hand side by applying the known boundary conditions. Thus, the boundary
conditions which have been built directly into the trial space in the last sec-
tion have now become natural boundary conditions and are contained in the
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right hand side. This construction is comparable to the treatment of Neumann
boundary conditions for the Poisson problem. Also note that we cannot eas-
ily enforce boundary conditions directly because there is no trace operator in
L2(Ω).
Now, we can apply the theory of Section 2.6 to construct a numerical scheme.
For Xte,h ⊂ Xte, Ytg,h ⊂ Ytg and Zte,h ⊂ Xte by (2.44), we obtain the Galerkin
problem: find [uh, yh, wh] ∈ Xte,h × Ytg,h × Zte,h such that
〈Atvh, yh〉 = 0 for all vh ∈ Xte,h
〈Atuh, zh〉 − 〈Atwh, zh〉 = 〈f, zh〉 for all zh ∈ Ytg,h
〈Atxh, yh〉 − 〈RXwh, xh〉 = 0 for all xh ∈ Zte,h.
As for the choice of the test space Yte = L2(Ω) of the last section, we can make
use of the fact that RXte is the identity. If we use for Zte,h = Xte, the full space,
the last block row reads wh = A
∗
t yh. Plugging this into the second block row,
we obtain the simpler problem: find [uh, yh] ∈ Xte,h × Ytg,h such that
〈Atvh, yh〉 = 0 for all vh ∈ Xte,h
〈Atuh, zh〉 − 〈A∗t yh, A∗t zh〉 = 〈f, zh〉 for all zh ∈ Ytg,h. (3.28)
From the choice Zte,h = Xte, we also obtain the following corollary of Proposi-
tion 2.6.2, see [DHSW12].
Corollary 3.3.1. Assume the discrete spaces Xte,h and Ytg,h satisfy the condi-
tion
inf
φ∈Ytg,h
‖φ−A−∗t vh‖Ytg ≤ δ‖A−∗t vh‖Ytg = δ‖vh‖Xte for all vh ∈ Xte,h,
with a constant δ ≤ 1/2. Then we have the error estimate
‖u− uh‖2Xte + ‖y − yh‖2Ytg . infϕ∈Xte,h ‖u− ϕ‖
2
Xte,h
.
3.4 An iterative scheme
For the variational formulation of the last Section 3.3, one can also use an
iterative scheme instead of solving a block system, see [DHSW12]. To motivate
the approach, we write the operator equation Atu = f as a fixed point equation
u = u+A−1t (f −Atu), (3.29)
where A−1t serves as a preconditioner which renders the equation well-posed.
The corresponding weak formulation reads
(u, v) = (u, v) + (A−1t (f −Atu) , v)
= (u, v) +
〈
f −Atu,A−∗t v
〉
for all v ∈ Xte, (3.30)
where (·, ·) is the L2(Ω) = Xte-scalar product. Applying the fix point iteration,
we obtain
(uk+1, v) = (uk, v) +
〈
f −Atuk, A−∗t v
〉
for all v ∈ Xte. (3.31)
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Before we continue with the construction of the iteration scheme, we compare
this to the normal equation (2.39) for a chosen trial space. Since in our case the
Riesz map RX is the identity this normal equation reads〈
(AtA
∗
t )
−1(f −Atu), Atv
〉
= 0 for all v ∈ Xte. (3.32)
This is equivalent to〈
f −Atu,A−∗t v
〉
= 0 for all v ∈ Xte, (3.33)
which is the last summand of the fixed point equation (3.30). Thus, for a Petrov-
Galerkin scheme A−∗t Xte can be regarded as a space of ideal test functions.
However, the form (3.32) has an important advantage over the form (3.33):
applying the latter in the fixed point iteration (3.31) means that for each element
of a basis of Xte we have to apply the inverse A
−∗
t . Of course this is prohibitively
expensive. On the other hand, in the form (3.32) the inverse of an operator
only appears on the other side of the dual pairing and is applied to the residual
f − Atu. Thus, using this form in the iterative scheme (3.31) means, that one
has to solve only one linear equation per iteration step which is much more
feasible. Thus, we rewrite the iterative procedure (3.31) as
(uk+1, v) = (uk, v) +
〈
(AtA
∗
t )
−1(f −Atuk), Atv
〉
for all v ∈ X. (3.34)
Also note that by (2.32) and because RX is the identity the operator (AtA
∗
t )
−1
is the Riesz map of Y ′tg. Furthermore, (3.34) can be regarded as an iterative
version of the least squares problem (2.39).
To actually solve (3.34), analogous to Section 2.4, we introduce an auxiliary
variable yk := (AtA
∗
t )
−1(f −Atuk) ∈ Ytg, so that we obtain the iteration
(A∗t y
k, A∗t z) =
〈
f −Atuk, z
〉
for all z ∈ Ytg,
(uk+1, v) = (uk, v) + (A∗t y
k, v) for all v ∈ Xte.
This being still formulated in the infinite dimensional function spaces Xte, Ytg,
we shall next discretize this iteration by the subspaces Xte,h ⊂ Xte and Ytg,h ⊂
Ytg. From what we have learned in previous sections, the resolution of the
auxiliary space Ytg,h compared to the trial space Xte,h is crucial for the stability
of the methods. The same holds for the iteration scheme. In fact, we assume
the same stability condition as in Corollary 3.3.1 which is
inf
φ∈Ytg,h
‖φ−A−∗t vh‖Ytg ≤ δ‖vh‖Xte for all vh ∈ Xte,h (3.35)
for a constant δ < 1. Then a Galerkin discretization of the iteration scheme
yields: given ukh ∈ Xte,h, find ykh ∈ Ytg,h and uk+1h ∈ Xte,h such that
(A∗t y
k
h, A
∗
t zh) =
〈
f −Atukh, zh
〉
for all zh ∈ Ytg,h,
(uk+1h , vh) = (u
k
h, vh) + (A
∗
t y
k
h, vh) for all vh ∈ Xte,h.
(3.36)
This iteration can be directly implemented with standard finite element libraries.
Note that the second row requires the solution of a linear system involving the
Xte,h-mass matrix. In case we choose discontinuous finite elements for Xte,h, all
degrees of freedom corresponding to different cells decouple. If, in addition, we
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choose a Xte = L2(Ω)-orthogonal basis on each cell, the mass matrix becomes
diagonal.
Alternatively this iteration can be derived in the following way: we start from
the block system (3.28). One easily verifies that this system is a saddle-point
problem. Applying the Uzawa algorithm (see e.g. [Bra07]) yields exactly the
iteration scheme (3.36). To this end, we can expect that the iterates converge to
the solution of the block system (3.28) which is proven in the next proposition,
see [DHSW12] or [Bra07] for a similar proof of the standard Uzawa algorithm.
Proposition 3.4.1. Assume that the stability condition (3.35) holds. Let uh ∈
Xte,h and yh ∈ Ytg,h be the solution of the block system (3.28). Then the iterates
ukh of the scheme (3.36) converge to uh with the error reduction
‖uh − uk+1h ‖Xte ≤ δ‖uh − ukh‖Xte . (3.37)
Proof. Obviously it suffices to show the error reduction (3.37). To this end, by
the definition of the iteration for each test function vh ∈ Xte,h, we obtain
(uh − uk+1h , vh) =
〈
At(uh − ukh), A−∗t vh
〉− 〈ykh, Atvh〉 .
Now, using that A−∗t = (AtA
∗
t )
−1At and that by definition 〈yh, Atvh〉 = 0 for
all vh ∈ Xte,h, we obtain
(uh − uk+1h , vh) =
〈
(AtA
∗
t )
−1At(uh − ukh), Atvh
〉− 〈yh + ykh, Atvh〉
≤ ‖(AtA∗t )−1At(uh − ukh)− (yh + ykh)‖Ytg‖Atvh‖Y ′tg .
(3.38)
To estimate the right hand side, we first show that yh + y
k+1
h is a Ytg-best
approximation to (AtA
∗
t )
−1At(uh − ukh). To this end, we subtract the first
equation of the iteration (3.36) from the second equation of the block system
(3.28) which yields:
(A∗t (yh + y
k
h), A
∗
t zh) =
〈
At(uh − ukh), zh
〉
for all zh ∈ Ytg,h.
Since by (3.23) and (3.25) the bilinear form (A∗t ·, A∗t ·) is a scalar product for
Ytg, we conclude from Ce´a’s lemma that
‖(AtA∗t )−1At(uh − ukh)− (yh + ykh)‖Ytg
≤ inf
φh∈Ytg,h
‖A−∗t (uh − ukh)− φh‖Ytg ,
where we have used that (AtA
∗
t )
−1At = A−∗t . By definition of the Ytg-norm,
we have ‖A−∗t (uh − ukh)− φh‖Ytg = ‖(uh − ukh)−A∗tφh‖Xte . Using the stability
condition (3.35), we obtain
‖(AtA∗t )−1At(uh − ukh)− (yh + ykh)‖Ytg ≤ δ‖uh − ukh‖Xte .
Plugging this into (3.38) and using ‖Atvh‖Y ′tg = ‖vh‖Xte , we arrive at
(uh − uk+1h , vh) ≤ δ‖uh − ukh‖Xte‖vh‖Xte . (3.39)
Finally, setting vh = uh − uk+1h , we obtain the error reduction (3.37).
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Note that by Corollary 3.3.1, with the same stability assumption (3.35), as
used in the last lemma, the discrete solution uh is, up to constants, a best ap-
proximation to the true solution of the transport problem. Thus, for sufficiently
large k, the iterates of the scheme (3.36) are also, up to constants, optimal
approximations to the solution of the transport problem.
For a simple numerical test, consider the transport problem(
1 1
)∇u+ u = 1, on (0, 1)2
u = 0, on Γ− = {0} × [0, 1] ∪ [0, 1]× {0}.
(3.40)
For the trial space we use bilinear discontinuous finite elements on a rectangular
grid with mesh size 2−4. The test space consists of biquadratic continuous finite
elements on an once refined grid with mesh size 2−5. The 7-th iterate of the
iterative scheme (3.36) is shown in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: The 7-th iterate of the iterative scheme (3.36) applied to the model
problem (3.40).
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Chapter 4
Discretization of
convection-diffusion
problems
In this chapter, we apply the abstract theory of Chapter 2 to the convection-
diffusion equation
−∆u+ b · ∇u+ cu = f,
with zero boundary conditions. In Example 2.3.6, we have already constructed
a well-conditioned variational formulation for the convection-diffusion problem.
We compute some examples for this setting in Section 4.1. Unfortunately, these
numerical results show strong numerical artifacts. In the remainder of this
chapter, we analyze the reasons for those artifacts and introduce three modified
well-conditioned variational formulations.
4.1 Difficulties of some variational formulations
We start with investigating the variational formulation of Example 2.3.6, using
the energy space for Ye, in a little more detail. From Proposition 2.4.2, we know
that the numerical scheme (2.25) yields up to constants an optimal solution
provided that the auxiliary space Ye,h has sufficient resolution. Thus, the only
open task to really apply the scheme is the choice of the discrete spaces Xg,h
and Ye,h. For Xg,h, we choose a conforming finite element space, i.e.
Xg,h = PkTXg ,0,
which is the space of continuous piecewise polynomials of degree k on a graded
grid TXg , vanishing on the boundary. Recall that a grid is graded if neighbour-
ing cells differ at most by one level of refinement. We have already seen that
an infinite resolution Ye,h = Ye of the auxiliary variable would give us a sta-
ble scheme. Of course this is computationally infeasible. Ideally, we wish the
number of degrees of freedom of the auxiliary space Ye,h to be bounded by the
number of degrees of freedom of Xg,h. In this case one can guarantee that the
overall number of degrees of freedom of the discrete problem does not exceed the
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: A numerical test for equation (4.1) is shown in (a) and one for (4.3)
in (b). Both experiments use the choice  = 10−5 and mesh size h = 2−4 for
Xg,h.
ones needed for the approximation of the solution u by more than a constant.
On the other hand, according to stability conditions like Proposition 2.4.2 or
Proposition 2.6.2 the space Ye,h should, in general, be somewhat larger than
Xg,h. To this end, let TYe be a new grid obtained from TXg by refining each cell
r times and eventually adding some more cells to obtain a graded grid. Then
we define
Ye,h = P lTYe ,0,
i.e. Ye,h is a finite element space on the refined grid. By this construction, one
can bound dim(Ye,h) . dim(Xg,h) so that the number of degrees of freedom
does not explode.
To ensure stability one can show that for sufficiently large over-refinement
r the assumptions of Proposition 2.4.2 are satisfied. Since the proof of this
statement relies on the techniques for adaptive finite elements schemes, which
are introduced in Chapter 5, it is deferred to Chapter 7.
As in [CDW12], we fist apply the scheme to the simple model problem
−∆u+ (1 1)∇u = 1, Ω = (0, 1)2, u = 0 on ∂Ω. (4.1)
For the finite element spaces Xg,h and Ye,h, we choose bilinear finite elements on
a rectangular grid where the grid for Ye,h is once more refined than the one for
Xg,h, i.e. r = 1. The result is shown in Figure 4.1a. In the interior, away from
the layers, the solution seems to be a good approximation of the convection-
diffusion problem. However, it introduces a strong layer at the inflow region
where the correct solution does not have any layer.
Now, one might argue that the numerical effects originate from an insufficient
resolution of the auxiliary space Ye,h. To this end, Figure 4.2a shows the results
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for the analogous 1d problem
−u′′ + u′ = 1, Ω = (0, 1), u = 0 on ∂Ω. (4.2)
In this case, the second equation of (2.25) can be solved exactly which corre-
sponds to an exact evaluation of the Y ′e -scalar product. The results are given
in Figure 4.2a which shows the same additional layer and shifting of the solu-
tion. Hence, this effect does not stem from an instability in the scheme. An
explanation for this effect is given in Section 4.2.1 below.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: The best Xg-projections, i.e. exact evaluation of the Y
′
e scalar
product, for the problems (4.2) and (4.4) are shown by the dashed lines in (a)
and (b) respectively . Both experiments use the choice  = 10−5 and mesh size
h = 2−3 for Xg,h. For a comparison the solid lines show the respective exact
solutions.
For a second example, we add an additional zero order term which gives the
example problem
−∆u+ (1 1)∇u+ u = 1, Ω = (0, 1)2, u = 0 on ∂Ω. (4.3)
Figure 4.1b shows the results for the same discretization as for the first example.
Also in this case we have strong numerical artifacts. This time there is an
excessive smoothing. In order to ensure that this effect does not originate from
an insufficient resolution of Ye,h, as in [CDW12], we treat the analogous 1d
example
−u′′ + u′ + u = 1, Ω = (0, 1), u = 0 on ∂Ω, (4.4)
where we can again explicitly evaluate the Y ′e -scalar product. The result given
in Figure 4.2b shows the same effects.
The remainder of this section is concerned with the analysis of these effects
and with modifications of the variational formulation in order to avoid them.
4.2 Modifications based on a 1d example
In this section, we consider the simple 1d example (4.2) to explain some of
the numerical artifacts. Based on this analysis, in Section 4.2.2, we propose a
modification for the numerical schemes to avoid them.
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4.2.1 Analysis of the artifacts for a 1d example
To gain some insight why the solutions of the numerical experiments in Figures
4.1a and 4.2a are shifted, we continue the analysis of the simple 1d convection-
diffusion problem (4.2). Thus, as our model problem we take
Au = −u′′ + u′ = f, (4.5)
with zero boundary values. As in (2.16), we split the operator into its symmetric
and skew symmetric part:
Asu := −u′′
Asku := u
′.
For the Y -norm we choose the energy norm Y = Ye and for the X-norm the
corresponding graph norm X = Xg as in (2.17). For this simple example, we
can compute the Xg-norm explicitly. According to (2.15), it is given by
‖u‖2Xg = ‖A−1s Au‖2Ye = ‖u‖2Ye + ‖A−1s Asku‖2Ye .
To derive an explicit formula for the special case (4.5), we first compute the
inverse of As. To this end, let Pu = u −
∫ 1
0
u(x)dx the projection of u to
functions with zero mean. Then it is easy to check that the inverse of As is
given by
A−1s f = 
−1
∫ x
0
P
(∫ y
0
f
)
. (4.6)
Using that ‖u‖2Ye = |u|21 and that u has zero boundary conditions, we obtain
‖u‖2Xg = |u|21 + −1‖Pu‖20, (4.7)
see [CDW12]. In this formula, we already see that the Xg-norm is very insensi-
tive to shifts: the second summand is invariant under shifts. The first summand
can control shifts by the Poincare´-Friedrich estimate but for small  it has a very
small weight. With the explicit formula of the inverse of As, we can also find
an explicit formula for the solution of the optimization problem
‖Au− f‖2Y ′e → min,
which underlies the scheme used for the numerical examples of the last section.
According to Lemma 2.1.1, the optimization problem is equivalent to
(Au,Av)Y ′e = (f,Av)Y ′e
⇔ as(u, v) + (Asku,Askv)Y ′e = 〈f, v〉+ (f,Askv)Y ′e
for all v ∈ Xg. The second equivalence follows analogously to Lemma 2.3.5 by
plugging in the decomposition A = As+Ask and since by definition 〈Asku, u〉 =
0. In the following, we assume that u is sufficiently smooth so that all steps are
allowed. In that case, we can write the last equation in strong form:
A∗A−1s Au = A
∗A−1s f
⇔ Asu−AskA−1s Asku = f −AskA−1s f.
(4.8)
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Using the explicit formula (4.6) of A−1s , a simple computation yields that (4.8)
is equivalent to
− u′′ + −1
(
u−
∫ 1
0
u
)
= f + −1
(∫ x
0
f −
∫ 1
0
∫ x
0
f
)
. (4.9)
Now, if  tends to zero, we somehow seem to lose the information on additive
constants in u. Figure 4.3 shows some numerical examples for the model problem
(4.5) with f = 1. Note that discretized solutions seem to converge to the second
Figure 4.3: Numerical results for equation (4.2) for  = 10−2, 10−3, 10−4 mesh
size h = 2−5 for Xh and exact resolution of Y .
term of the right hand side (with a proper rescaling) in (4.9). To this end, in
the following we construct an equation of the form
· · ·+ −1u = · · ·+ −1
∫ x
0
f,
i.e. without the projection to mean zero functions. Here, the missing terms
should have low weights compared to −1. In order to obtain a consistent
equation with (4.5), we compute
−1
∫ x
0
f = −1
∫ x
0
−u′′ + u′ = −u′(x) + u′(0) + −1u(x), (4.10)
where we have used that u is zero at the boundary {0, 1}. Adding this equation
to (4.5), we conclude that
− u′′ + u′(0) + −1u = f + −1
∫ x
0
f, (4.11)
which is of the desired form. Since the projection to mean zero functions is no
longer present in this equation its discretized solutions are expected to be less
susceptible to shifts by a constant.
Let us derive (4.11) in a more formal way that can be generalized to other
convection-diffusion problems. To this end, let A−1s,nf := u, where u is the
solution of the boundary value problem
−u′′ = f, u(1) = 0, u′(0) = 0,
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having Dirichlet boundary conditions at the outflow and a Neumann boundary
conditions at the inflow boundary. Now, we replace the strong equation (4.8)
by
A∗A−1s,nAu = A
∗A−1s,nf. (4.12)
In our special case A−1s,n is given by
A−1s,nf = 
−1
∫ 1
x
∫ y
0
f.
With this formula one can easily compute that equation (4.12) is in fact the same
as equation (4.11). Also note that (4.12) is equivalent to A∗A−1s,n (Au− f) = 0
so that the problem is still consistent. Moreover, (4.12) has the typical form
of a normal equation so that it is equivalent to the optimization problem: find
u ∈ H10 (Ω) as the minimizer of
‖Au− f‖2∗ :=
〈
A−1s,n(Au− f), (Au− f)
〉→ min . (4.13)
In Section 4.2.2, we consider this approach in more generality.
4.2.2 Modifying the inflow boundary
As in [CDW12], we now analyze the modified scheme (4.12), or rather the
equivalent optimization problem (4.13), in the general framework of Sections
2.3 and 2.4. To this end, we first write the general least squares problem (2.7)
is strong form which yields
A∗R−1Y Au = A
∗R−1Y f.
Comparing this to the 1d case (4.12), we see that this modified scheme is nothing
else than a special choice for the Riesz map RY . In essence, this Riesz map yields
the same setting as (2.17), which is the choice of the energy norm for Y , except
that one uses different boundary conditions for Y . To this end, let
Yi := H
1
Γ+(Ω) = {y ∈ H1(Ω) : y|Γ+ = 0} (4.14)
be the space of functions in H1(Ω) with vanishing trace on the outflow boundary.
Again, we equip this space with the energy norm
‖u‖2Yi := as(u, u). (4.15)
Note that we use definition (2.16) for as(·, ·), which is the symmetric part of A,
extended to functions without zero boundary values.
Since the test space has now too many test functions the operator A :
H10 (Ω) → Y ′i is no longer an isomorphism. Thus, the variational problem:
find u ∈ H10 (Ω) such that
〈Au, v〉 = 〈f, v〉 for all v ∈ Yi
is not well-posed. In addition, the right hand side is in general not defined for all
test functions in Yi but only for those which vanish on the complete boundary,
including the inflow and characteristic boundary. As a remedy, we assume that
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we have an extension fi ∈ Yi of f at hand which we define later. Then, in
contrast to the variational problem, the corresponding optimization problem
‖Au− fi‖Y ′i → min (4.16)
is well-posed. In principle, we can now follow the lines of Sections 2.3 and 2.4 to
construct a numerical scheme. However, there is a slight caveat: as mentioned
before, the operator A : H10 (Ω)→ Y ′i is not an isomorphism. But it is easily seen
to be injective and to have a closed range so that by the Closed Graph Theorem
it is an isomorphism A : H10 (Ω) → AH10 (Ω) ⊂ Y ′i to its range. Especially, we
can define a graph norm on H10 (Ω) by
‖u‖Xi := ‖Au‖Y ′i . (4.17)
Corresponding to this norm, we define the Hilbert space Xi as the set of func-
tions in H10 (Ω) endowed with the norm ‖ · ‖Xi . Analogous to Lemma 2.2.1, one
easily verifies that this space is equivalent to H10 (Ω). Note that by construction,
the operator A : Xi → AXi ⊂ Yi has condition number one.
For the 1d example (4.5), a short computation yields that the Xi-norm is
given by
‖v‖2Xi = ‖v′‖2L2(0,1) +
b2

‖v‖2L2(0,1).
The only difference to the Xg-norm (4.7) is the missing projection to mean
zero functions in the L2 part of the norm so that shifted solutions are strongly
penalized in the Xi-norm.
Next, we construct a numerical scheme for solving the optimization problem
(4.16) along the lines of [CDW12]. Formally, we cannot directly apply the results
from Section 2.4 because the assumption that A : Xi → Y ′i is an isomorphism
is not satisfied. However, the arguments of this section can be applied to the
current problem, nonetheless. Thus, analogous to the construction of the block
system (2.22), we obtain the system
〈y,Av〉 = 0 for all v ∈ Xi,
〈Au, z〉 − 〈RYiy, z〉 = (fi, z) for all z ∈ Yi,
(4.18)
where RYi is the Riesz map of the Yi-scalar product. Since this system is a saddle
point problem (up the unimportant modifications discussed before (2.4.1)) we
may proceed exactly as in Section 2.4 to prove an inf-sup condition. Namely,
using that RYi : Yi → Y ′i is well-conditioned and the test function z := R−1Yi Av,
we obtain
sup
z∈Yi
〈z,Av〉
‖v‖X‖z‖Yi
≥
〈
R−1Yi Av,Av
〉
‖v‖X‖R−1Yi Av‖Yi
=
‖Av‖2Y ′i
‖v‖X‖Av‖Y ′i
= 1.
Now, it follows from standard theory that the system (4.18) is uniquely solvable
and well-conditioned, see e.g. [Bra07].
In order to numerically solve the block system (4.18), we have to specify the
extended right hand side fi. In case f ∈ L2(Ω), the dual pairing 〈f, v〉 reduces
to the L2(Ω)-scalar product. Obviously this L2(Ω)-scalar product (f, v) is not
only defined for all v ∈ H10 (Ω) but also for all v ∈ Yi. Thus we may define
〈fi, v〉 := (f, v) for all v ∈ Yi. Figure 4.4 shows a numerical experiment for
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this choice. The shift problem has almost disappeared, however, a closer look
reveals that the solution is still shifted by a constant of order .
Because of this remaining small shift and the mild additional assumptions,
we now consider an alternative extension fi. Generally, we may consider fi
as the result of a linear extension operator E : H−1(Ω) → Y ′i applied to the
original right hand side f . The main condition on E is that
〈Ef, v〉 = 〈f, v〉 , v ∈ H10 (Ω) (4.19)
so that fi and f yield the same value for test function in H
1
0 (Ω). In addition, we
wish to guarantee that the solution of the optimization problem (4.16) coincides
with the solution of the original convection-diffusion problem. Both criteria on
the extension can be easily achieved by the definition
〈Ef, v〉 := a(u, v), for all v ∈ H1(Ω) (4.20)
where u ∈ H10 (Ω) solves the original problem a(u, v) = 〈f, v〉 for all v ∈ H10 (Ω).
The definition of u uses the H10 (Ω)-ellipticity of the bilinear form a(·, ·). How-
ever, the functional a(u, ·) is well defined and bounded for all v ∈ Yi, even
with non-zero boundary trace, because a(·, ·) is bounded for all functions in the
larger space H1(Ω). Although, on the infinite-dimensional level this definition is
somewhat tautological, it does effect the discretized solutions, as we see shortly.
But before we can write down a numerical scheme, we have to find a way to
realize the extension operator E, without directly computing u because this is
the problem we wish to solve in the end.
To this end, note that the dual operator E∗ : Yi → H10 (Ω) is a projector.
This follows from the fact that all functions v in its range H10 (Ω) satisfy
〈g,E∗v〉 = 〈Eg, v〉 = 〈g, v〉 (4.21)
for all g ∈ H−1(Ω) so that E∗v = v. Especially, this implies that (E∗)2 = E∗
and thus
〈Au, v − E∗v〉 = 〈Ef, v − E∗v〉 = 〈f,E∗v − (E∗)2v〉 = 0 (4.22)
In conclusion, we may test the second block row of the system (4.18) with test
functions from E∗Yi and (I − E∗)Yi separately. Using the last equation this
yields
〈y,Av〉 = 0, v ∈ X
〈Au, z〉 − 〈RYiy, z〉 = 〈f, z〉 , z ∈ Y = E∗Yi
−〈RYiy, z〉 = 0, z ∈ Y c := (I − E∗)Yi.
(4.23)
Instead of the extended right hand side Yi this system uses the original f whereas
the extension operator E is used for the decomposition E∗Yi and (I −E∗)Yi of
the test space. Now, for a Galerkin discretization let Xi,h ⊂ Xi and Yi,h ⊂ Yi.
Instead of insisting on a rigorous discrete realization of the test space decompo-
sition, we decompose Yi,h by an arbitrary direct sum Yi,h = Yi,0,h ⊕ Yi,c,h with
Yi,0,h ⊂ H10 (Ω) which yields the discrete system: find uh ∈ Xi,h and yh ∈ Yi,h
such that
〈yh, Avh〉 = 0, vh ∈ Xi,h
〈Auh, zh〉 − 〈RYiyh, zh〉 = 〈f, zh〉 , zh ∈ Yi,0,h
−〈RYiyh, wh〉 = 0, wh ∈ Yi,c,h.
(4.24)
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Consistency of this system can be easily seen as follows: Replacing uh by the
infinite dimensional solution u of the original convection-diffusion problem the
second and third block row together imply that 〈RYiyh, zh〉 = 0 for all zh ∈ Yi,h.
Thus yh = 0 and the first block row is satisfied.
A first numerical experiment shown in Figure 4.4 for the 1d model problem
(4.2) illustrates the effect of the extension E in contrast to to the more simple
L2(Ω) inner product 〈fi, v〉 := (f, v) in case the right hand side is in L2(Ω). To
this end, for  = 10−2 the system (4.24) is solved with piecewise linear functions
on uniform grids with mesh size 2−5 and 2−6 for uh and yh, respectively. One
solution is for the choice Yi,0,h = Yi,h and Yi,c,h = {0} which corresponds to
completely ignoring the extension E in favour of a L2(Ω) inner product. For
the second solution Yi,0,h is the span of all nodal basis function vanishing on the
inflow boundary and Yi,c,h is the span of the single remaining basis function.
We see that ignoring the extension E still causes a small shift of about  of the
solution whereas the solution computed with the more sophisticated extension
operator E is in good agreement with the correct solution.
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Figure 4.4: Numerical results for the block system (4.24) applied to the 1d
model problem (4.2). The dashed line is the solution without application of the
extension E, i.e. for Yi,0,h = Yi,h and Yi,c,h = 0 whereas the line of “+” symbols
shows the solution with application of the extension E (see text). The solid
line is the true solution and a magnification of the lower left corner of the left
picture is shown in the right picture. Adapted from [CDW12].
Finally, Figure 4.5 shows some numerical experiments for the 2d model prob-
lems (4.1) and (4.3). We use bilinear finite elements on a uniform rectangular
mesh where the space Yi,h results from a single refinement of the space Xh. To
apply the scheme, we still have to choose the decomposition Yi,h = Yi,0,h⊕Yi,c,h.
As in the 1d case, we choose Yi,0,h as the span of all nodal basis functions which
vanish on the whole boundary and for Yi,c,h we use the span of the remaining
nodal basis functions. Then for the first example in 4.5a with no zero order
term, i.e. c = 0, we see that the solution is no longer shifted. This is what
one might expect from the construction of the modified boundary conditions
and their motivation in Section 4.2.1. However, the figure shows a rather strong
overshoot in the layer region. The second Figure 4.5b is the result for the test
problem (4.3), i.e. c = 1. We see that the excessive over-smoothing that we have
already observed in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 is still present. For a comparison one
might consider the plot in Figure 3.1 for the corresponding reduced problem:
Away from the outflow boundary the plot is almost indistinguishable from the
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true solution for the convection-diffusion problem. In Section 4.3, we consider
alternative modifications of the variational formulation which also address this
over-smoothing.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: Figures (a) and (b) show the results of the scheme (4.24) applied to
the examples (4.1) and (4.3) respectively. For the discretization bilinear finite
elements with mesh size 2−4 have been used for Xh and the same finite elements
on a once refined grid for Yi,h. In both cases, we have  = 10
−5.
4.3 Modifications based on the reduced problem
Improved variational formulations can also be found by considering the limiting
case  → 0. One desirable property is that in this limit one obtains norms
and numerical schemes which correspond to reasonable norms and schemes for
the reduced problem. To this end, we modify the scheme based on the energy
norm for the test space of Example 2.3.6 so that we recover the schemes for the
reduced problem introduced in Chapter 3.
4.3.1 The limit → 0
In this section, we show that the variational formulation (3.20) for the transport
problem, with L2(Ω) as test space, can be seen as the limit for → 0 of the vari-
ational formulation (2.17) for the convection-diffusion problem with the energy
norm for the test space. To state the explicit dependence of operators, norms,
etc. on , we use the subscript . For example, we use A for the operator of the
convection-diffusion problem (1.3). Then naturally A0 becomes the operator of
the transport problem (3.1).
As a motivation for the analysis of the limiting behavior, recall that by
Corollary 3.1.6 a subsequence of the solutions u of the convection-diffusion
problem converges to the solution u0 of the corresponding transport problem
weakly in L2(Ω).
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To investigate the limiting behavior of the variational formulation, we start
with the energy norm of the space Ye. By assumption (1.7) on the coefficients
of the convection-diffusion problem this norm is equivalent to
‖v‖2Ye ∼ |v|21 + γ‖v‖20.
For simplicity, we use the right hand side as a definition of the Ye-norm in
this section. This step does not change the theory so far except for additional
constants coming from this norm equivalence. To obtain a meaningful limit for
→ 0, we assume throughout this section that γ > 0. By rescaling the equation,
without loss of generality, we can even assume that γ = 1, i.e. throughout this
section the Ye-norm is given by
‖v‖2Ye = |v|21 + ‖v‖20. (4.25)
Then obviously for all v ∈ Ye one has
lim
→0
‖v‖Ye = ‖v‖Yte = ‖v‖0.
The next lemma shows that the same convergence behavior is also true for the
dual norm. For later purposes, we already prove this for more general boundary
conditions.
Lemma 4.3.1. Let Γ ⊂ ∂Ω be a subset of the boundary and let Y be the
functions in H1(Ω) which have vanishing trace on Γ equipped with the energy
norm (4.25). Recall that this norm depends on . Then for all f ∈ L2(Ω) one
has
lim
→0
‖f‖Y ′ = ‖f‖Y ′te = ‖f‖0.
Proof. Obviously one has
‖f‖Y ′ = sup
06=v∈Y
〈f, v〉
‖v‖Y ≤ sup06=v∈L2(Ω)
〈f, v〉
‖v‖0 = ‖f‖0. (4.26)
Thus, it suffices to show that for all η ≥ 0 there is a δ ≥ 0 such that (1−η)‖f‖0 ≤
‖f‖Y ′ for all  ≤ δ. To this end, let Yn ⊂ Y , n ∈ N, be finite dimensional spaces
whose union is dense in Y and which satisfy a Bernstein estimate
|vn|1 ≤ Cn‖vn‖0 (4.27)
for all vn ∈ Yn and a constant C > 0. As an example, one could take finite
elements on uniform nested meshes. By the choice of the finite dimensional
spaces Yn there is a n ∈ N such that ‖f‖0 ≤
√
1 + η‖Pnf‖0, where Pn be the
L2(Ω)-orthogonal projector onto Yn. The Bernstein estimate (4.27) implies that
‖Pnf‖2Y = |Pnf |21 + ‖Pnf‖20 ≤
(
1 + C2n2
) ‖Pnf‖20.
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and thus, we conclude that
‖f‖0 ≤
√
1 + η‖Pnf‖0
=
√
1 + η
(Pnf, Pnf)
‖Pnf‖0
≤
√
1 + η
(
1 + C2n2
) (f, Pnf)
‖Pnf‖Y
≤
√
1 + η
(
1 + C2n2
)
sup
06=v∈Y
(f, v)
‖v‖Y
≤
√
1 + η
(
1 + C2n2
) ‖f‖Y ′ .
Now, for all  ≤ δ for some sufficiently small δ we have 1 + C2n2 ≤ √1 + η so
that we obtain
‖f‖0 ≤ (1 + η)‖f‖Y ′ .
Thus for all  ≤ δ with (4.26) one obtains
‖f‖0 ≤ (1 + η)‖f‖Y ′ ≤ ‖f‖Y ′ + η‖f‖0.
This yields
(1− η)‖f‖0 ≤ ‖f‖Y ′ ≤ ‖f‖0,
which proves the statement of the lemma.
In order to show convergence of the Xtg-norm, we use the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3.2. Let Γ ⊂ ∂Ω be a subset of the boundary and let Y be the
functions in H1(Ω) which have vanishing trace on Γ equipped with the energy
norm (4.25). Recall that this norm depends on . Then for all u ∈ H1(Ω) we
have
lim
→0
‖(A −A0)u‖Y ′ = lim
→0
sup
06=v∈Y
(∇u,∇v)
‖v‖Y = 0,
where A and A0 are naturally extended to H
1(Ω).
Proof. We have
(∇u,∇v) ≤ 1/2‖∇u‖01/2‖∇v‖0 ≤ 1/2‖∇u‖0‖v‖Y .
This implies
sup
06=v∈Y
 〈∇u,∇v〉
‖v‖Y ≤ ‖∇u‖0,
which yields the assertion.
The next proposition shows that the norms and bilinear forms of the vari-
ational formulation (2.17) for the convection-diffusion problem converge to the
corresponding norms and bilinear forms of the transport problem (3.20).
Proposition 4.3.3. Assume that the constant γ = 1 in (1.7) and that the Ye-
norm is defined by (4.25). Then for all f ∈ L2(Ω), u ∈ Xg and v ∈ Ye, we
have
lim
→0
‖f‖Y ′e = ‖f‖Y ′te = ‖f‖0,
lim
→0
‖u‖Xg = ‖u‖Xtg .
lim
→0
〈Au, v〉 = (A0u, v)
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Proof. The convergence of ‖f‖Y ′e follows directly from Lemma 4.3.1. Concerning
the convergence of the Xg-norm, note that
−‖(A −A0)u‖Y ′e + ‖A0u‖Y ′e ≤ ‖Au‖Y ′e ≤ ‖(A −A0)u‖Y ′e + ‖A0u‖Y ′e .
Since A0u ∈ L2(Ω), it follows from Lemmas 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 that the left and
right hand sides converge to ‖A0u‖0 so that also ‖u‖Xg = ‖Au‖Y ′e → ‖A0u‖0
for → 0.
Since 〈Au, v〉 = (∇u,∇v) + (A0u, v) the convergence of the bilinear form
is obvious.
Finally, we show that also the numerical solutions converge.
Proposition 4.3.4. Assume that the constant γ = 1 in (1.7) and that the
Ye-norm is defined by (4.25). Let Xh ⊂ Xg be a finite dimensional space and
let u,h ∈ Xh be the solution of the scheme (2.25) for the convection-diffusion
problem with Yh = Ye, i.e. with infinite resolution of the auxiliary variable.
Correspondingly, let u0,h be the solution of the scheme (3.20) for the transport
equation with L2(Ω) as test space. Then one has
lim
→0
u,h = u0,h. (4.28)
Proof. The function u,h is given by the variational problem
(Au,h, Avh)Y ′e = (f,Avh)Y ′e for all vh ∈ Xh,
whereas u0,h is given by the analogous variational problem
(A0u0,h, A0vh) = (f,A0vh) for all vh ∈ Xh.
First, we show that for any uh, vh ∈ Xh, not to confuse with the solution u,h,
we have
lim
→0
(Auh, Avh)Y ′e = (A0uh, A0vh), (4.29)
lim
→0
(f,Avh)Y ′e = (f,A0vh). (4.30)
To this end, note that (Auh, Avh)Y ′e = (uh, vh)Xg and that by
‖uh + vh‖2Xg = ‖uh‖2Xg + ‖vh‖2Xg + 2(uh, vh)Xg
⇔ (uh, vh)Xg =
1
2
(
‖uh + vh‖2Xg − ‖uh‖2Xg − ‖vh‖2Xg
)
.
the convergence of the scalar product follows from the convergence of the norm.
Thus Lemma 4.3.3 implies (4.29).
In order to show (4.30), we have
(f,Avh)Y ′e = (f,A0vh)Y ′e + (f, (A −A0)vh)Y ′e .
As above, the convergence of the norm implies the convergence of the scalar
product, so that by Lemma 4.3.1 and A0uh ∈ L2(Ω) the first term converges to
(f,A0vh). For the second term we have
|(f, (A −A0)vh)Y ′e | ≤ ‖f‖Y ′e ‖(A −A0)vh‖Y ′e → 0
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for → 0 by Lemma 4.3.2, which yields (4.30).
Now, u,h is given by a finite dimensional linear system whose matrix and
right hand side converge to the corresponding matrix and vector of the linear
equation for u0,h. Since the inversion of a matrix is continuous this yields the
limit (4.28).
Thus, unlike the 1d example (4.5), (4.7) for the case γ = 0, we obtain
reasonable norms in the limit  → 0. So why do the numerical solutions in
Figure 4.2b show strong artifacts, nonetheless? Here, a good explanation seems
to be the fact that u0,h is not a suitable approximation to the solution of the
transport equation. The reason is that the finite dimensional space Xh includes
zero boundary conditions. Therefore, it is generally not dense in Xtg.
For an illustration, consider the 1d model problem
−u′′ + u′ + u = f.
In this case the bilinear form (A0u,A0v) of the numerical scheme (3.20) is given
by
(A0u,A0v) = (u
′, v′) + (u, v),
where we have used integration by parts and that u and v have vanishing trace
on the boundary to cancel the first order terms. Since this is an elliptic operator
which does not depend on , we do not expect any layers or oscillations. If u0
is the exact solution of the transport problem there is a constant cd ≥ 0 such
that ‖u0 − u0,h‖Xtg ≥ cd independent of the resolution of Xh because it is not
dense in Xtg. This error seems to be distributed over the complete domain
which causes the artifacts in the numerical solutions of the convection-diffusion
problem. The limiting behavior for example (4.4) can also be seen in Figure
4.6. Based on these observations, we investigate in Section 4.3.2 variants of the
scheme (2.25) which allow a more flexible treatment of the outflow boundary
conditions.
Figure 4.6: Numerical results for equation (4.4) for  = 10−2, 10−3, 10−4 mesh
size h = 2−5 for Xh and exact resolution of Y .
4.3.2 Modifying the outflow boundary
At the end of the last section, we have seen that one reason for the numerical
artifacts, we have observed in Section 4.1, is that in the limit  → 0 the finite
element spaces with incorporated zero boundary condition are not dense in the
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limiting space Xtg of the transport problem. To this end, we follow [CDW12]
and relax the boundary conditions on the outflow and only impose them in a
rather weak sense. This new method of imposing the boundary conditions has
the effect that as long as boundary layers cannot be resolved they are almost
ignored. As the norm of the trial space will reflect this property, we obtain the
additional benefit that the error can be rather small even for low resolutions.
For many standard schemes and the ones for the variational formulation (2.17),
due to the layer, even the best error infφ∈Xh ‖u − φ‖ is often so large that for
realistic resolutions this bound is meaningless. However, the major part of this
error is usually concentrated in the layer regions so that the modifications of
this section significantly reduce the best approximation error which then is of
reasonable size.
Since we wish to enforce the outflow boundary conditions only weakly, we
do not build them into the trial space any longer. To this end, we define the
new trial space Xˆ− consisting of the functions in H1(Ω) whose trace vanishes
on Γ−, i.e.
Xˆ− := {u ∈ H1(Ω) : u|Γ− = 0}. (4.31)
We equip Xˆ− with the standard Sobolev norm of H1(Ω). In fact, we will mostly
use another space X−, which is equivalent to Xˆ−, whose norm we define later so
that we obtain a well-conditioned operator. However, before we can define the
X−-norm, we need some theoretical results for which it is convenient to have a
norm defined beforehand.
In order to not confuse the trial spaces for the convection-diffusion operator,
we choose a new name Ak in case we use the trial space Xˆ−, or later X−, which
are the same as sets. Then Ak is defined by
〈Aku, v〉 = a(u, v) for all u ∈ X−, v ∈ Ye.
Of course this operator is no longer injective because its test space is too small.
In order to enforce the outflow boundary conditions, first recall the original sta-
bilization of the convection-diffusion problem which is solving the optimization
problem
‖Au− f‖2Y ′e → min .
For the new trial space Xˆ− the analogous optimization problem reads
‖Aku− f‖2Y ′e → min . (4.32)
For this problem, we can simply impose the outflow boundary condition by
adding a penalty term on the outflow and characteristic boundary. To this end,
let tr+ : H
1(Ω) → H1/200 (Γ+ ∪ Γ0) be the trace operator which is bounded and
surjective. In order to obtain some freedom in the choice of the norm, let YΓ+
be a Hilbert space which is equivalent to H
1/2
00 (Γ+ ∪ Γ0). For convenience let
R+ : YΓ+ → Y ′Γ+ be a Riesz map for the YΓ+ -scalar product, i.e.
〈R+·, ·〉 = (·, ·)YΓ+ . (4.33)
Now, we can enforce the outflow boundary conditions by adding a penalty term
to the optimization problem
‖Aku− f‖2Y ′e + µ‖ tr+ u‖2YΓ+ → min, (4.34)
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with some fixed parameter µ > 0. We can also interpret this optimization
problem in the general framework of Section 2.3. To this end, let
A− : X− → Y ′− :=
(
Ye × Y ′Γ+
)′
= Y ′e × YΓ+ ,
A−u := [Aku, tr+ u] ,
(4.35)
where the norm of Y− is given by ‖[z, h]‖2Y− := ‖z‖2Ye + µ−1‖h‖2Y ′Γ+ . With these
definitions, we can write the optimization problem (4.34) equivalently as
‖A−u− [f, 0]‖Y ′− → min, (4.36)
with the new right hand side [f, 0] ∈ Y ′e × YΓ+ = Y ′−. Next, we show that
the new operator A− : X− → Y ′− is an isomorphism so that the optimization
problem (4.36) or equivalently (4.34) has a unique solution. To do so, we use
the following Proposition from [CDW12] which characterizes the kernel of Ak.
Proposition 4.3.5. Let
K := {u ∈ Xˆ− : 〈Aku, v〉 = 0 for all v ∈ Ye}
denote the kernel of Ak. Then the trace operator tr+ : K → YΓ+ is an isomor-
phism.
Note that we use Xˆ− instead of X− for this proposition. The reason is that
statements on the continuity of the trace map do not make sense as long as we
do not have any norm defined on X−. Sine later, we define this norm so that
the spaces X− and Xˆ− are equivalent the same statements also hold for X−.
Proof. First, we show that the trace operator is surjective. To this end, let
g ∈ YΓ+ . Define u ∈ Xˆ− as the solution of the boundary value problem:
Au = 0, tru = 0 on Γ−, tr+ u = g.
More precisely , u is defined by the corresponding weak form: according to the
trace theorem there is a w ∈ Xˆ− with tr+ w = g. Then find w − u ∈ H10 (Ω)
such that
a(w − u, v) = a(w, v) for all v ∈ H10 (Ω). (4.37)
By construction u ∈ K with tr+ u = g. To show injectivity, let u ∈ K with
tr+ u = 0. Thus, u solves the boundary value problem (4.37) with w = 0 which
implies that u = 0.
Finally, it is well-known that the trace operator is bounded. The bounded-
ness of the inverse now follows from the open mapping theorem.
The next proposition from [CDW12] proves that A− : Xˆ− → Y− is an
isomorphism.
Proposition 4.3.6. The operator A− : Xˆ− → Y− defined in (4.35) is an
isomorphism.
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Proof. First, we show that A− is injective. To this end, let A−u = 0. This
implies that tr+ u = 0 and thus u ∈ H10 (Ω). Furthermore, 〈Aku, v〉 = 0 for all
v ∈ H10 (Ω) which implies that u = 0.
To show surjectivity, let [f, g] ∈ Y ′−. There is an u¯ ∈ H10 (Ω) with 〈Aku¯, v〉 =
〈f, v〉 for all v ∈ H10 (Ω) and by Proposition 4.3.5 there is an uˆ ∈ K with
tr+ uˆ = g. Then, obviously u¯+ uˆ ∈ X− with A−(u¯+ uˆ) = [f, g].
Boundedness of A− follows from the boundedness of Ak and tr+. With
the surjectivity of A− this implies the boundedness of the inverse by the open
mapping theorem.
With the last proposition, we have ensured that the optimization problem
(4.36), or equivalently (4.34), is uniquely solvable. Thus, we can define a norm
for X− as the graph norm
‖u‖X− := ‖A−u‖Y ′− . (4.38)
With this definition X− is equivalent to Xˆ− because of Proposition 4.3.6. More-
over, by construction the operator A− : X− → Y ′− has condition number one.
The next proposition from [CDW12] shows that, although we have changed the
way by which we impose the outflow boundary conditions, the solutions of the
optimization problem (4.36), or equivalently (4.34), agree with the ones of the
convection-diffusion equation with zero boundary conditions.
Proposition 4.3.7. Let µ > 0 and f ∈ Y ′e . Then u ∈ H10 (Ω) with a(u, v) =
〈f, v〉 for all v ∈ H10 (Ω) if and only if
u = argminv∈X−
{‖Akv − f‖2Y ′e + µ‖ tr+ v‖2YΓ+}. (4.39)
Proof. First, assume that u ∈ H10 (Ω) solves the variational problem a(u, v) =
〈f, v〉 for all v ∈ H10 (Ω). It follows that
Aku = Au = f ∈ Y ′e , tr+u = 0
and thus
‖Aku− f‖2Y ′e + µ‖ tr+ u‖2YΓ+ = 0
which is obviously minimal.
To show the other direction let u be a minimizer of (4.39). By the foregoing
argument, the minimum is zero which implies tr+ u = 0 and thus u ∈ H10 (Ω).
Furthermore, ‖Aku−f‖Y ′e = 0 implies 〈Aku, v〉 = a(u, v) = 〈f, v〉 for all v ∈ H10 .
By the last proposition, the solution of the optimization problem (4.39) does
not depend on the parameter µ. However, as we see in the following, the actual
value of µ strongly influences discretized solutions. To this end, let X−,h ⊂ X−
be a finite dimensional subspace. Then, as described in Chapter 2, we obtain
the finite dimensional optimization problem
‖Akuh − f‖2Y ′e + µ‖ tr+ u‖2YΓ+ → min (4.40)
or equivalently
‖A−uh − [f, 0]‖Y ′− → min, (4.41)
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for uh ∈ X−,h. To formulate a numerical scheme, we first derive the normal
equations for this optimization problem. To this end, we can start from either
variant (4.40) or (4.41) which yields two slightly different systems of equations.
Whereas the first one seems to be somewhat simpler, the second one allows
the application of all results obtained in the abstract framework like e.g. the
stability conditions and error estimates of Proposition 2.4.2. Let us start with
the first variant (4.40). In this case the normal equations of the optimization
problem (4.40) read: find uh ∈ X−,h such that
(Akuh − f,Akvh)Y ′e + µ(uh, vh)YΓ+ = 0 for all vh ∈ X−,h.
In the following, for ease of notation, we neglect the trace operator whenever a
function defined on the domain Ω occurs in a YΓ+ -scalar product or Y
′
Γ+
-dual
pairing. Thus, we have e.g. (u, v)YΓ+ := (tr+ u, tr+ v)YΓ+ in the above equation.
In analogy to the derivation of (2.25), the last normal equation is equivalent to
the block system: find u ∈ X−,h and y ∈ Ye,h such that
µ(uh, vh)YΓ+ + 〈yh, Akvh〉 = 0 for all vh ∈ X−,h
〈Akuh, zh〉 − 〈RYeyh, zh〉 = 〈f, zh〉 for all zh ∈ Ye,h,
(4.42)
where RYe is the Riesz map of Ye and Ye,h ⊂ Ye is a finite dimensional subspace.
Alternatively, the system (2.25) from the abstract theory applied to our problem
(4.35) is: find uh ∈ X−,h and [yh, g] ∈ Ye,h × Y ′Γ+ such that
〈yh, Akvh〉+ 〈g, vh〉 = 0
〈Akuh, zh〉+ 〈uh, q〉 − 〈RYeyh, zh〉 − µ−1
〈
R−1+ g, q
〉
= 〈f, zh〉 ,
(4.43)
for all v ∈ X−,h and [zh, q] ∈ Ye,h × Y ′Γ+ , where Y ′Γ+ is still the infinite di-
mensional space. The next lemma from [CDW12] shows that these two block
systems are in fact equivalent.
Lemma 4.3.8. For the finite dimensional spaces X−,h ⊂ X− and Ye,h ⊂ Ye
the functions uh and yh are a solution of the partially finite variational problem
(4.42) if and only if there is a g ∈ YΓ+ such that uh and [yh, g] solve (4.43).
Proof. Assume that uh and [yh, g] solve the block system (4.43). Setting zh = 0
in the second block row yields
〈uh, q〉 − µ−1
〈
R−1+ g, q
〉
= 0 for all q ∈ YΓ+ , (4.44)
i.e. g = µR+ tr+ uh. By substituting g in the first block row and choosing q = 0
in the second block row, we arrive at the block system (4.42).
To show the other direction, let uh, yh be a solution of the block system
(4.42) and define g by (4.44). One easily verifies that uh and [yh, g] solve the
block system (4.43).
Using the last lemma, the following stability result is a simple corollary of
Proposition 2.4.2.
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Corollary 4.3.9. Let Ph be the Ye-orthogonal projector onto Ye,h and assume
that
‖(I − Ph)R−1Ye Avh‖Ye ≤ δ
(
‖R−1Ye Avh‖2Ye + ‖ tr+ vh‖2YΓ+
)1/2
(4.45)
holds for all vh ∈ X−,h and for some fixed 0 ≤ δ < 1. Then, the scheme (4.42)
has a unique solution uh ∈ X−,h and yh ∈ Ye,h such that
‖u− uh‖X− + ‖y − yh‖Ye ≤ 2
2− δ
(1− δ)2 infϕ∈X−,h ‖u− ϕ‖X− . (4.46)
Proof. By Lemma 4.3.8 the system (4.42) and (4.43) are equivalent for the
auxiliary space Yh = Ye,h × Y ′Γ+ . Since the boundary part Y ′Γ+ of Y− is exactly
resolved, the stability condition (4.45) implies the analogous stability condition
(2.28) so that the statement follows from Proposition 2.4.2.
Now, we follow [CDW12] in discussing suitable choices of the weight µ. We
have already seen in Proposition 4.3.7 that µ does not influence the infinite di-
mensional exact solution u. However, the situation for the discrete solution uh
is quite different. To understand the influence of µ better, we consider the two
boundary cases µ = 0 and µ → ∞. In the latter case the boundary conditions
at the outflow are (almost) strictly enforced so that the solutions of the dis-
crete system (4.42) become identical to the solutions of the original variational
formulation from Example 2.3.6 without any boundary modification. Thus, we
expect the same numerical artifacts that we have encountered in Section 4.1.
Now, consider the other extreme case µ = 0. Then, for the full infinite
dimensional spaces the optimization problem (4.39) does not have a unique so-
lution. For example, solutions udir or uneu of the convection-diffusion equation
with zero Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions at the outflow, respec-
tively, both yield zero residuals. However, typically the former has a layer at
the outflow whereas the latter has no boundary layers. Thus the approximation
errors and residuals of their discrete counterparts udirh and u
neu
h are expected
to be very different with a preference for the latter one, by the nature of the
optimization probelm (4.40). In conclusion, the expected behaviour of the opti-
mization problem (4.40) for µ = 0 is to favor solutions of the convection-diffusion
problem without layers. From a practical perspective this behaviour is not un-
reasonable because these solutions are typically good approximations also to
udir away from the layer regions and udir cannot be approximated with reason-
able error inside the layer regions as long as they are not resolved. This has the
benefit that error estimates like (4.46) have a small error bound on the right
hand side so that we have a good control of the error away from layer regions.
In contrast, if we strictly enforce the outflow boundary conditions, the error in
the layer regions will dominate the right hand side of the error estimate (4.46)
which is also the only control and much larger than necessary for the error away
from the layer.
For a fixed positive µ the behaviour of the scheme can be expected to be
somewhere between the two extreme cases of µ = 0 and µ→∞ which motivates
the following conditions on the choice of µ: As long as the layer is not resolved,
one can benefit from the good approximation properties of solutions without
boundary layers. However, as soon as the layer is resolved, and can thus be
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approximated with reasonable error, one strives for the solution with correct
boundary conditions everywhere. To achieve this, up to the resolution where
the layers can be resolved the residual ‖Akuh−f‖Y ′e should dominate the error.
When the layers can be resolved the boundary term µ‖uh‖2YΓ+ should become
important, so that it should roughly be balanced with the other part of the
residual, i.e.
‖Akuh − f‖2Y ′e ≈ µ‖uh‖2YΓ+ = µ‖u− uh‖
2
YΓ+
. (4.47)
Now, deviating from the original discussion in [CDW12], we give a heuristic
reasoning how one might achieve this balance. In the discussion of (2.31), we
have already noted that a plain Galerkin discretization becomes stable if the
energy norm ‖ · ‖Ye and the corresponding graph norm ‖ · ‖Xg are equivalent
when applied to udir − uh so that
‖Akuh − f‖Y ′e ≈ ‖u− uh‖Xg ≈ ‖u− uh‖Ye . (4.48)
Here, the first approximation is not an equality because uh might only approxi-
mately satisfy zero boundary conditions. However, the usual experience is that
these schemes become stable only if the layers are resolved. Thus we use this
equivalence as an indicator. Coming from the other side, as long as the layers
are not resolved, we expect that the bulk of the error is contained in the kernel
uker := udir − uneu, containing the layer. We make use of this fact by defining
the YΓ+ -norm by
‖g‖YΓ+ = inf{‖w‖Ye : w ∈ X−, tr+ w = g}, (4.49)
which is equivalent to the standard H
1/2
00 (Γ+ ∪ Γ0)-norm for all fixed . Note
that we use the Ye-norm for this definition which is still well defined for all
functions in the set X− = H1Γ−(Ω). Now, we obtain
‖u− uh‖Ye ≈ ‖uker‖Ye = ‖uker‖YΓ+ ≈ ‖u− uh‖YΓ+ = ‖uh‖YΓ+ . (4.50)
Thus, according to (4.48) and (4.50), when we start resolving the layers, we
expect that
‖Akuh − f‖2Y ′e ≈ ‖uh‖2YΓ+ ,
which is the same as (4.47) with µ = 1. To further simplify the norm on the
boundary, we may proceed as in [CDW12] by neglecting zero order terms so
that the Ye-norm becomes
√
| · |1 and thus
µ‖ · ‖2YΓ+ = ‖ · ‖
2
H
1/2
00 (Γ+∪Γ0)
(4.51)
is also a reasonable candidate. Since, typically, the solutions vary smoothly in
tangential direction to Γ+ and Γ0, one may even approximate the ‖·‖H1/200 (Γ+∪Γ0)-
norm by a (mesh size-) weighted ‖ · ‖L2(Γ+∪Γ0)-norm.
As a next step, we show that despite modifying the outflow of the problem,
we observe a similar limiting behavior for → 0 as in Section 4.3.1. To this end,
we continue to use the trace norm induced by the energy norm (4.49) for the
Riesz map R+. We wish to show that in the limit → 0 we obtain X− → Xtg,
Y− → Yte and A−u → A0. As a first result, we show that the penalty term
‖ tr+ u‖YΓ+ converges to zero for  → 0. Note that the ‖ · ‖YΓ+ norm depends
on  trough its definition with the aid of the Ye-norm which in turn depends
explicitly on .
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Lemma 4.3.10. Assume the YΓ+-norm is defined by (4.49). Then for all g ∈
YΓ+ , we have
lim
→0
‖g‖YΓ+ = 0.
Proof. By the definition (4.49) of the YΓ+ -norm it suffices to show that there
are functions w ∈ X− such that tr+ w = g with ‖w‖Ye → 0 for  → 0. For
the construction of these functions first note that there is a function w ∈ X−
with tr+ w = g. We define w = χδ()w where χδ ∈ C∞(Ω¯) is a cut-off function
and δ is a parameter depending on . For the definition of the cut-off function
let Ωδ ⊂ Ω be open sets such that
Ωδ ⊂ Ω Ωδ ⊂ Ωη for η ≤ δ
⋃
δ
Ωδ = Ω.
Then let χδ be a smooth function such that
χδ(x) = 0 for all x ∈ Ωδ,
χδ(x) = 1 for all x ∈ ∂Ω,
0 ≤ χδ(x) ≤ 1 for all x ∈ Ω.
We obtain
‖w‖2Ye ∼  ‖∇ (χδw)‖20 + γ‖χδw‖20
. ‖χδ∇w‖20 + ‖w∇χδ‖20 + γ‖χδw‖20
. ‖∇w‖20;Ω\Ωδ +
(
γ + ‖∇χδ‖2L∞
) ‖w‖20;Ω\Ωδ .
Now, for any bound B > 0, we can choose a δ > 0 such that ‖w‖20,Ω\Ωδ ≤ B.
Then for all  > 0 with  ≤ ‖∇χδ‖−2L∞ and  ≤ B‖∇w‖−20 , we obtain
‖w‖2Ye . ‖∇w‖20;Ω\Ωδ + (1 + γ)‖w‖20;Ω\Ωδ ≤ (2 + γ)B.
It follows that ‖w‖Ye → 0 for → 0. By the definition of the YΓ+ -norm (4.49),
this implies the statement of the lemma.
Now, we can show the analog of Proposition 4.3.3, i.e. the convergence
behavior of the norms and operators in the setting of this section.
Proposition 4.3.11. Without loss of generality assume that the constant γ = 1
in (1.7) and that the Y−-norm is defined by (4.35). Then for all f ∈ L2(Ω),
g ∈ YΓ+ , u ∈ X− and [v, vb] ∈ Y−, we have
lim
→0
‖[f, g]‖Y ′− = ‖f‖Y ′te = ‖f‖0,
lim
→0
‖u‖X− = ‖u‖Xtg .
Proof. The Y ′−-norm of [f, g] is given by
‖[f, g]‖2Y ′− = ‖f‖
2
Y ′e
+ µ‖g‖2YΓ+ .
It follows from Proposition 4.3.3 that the first term converges to ‖f‖20. By
Lemma 4.3.10, the second term converges to zero, confirming the first statement.
Upon recognizing that
‖u‖2X− = ‖Au‖2Y ′e + µ‖g‖2YΓ+
the second statement follows analogously.
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Finally, we show the convergence of the numerical scheme.
Proposition 4.3.12. Assume that the constant γ = 1 in (1.7) and that the
Y−-norm is defined by (4.35). Let X−,h ⊂ X− be a finite dimensional space
and let u,h be the solution of the scheme (4.42) for the convection-diffusion
problem with Ye,h = Ye, i.e. with infinite resolution of the auxiliary variable.
Correspondingly, let u0,h be the solution of the scheme (3.20) for the transport
equation. Then one has
lim
→0
u,h = u0,h. (4.52)
Proof. The function u,h is given by the variational problem
(Au,h, Avh)Y ′e + µ 〈R+u,h, vh〉 = (f,Avh)Y ′e + µ 〈R+g, vh〉 , vh ∈ X−,h,
whereas u0,h is given by the analogous variational problem
(A0u0,h, A0vh) = (f,A0vh), vh ∈ X−,h.
First, we show that for any uh, vh ∈ X−,h, not to confuse with u,h, we have
lim
→0
(Auh, Avh)Y ′e + µ 〈R+uh, vh〉 = (A0uh, A0vh),
lim
→0
(f,Avh)Y ′e + µ 〈R+g, vh〉 = (f,A0vh).
Analogous to Proposition 4.3.4, one shows that the terms (Auh, Avh)Y ′e and
(f,Avh)Y ′e converge to the respective right hand sides. Thus, it remains to show
that the boundary terms converge to zero which is an immediate consequence
of Lemma 4.3.10. Now, u,h is given by a finite dimensional linear system whose
matrix and right hand side converge to the corresponding matrix and vector of
the linear equation for u0,h. Since the inversion of a matrix is continuous this
yields the limit (4.52).
It follows that the scheme (2.25) applied to the setting (4.35), described in
this section, converges to the same limit as the same scheme applied to the
original setting (2.17). But for the scheme with modified outflow boundary
one has more choices of the discrete spaces X−,h. Especially, we do not need
to enforce a zero trace on the outflow boundary. Therefore, these spaces can
generally be chosen such that they are dense in Xtg. Note that in Section 4.3.1
we have argued that this lack of density appears to be a major reason for the
numerical artifacts we observed in the solutions.
For a first numerical test, we replace the ‖ ·‖YΓ+ -norm by 1/2 times a (mesh
size) weighted ‖ · ‖L2(Γ+∪Γ0)-norm as in the discussion of (4.51) . As before,
we use bilinear finite elements on a uniform grid where the refinement level
of Ye,h exceeds the one of X−,h by one. Figure 4.7 shows the results for the
model problems (4.1) and (4.3) with the modifications of the present section,
viscosity  = 10−5 and weight µ = 1. We see that the scheme ignores the
outflow layer completely which in the present case cannot be resolved at all.
Figure 4.8 shows what happens when the grid starts resolving the layer. As
the residual ‖Akuh−f‖Y ′e becomes smaller the boundary penalty µ‖ tr+ uh‖YΓ+
becomes more important. The result is that as soon as the boundary layer can
be resolved the algorithm stops ignoring it and computes the solution which
approximately satisfies the correct boundary values.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: Figures (a) and (b) show the results of the scheme (4.42) applied
to the examples (4.1) and (4.3) respectively. For the discretization, bilinear
finite elements with mesh size 2−4 and 2−5 have been used for X−,h and Ye,h,
respectively. Both plots use the parameter  = 10−5.
Figure 4.8: Solution of the model problem (4.3) by the scheme (4.42) for  =
5 ∗ 10−2 and mesh sizes 10−2, 10−3, 10−4 and 10−5 respectively. In all pictures
the same weight µ = 1 is used.
4.3.3 Modifying the inflow boundary by duality
In Section 2.5 and in the derivation of the scheme (3.28) for the transport prob-
lem, we have already seen how to apply a duality argument to devise new well-
conditioned variational formulations. For convection-diffusion problems with
zero boundary conditions, we can immediately apply these techniques because
the dual of the convection-diffusion operator is again a convection-diffusion op-
erator. Generally, these dual constructions have the advantage that one obtains
simple and well understood norms for the trial space, however, for the prize of
more complicated stability conditions. In this section, we apply this machinery
to the variational formulation of Section 4.3.2.
First, we motivate why the variational formulation from the last section with
modified outflow boundary is a suitable starting point. To this end, we shortly
discuss what we obtain if we ignore the boundary modifications by starting from
convection-diffusion problems with strongly enforced zero boundary conditions
and then apply a duality argument. In fact, we have already done so at the
end of Section 2.5, by which we obtained a previous result from [San05]. For
convenience, we recall what we have done. The first observation is that the
dual A∗ of the convection-diffusion operator A is again a convection-diffusion
operator. Thus, we can choose for example the energy norm for the test space
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of A∗ as in setting (2.17). In this way, we obtain the norms
‖ · ‖Y¯e = as(u, u)1/2, ‖ · ‖X¯g = ‖A∗ · ‖Y¯ ′e
for the dual problem so that by Lemma 2.5.1, we conclude that A : Xe → Yg
is an isomorphism where the constants of the mapping property are inherited
from the mapping property of A∗ and the spaces are defined by
Xe := Y¯e, Yg := X¯g.
Recall our notational convention that operators always map from a space X to
Y and that a bar indicates that the spaces are defined for the dual operator.
Next, we can write down the block system (2.40) which we use for solving the
normal equations to obtain a stable scheme for this setting:
〈Av, y〉 = 0 for all v ∈ Xe
〈Au, z〉 − 〈Aw, z〉 = 〈f, z〉 for all z ∈ Yg
〈Ax, y〉 − 〈RXw, x〉 = 0 for all x ∈ Xe.
(4.53)
Now, we have a setting for the convection-diffusion problem where errors for
the solution are measured in the energy norm which seems to be quite natural.
Nonetheless, this setting shows again some difficulties. First of all, we might
examine the stability conditions given in Proposition 2.6.2 for discretizing the
system (4.53). The first stability condition states that one must be able to
find sufficiently good approximations to the function A−∗RXuh from a discrete
space. Since the inverse of a convection-diffusion operator is involved this func-
tion can be difficult to approximate. As this condition is only proven to be
sufficient for stability it is not clear whether it actually does pose any problems.
To this end, Figure 4.9 shows a simple numerical experiment for the Galerkin
discretization of (4.53) applied to the test problem (4.1). For the figure the
first and second auxiliary variables y and w are discretized by a once and two
times refined grid respectively (compared to the discretization of u itself). The
solution does not appear to be unstable but again it shows strong shifts. For
a motivation why these effects come into play again, we observe that the right
lower 2 × 2 block of system (4.53) is the same as the block-system (2.22) with
A replaced by A∗. From our observations without any boundary modifications
these schemes produce shift phenomena. It appears that they pollute the current
system as well.
Here, the modifications of the outflow boundary discussed in Section 4.3.2
come into play. As said before, for the stability condition of Proposition 2.6.2,
we have to approximate the function A−∗RXuh. One problem is that such
solutions generally produce layers which cannot be approximated reasonably
well by standard discretizations. However, in the last section, we have seen
that for a suitably modified outflow boundary condition one can at least split
off the typical outflow boundary layers so that they do not create unaffordable
demands on the discretization. To this end, in the following we modify the
outflow boundary conditions of A∗ which correspond to the inflow boundary
conditions of A. More precisely, we start from the variational formulation of the
last Section 4.3.2 applied to the dual operator A∗ and then apply the abstract
machinery of the duality argument to obtain a new variational formulation. By
this construction, there are no conditions built into the function spaces at the
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Figure 4.9: Solution of Example (4.1) with the scheme (2.44) without any
boundary modifications and  = 10−5.
inflow of A. This is comparable to the theory of the transport equation of
Chapter 3. For this equation, we started from the variational formulation with
test space L2(Ω) which is the limit case of the variational formulation from the
last Section 4.3.2 which we have chosen as the starting point for our construction
of the current section. Then the same duality argument we are going to apply
next yields a new variational formulation with L2(Ω) as the trial space. Also
in this variational formulation for the transport problem boundary conditions
have only been enforced (for the test space) at the outflow.
As a first step, we use the variational formulation of the last Section 4.3.2
for the dual operator A∗. To this end, let X¯− be the space of all functions
in H1(Ω) with vanishing trace on the outflow boundary of A, i.e. the inflow
boundary of A∗. We specify the norm of X¯− below. To avoid confusions on the
boundary parts in the following the words inflow and outflow and notations like
e.g. Γ+ and R− always refer to the original operator A. Now, let A∗k be the
operator from X¯− → H−1(Ω) induced by A∗. Then according to Section 4.3.2
one obtains the operator
v → [A∗kv, tr− v]
for the variational formulation, where tr− is the trace operator onto the inflow
and characteristic boundary Γ− ∪Γ0. However, to simplify the theory below let
YΓ− be any Hilbert space equivalent to H
1/2
00 (Γ− ∪ Γ0) and R− the Riesz map
corresponding to its scalar product. Then we change the mapping slightly to
A∗+v = [A
∗
kv,R− tr− v]. (4.54)
By this change we have to adapt the boundary component of the test space
accordingly so that we obtain
A∗+ : X¯− → Y¯ ′− :=
(
Ye × YΓ−
)′
, (4.55)
which corresponds to the variational formulation based on (4.35) applied to the
dual operator. The slight change in the boundary term ensures that later the
solution does not have components in a dual space. Note that Ye is equipped
with the energy norm and equivalent to H−1(Ω). Thus, the norm of the test
space Y¯− is fixed by the norms of its components. The stabilization for this
setting is based on the usual least squares problem
‖A∗+v − [f, 0]‖2Y¯ ′− → min,
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which is equivalent to
‖A∗kv − f‖2Ye + µ‖ tr− v‖2YΓ− = ‖A
∗
kv − f‖2Ye + µ‖R− tr− v‖2Y ′Γ− → min .
Thus, although we have introduced the Riesz map R− in the definition of A∗+, by
a corresponding change in the test space, the optimization problem is unchanged
and thus the numerical solutions are the same as for the setting of Section
4.3.2. The norm for X¯− is the graph norm ‖v‖X¯− = ‖A∗+v‖Y¯− . By the duality
argument in Lemma 2.5.1 the operator A+ : X+ → Y ′+ is an isomorphism with
the spaces
X+ := Y¯−, Y+ := X¯−. (4.56)
Before we devise a numerical scheme for this setting, we clarify what the
solutions of the constructed problem are. The main obstruction is that a solution
[u, g] ∈ X+ contains the part g which is defined on the inflow boundary whereas
we just want a solution of a convection-diffusion problem. By the definition of
A∗+ the operator A+ itself is given by
〈A+[u, g], v〉 = a(u, v) + 〈g,R− tr− v〉 .
Now, let u+ = [u, g] ∈ X+ solve the variational problem
〈A+u+, v〉 = 〈f+, v〉 for all v ∈ Y+ (4.57)
for some f+ ∈ Y ′+. Note that we cannot take the right hand side f of the original
convection-diffusion problem because as a member of H−1(Ω) only application
to functions in H10 (Ω) with vanishing trace on the complete boundary is well-
defined. For the new problem, one has to test with functions in X¯− = Y+ which
eventually have non-vanishing trace on the inflow boundary. To this end, f+
is an extension of f which will be specified below. If we require the condition
〈f+, v〉 = 〈f, v〉 for all v ∈ H10 (Ω) this yields
a(u, v) = 〈f, v〉 , v ∈ H10 (Ω),
i.e. u ∈ H10 (Ω) solves the original convection-diffusion problem.
One possible extension for f is the extension operator
〈Ef, v〉 := a(A−1f, v) for all v ∈ Y+,
defined in equation (4.20), which we have used in Section 4.2.2 for the same
reasons as we use it here, see also [CDW12]. Note that the space Yi used in the
original definition is the same as Y+ with a different but equivalent norm. If we
define f+ := Ef we obtain by definition of the extension operator
a(u, v) = 〈f+, v〉 for all v ∈ Y+ (4.58)
with u ∈ H10 (Ω). Plugging this into equation (4.57), we conclude that g = 0
so that the pair u+ = [u, 0] solves the problem (4.57). Furthermore, since A+
is an isomorphism it is the only solution. It follows that for a carefully chosen
right hand side the variational problem (4.57) yields the solution of the original
convection-diffusion problem.
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In order to devise a numerical scheme, we can now apply the general con-
struction of Section 2.6 so that by (2.40) we obtain the block system: find
[u+, y, w+] ∈ X+ × Y+ ×X+ such that
〈A+v+, y〉 = 0 for all v+ ∈ X+
〈A+u+, z〉 − 〈A+w+, z〉 = 〈f+, z〉 for all z ∈ Y+
〈A+x+, y〉 − 〈RXw+, x+〉 = 0 for all x+ ∈ X+.
(4.59)
The scheme in the given form is impractical because it still contains f+ which is
defined with the aid of A−1 itself. To overcome this problem, we use the same
strategy as in Section 4.2.2 and [CDW12]. To this end, note that the dual E∗
of the extension operator is a projector so that with (4.58) we obtain
〈Au, v − E∗v〉 = 〈Ef, v − E∗v〉 = 〈f,E∗v − (E∗)2v〉 = 0,
see (4.21) and (4.22). Since the solution u+ of the block system (4.59) is the
same as the solution of the variational problem (4.57) which is of the form
u+ = [u, 0], we conclude that
〈A+u+, v − E∗v〉 = 〈Ef, v − E∗v〉 =
〈
f,E∗v − (E∗)2v〉 = 0.
Thus, testing the second block row of the system (4.59) with test functions from
E∗Y+ and (I − E∗)Y+ separately yields
〈A+v+, y〉 = 0 for all v+ ∈ X+
〈A+u+, z〉 − 〈A+w+, z〉 = 〈f, z〉 for all z ∈ E∗Y+
−〈A+w+, z〉 = 0 for all z ∈ (I − E∗)Y+
〈A+x+, y〉 − 〈RXw+, x+〉 = 0 for all x+ ∈ X+.
(4.60)
Now, we can apply a Galerkin procedure to obtain a finite dimensional approx-
imation of this block system. Since we have constructed f+ so that the exact
solution is contained in H10 (Ω) × {0} ⊂ X+, we choose a finite dimensional
space space X+,h ⊂ H10 (Ω) × {0} ⊂ X+. Comparable to the decomposition
Y+ = E
∗Y+⊕(I−E∗)Y+, we decompose the finite dimensional space Y+,h ⊂ Y+
by Y+,h = Y+,0,h ⊕ Y+,c,h into the functions with vanishing trace on the whole
boundary and a corresponding complement space. Finally, we choose any finite
dimensional subspace Z+,h ⊂ X+. Then we arrive at the finite dimensional
block system: find [u+h , yh, w
+
h ] ∈ X+,h × Y+,h × Z+,h such that〈
A+v
+
h , yh
〉
= 0 for all v+h ∈ X+,h〈
A+u
+
h , zh
〉 − 〈A+w+h , zh〉 = 〈f, zh〉 for all zh ∈ Y+,0,h
− 〈A+w+h , zh〉 = 0 for all zh ∈ Y+,c,h〈
A+x
+
h , yh
〉 − 〈RXw+h , x+h 〉 = 0 for all x+h ∈ Z+,h.
(4.61)
There remains one computational issue: the spaces Z+,h ⊂ X+ is a Cartesian
product of a space of functions which are defined on the domain and a second
space of functions defined on the inflow boundary. For a finite element imple-
mentation one can easily build this space from a single finite element space.
To this end, assume that the finite elements are given by nodal basis functions
including all functions on the boundary. The basis functions with nodes not
contained in Γ− ∪ Γ0 generate the discretization of Ye whereas the remaining
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basis functions restricted to Γ−∪Γ0 generate the discretization of H1/200 (Γ−∪Γ0).
Then the operator A+ can easily be discretized by a single matrix build from a
standard finite element space.
The convergence behavior for → 0 is treated by the next proposition.
Proposition 4.3.13. Assume the constant γ of (1.7) is not zero and [u,h, 0] ∈
X+,h ⊂ Ye × {0} ⊂ X+, with finite dimensional X+,h, is given by the optimiza-
tion problem
‖A+[u,h, 0]− f+‖Y ′+ → min
corresponding to a Galerkin approximation of the block system (4.59) with infi-
nite resolution of the auxiliary variables. Furthermore, let u0,h ∈ X+,h be given
by the corresponding scheme
‖A0u0,h − f‖Y ′tg → min,
which is equivalent to (3.28) with infinite resolution of the auxiliary variables.
Then for each sequence k → 0, for k →∞, there is a subsequence also denoted
by k such that uk,h → u0,h in the L2(Ω) norm.
Proof. Since the boundary component q of all functions [vh, q] ∈ X+ is zero,
we have by a slight abuse of notation (neglecting the boundary part of the
Cartesian product) ‖vh‖X+ = ‖vh‖Ye . Now, let P and P0 by the Ye and L2(Ω)
orthogonal projectors onto X+,h respectively. Then by the definition of A+ and
f+, the discrete solution u,h is given by u,h = PA
−1
 f = Pu. Similarly
u0,h = P0A
−1
0 f = P0u0. In order to show convergence note that
‖Pu − P0u0‖0 ≤ ‖Pu − P0u‖0 + ‖P0u − P0u0‖0. (4.62)
Now, we show convergence to zero of both summands individually. For the first
one, we show that for all u ∈ Ye we have ‖Pu − P0u‖0 → 0 for  → 0. Both
projectors for zero and nonzero  are given by
(∇Pu,∇vh) + γ(Pu, vh) = (∇u,∇vh) + γ(u, vh) for all [vh, 0] ∈ X+,h,
where we have used the alternative and equivalent definition ‖u‖2Ye = |u|21 +
γ‖u‖20 of the energy norm. Now, obviously the stiffness matrix and right hand
side vector for  > 0 converge to the corresponding matrix and vector for  =
0. Since the inversion of a matrix is continuous it follows that lim→0 ‖P −
P0‖X+→X+ = 0. By Lemma 3.1.4 the norm ‖u‖X+ is bounded so that the first
summand on the right hand side of (4.62) converges to zero.
For the second summand recall that by Lemma 3.1.6 there is a subsequence,
which we also call k, with uk ⇀ u weakly in L2(Ω). Since P0 maps to a
finite dimensional space it is compact and thus P0uk converges to P0u strongly
which shows the convergence of the second summand in (4.62) and completes
the proof.
Now, the situation is very similar to the limiting behavior of the choice (2.17)
with the energy norm for the test space discussed at the end of Section 4.3.1.
The numerical solution converges to the one of the reduced problem. However,
the finite dimensional space X+,h has build in zero boundary conditions and
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is therefore of questionable value for the discretization of the reduced problem.
But this time there is one major difference. The limit space for the solution
is L2(Ω) and the discrete spaces X+,h are dense in this space, despite the zero
boundary conditions.
Figure 4.10 shows the results of (4.61) applied to the model problems (4.1)
and (4.3) for  = 10−5. All spaces consist of bilinear finite elements on rectangu-
lar grids where the grids of Y+,h and Z+,h are once and two times more refined
than the grid of X+,h respectively. As before, Y+,0,h is the span of all nodal
basis functions vanishing on the inflow boundary and Y+,c,h is the span of the
remaining nodal basis functions. In contrast to the results for the modifications
of the inflow boundary of Section 4.2.2 both plots show reasonable results.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.10: Solutions of the scheme (4.61) for the problems (4.1) and (4.3) are
shown in (a) and (b) respectively for  = 10−5 and mesh size h = 2−4.
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Chapter 5
Adaptive schemes for
symmetric problems
This chapter summarizes adaptive finite element methods for the symmetric
equation Asu = f , see [MNS02, MN05, BDD04, Ste05, CKNS08]. The motiva-
tion for this chapter is twofold. On the one hand, we shall use the error esti-
mators, which we recall in this section, for adaptive schemes for non-symmetric
convection-diffusion equations. On the other hand, we shall use the theory of
this section to prove bounds for the dimension of the test spaces Y of some
schemes and to find alternative approximations of the dual scalar products in
the optimization problem (2.6).
First, we define the variational problem which we treat in this section: find
u ∈ H1ΓD (Ω) such that
as(u, v) = (∇u,∇v) + (cu, v) = 〈f, v〉 for all v ∈ H1ΓD (Ω) (5.1)
for some functional f ∈ (H1ΓD (Ω))′. Here ΓD ⊂ ∂Ω is the part of the boundary
where we enforce zero boundary conditions whereas on its complement ΓN =
∂Ω \ ΓD we use Neumann boundary conditions. To render this problem well-
posed, we assume c ∈ L∞(Ω) and that there are constants γ, c0 ≥ 0 such that
γ ≤ c ≤ ‖c‖L∞ ≤ γc0. (5.2)
The last condition ensures that either c = 0 or it is bounded from below.
Throughout this section, we use the definition
Y := H1ΓD (Ω), ‖u‖2Y := as(u, u), (5.3)
i.e. we use the energy norm of the symmetric bilinear form as(·, ·). With this
choice, we have the norm equivalence
as(u, u) ∼ ‖u‖21 + γ‖u‖20.
If voln−1(ΓD) = 0, i.e. ΓD has n − 1-dimensional measure zero, so that a
Poincare´ estimate does not hold, we additionally assume that γ > 0. Because of
the definition of ‖ · ‖Y as energy norm, one easily obtains the mapping property
‖u‖Y = ‖Asu‖Y ′ . (5.4)
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Note that in Example 2.3.6 we have already seen that the symmetric part of the
convection-diffusion operator is given by
(∇u,∇v) +
((
c− 1
2
div b
)
u, v
)
.
Of course, with a suitable redefinition of c this bilinear form is a special case of
(5.1) where the given assumptions follow immediately from the general assump-
tions (1.4) and (1.7) for convection-diffusion problems. However, for notational
simplicity, we use the definition (5.1) in this section.
Now, given a finite dimensional subspace Yh ⊂ Y , we are interested in an
approximate solution uh ∈ Yh of the given variational problem (5.1). For Yh
one can take, for instance, the space PkT ,ΓD which is the space of continuous
piecewise polynomials of degree k on the grid T with vanishing trace on the
Dirichlet boundary ΓD, see (1). Since as(·, ·) is a symmetric bilinear form, the
Galerkin solution uh ∈ Yh, given by
as(uh, vh) = 〈f, vh〉 for all vh ∈ Yh, (5.5)
is the best approximation in the Y -norm:
‖u− uh‖Y = inf
ϕ∈Yh
‖u− ϕ‖Y .
In addition, for an adaptive scheme, we also wish to find a grid which gives a
good, or ideally an optimal, balance between the error of the scheme and the
degrees of freedom of the ansatz space Yh. In order to find a good balance, it is
not sufficient to treat one fixed finite dimensional space Yh, instead one needs
a collection of such spaces. Here, we use finite element spaces based on grids
which are adapted to the solution. Then, one usually employs indicators for the
error ‖u− uh‖Y to steer the adaptation of the grid. Of course, in this form the
error is difficult to compute because it still involves the unknown u. Here again,
the mapping properties of the operator As are crucial: since
‖u− uh‖Y = ‖f −Asuh‖Y ′ ,
by the definition (5.3) of the Y -norm, it suffices to compute the residual on
the right hand side. However, this term no longer contains the true solution
u explicitly and can, in principle, be computed. To this end, one could apply
techniques, as used for the resolution of the Y ′-scalar product, introduced in
Section 2.4 which again yield a problem of type (5.1). For finite element dis-
cretizations, there are more sophisticated error estimators available which do
not solve auxiliary problems but can be applied more directly. These error esti-
mators are described in the next sections. Especially, we recall some results of
Verfu¨rth [Ver05] which yield estimates that are independent of . In addition,
some known results from [MNS02, BDD04, MN05, Ste05] on the convergence of
adaptive finite element schemes are presented in Section 5.3.
5.1 Some basic estimates
Before we come to error estimators and adaption strategies, we collect some
basic estimates, mainly due to [Ver05], that are required for the analysis of
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adaptive finite element schemes. For simplicity, we assume that the cells of the
triangulation are simplices.
First, we need a Cle´ment-type interpolation operator. Ih : L2(Ω)→ P1T ,ΓD ,
whose range are the continuous piecewise linear functions on the given triangula-
tion that vanish on the Dirichlet boundary ΓD, defined in (1), see [Bra07, Ver05].
To define the interpolation operator, let ψx ∈ P1T ,ΓD be the piecewise linear
nodal basis function that is one at the node x and zero for all other nodes and
let ωx be its support. Then Ih is defined by
Ihv :=
∑
x∈V
(
1
|ωx|
∫
ωx
v
)
ψx. (5.6)
Recall that | · | denotes the Lebesgue measure and V the vertices of the grid
T . As in [Ver05], we use the following notations: For a cell T ∈ T the set ωT
consists of all cells that share a (n−1)-dimensional face with T and likewise ω˜T
is the union of the cells that share at least a point with T . Let E be the n− 1
dimensional faces of the grid T . Then, in analogy to the cells, for a face E ∈ E ,
the set ωE consists of the cells T such that E ⊂ ∂T and ω˜E consists of the cells
that share at least a point with E. As we wish to localize some estimates, let
Y (ω) be the space Y restricted to the domain ω ⊂ Ω with the corresponding
restriction of the norm. Finally, for very set S ∈ T ∪ E let hS be its diameter
and define
αS := min{hS−1/2, γ−1/2},
where γ is defined in (5.2). The following lemma is taken from Verfu¨rth [Ver05].
Lemma 5.1.1. For all elements T ∈ T , all faces E ∈ E and all functions
v ∈ H1ΓD (Ω) we have
‖v − Ihv‖0;T . αT ‖v‖Y (ω˜T ),
‖v − Ihv‖0;E . −1/4α1/2E ‖v‖Y (ω˜E),
‖Ihv‖Y (T ) . ‖v‖Y (ω˜T ).
We now recall the construction of element and face bubble functions from
[Ver05] that we need to prove lower bounds for error indicators.
For the construction of the element bubble function supported on the cell T ∈
T let VT be the vertices of T and let λv, v ∈ VT be the barycentric coordinate
associated to v. Then, we define the element bubble function by
ψT = γT
∏
v∈VT
λv, ‖ψT ‖L∞ = 1, (5.7)
where the constant γT > 0 is fixed by the normalization condition. Note that
these bubble functions are non-negative and have vanishing trace on the cell
boundary ∂T .
Next, we define the face bubble functions for interior faces. For each such
face there are two cells T1 and T2 that have the face E in common. For each
cell let Fi be the affine transformation that maps Ti to the reference element
such that E is mapped to the hyperplane {xn = 0}. Now, define the function
Gθ on the reference element by
(x1, . . . , xn−1, xn)T → (x1, . . . , xn−1, θxn)T
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for some 0 < θ ≤ 1. Then we define the face bubble function by
ψE |Ti = γE
∏
v∈VE
λv ◦
(
F−1i GθFi
)−1
, ‖ψE‖L∞ = 1 (5.8)
for i = 1, 2, where VE are the vertices of the face E and γE is the corresponding
normalization constant. Similar to the cell bubble functions the face bubble
functions are non-negative and have vanishing trace on the boundary ∂(T1 ∪ T2).
The constant θ is chosen as
θ = min{1/2γ−1/2h−1E , 1}, (5.9)
where hE is the diameter of the face E. The support of ψE is (F
−1
1 GθF1)(T1)∪
(F−12 GθF2)(T2) which is a subset of T1 ∪ T2 by the choice of θ. The element
and face bubble functions are depicted in Figure 5.1.
If E is contained in the Neumann boundary there is only one element T
containing E. In this case the face bubble functions ψE are defined analogously
on that element.
(a) Element bubble function
ψT
(b) Edge bubble function ψE
with θ = 1/4
Figure 5.1
The following lemma from [Ver05] gives some basic estimates for the bubble
functions.
Lemma 5.1.2. For all elements T ∈ T , faces E ∈ E, polynomials v ∈ PkT and
σ ∈ PkE we have
(v, ψT v)T & ‖v‖20;T , (5.10)
‖v‖Y (T ) . α−1T ‖v‖0;T , (5.11)
(σ, ψEσ)E & ‖σ‖20;E , (5.12)
‖ψEσ‖Y (ωE) . 1/4α−1/2E ‖σ‖0;E , (5.13)
‖ψEσ‖0;ωE . 1/4α1/2E ‖σ‖0;E . (5.14)
For these estimates, a polynomial σ defined on a face E is continued to Rn such
that it is constant in direction nE. Note that the constants only depend on the
polynomial degree k and on the shape of the elements T .
Later, for the convergence proof of adaptive finite element schemes, we con-
struct test functions that are contained in refined finite element spaces. In order
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to estimate these test functions, we need a variant of the last lemma where some
quantities are interpolated in such a refined finite element space. To this end,
let ω = T ∈ T be a cell or ω = ωE for E ∈ E be unions of adjacent cells.
Let hω = hT in the first and hω = hE in the later case. Then define Tr(ω)
as a uniform shape regular and graded triangulation of ω such that for the di-
ameter hT ′ of each cell T
′ ∈ Tr(T ) one one has hT ′ ∼ 2−rhω. For this grid
let Yr(ω) ⊂ H10 (ω) be a finite element space with zero boundary traces. The
following lemma is analogous to Lemma 5.1.1 taken from [Ver05].
Lemma 5.1.3. Let the assumptions of Lemma 5.1.2 be satisfied. Furthermore,
let Ih be a Cle´ment type interpolation operator on Yr(T ) with sufficiently large
r. Then we have the estimates.
(v, Ih(ψT v))T & ‖v‖20;T , (5.15)
‖Ih(ψT v)‖Y (T ) . α−1T ‖v‖0;T . (5.16)
Proof. First, we prove (5.15). To this end, let h be the mesh size of Tr(T ). Then
by the analogous estimate (5.10), Jackson and Bernstein estimates, we obtain
‖v‖20;T . (v, vψT )T
= (v, Ih(vψT ))T + (v, (I − Ih)(vψT ))T
. (v, Ih(vψT ))T + ‖v‖0;T ‖(I − Ih)(vψT )‖0;T
. (v, Ih(vψT ))T + h ‖v‖0;T |vψT |1;T
. (v, Ih(vψT ))T +
h
hT
‖v‖20;T .
From the assumptions on the grid Tr(T ) follows that hhT ∼ 2−r. If the overall
constant in the last estimate is c we obtain
‖v‖20;T ≤
(
1− c2−r)−1 (v, Ih(vψT ))T .
It follows that for r sufficiently large we have
‖v‖20;T . (v, Ih(vψT ))T ,
which confirms (5.15).
The estimate (5.16) follows from (5.11) because the Cle´ment type interpo-
lation operator Ih : Y → Y is bounded and ‖ψT ‖L∞ = 1.
We also obtain the estimates corresponding to Lemma 5.1.2 taken from
[Ver05].
Lemma 5.1.4. Let the assumptions of Lemma 5.1.2 be satisfied. Furthermore,
let Ih be a Cle´ment type interpolation operator on Yr(ωE). Then we have the
estimates.
‖Ih(ψEσ)‖Y (ωE) . 1/4α−1/2E ‖σ‖0;E , (5.17)
‖Ih(ψEσ)‖0;ωE . 1/4α1/2E ‖σ‖0;E . (5.18)
If in addition γh2T ≤  and r is sufficiently large, we have
(σ, Ih(ψEσ))E & ‖σ‖20;E . (5.19)
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Note that the condition γh2T ≤  for the last estimate (5.19) is required
because in this case the scaling factor θ from (5.9) is one which implies that the
face bubble function ψE can be accurately approximated by the interpolation
Ih.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 5.1.3
5.2 Upper bounds
In this section, we follow [Ver05] in constructing error indicators and proving
that they bound the error ‖u− uh‖Y of the Galerkin scheme (5.5) from above.
Since the Y -norm is the energy norm of as(·, ·), which is a symmetric bilinear
form, the Lax-Milgram Theorem immediately implies the mapping property
‖ · ‖Y = ‖As · ‖Y ′ , where, as usual, As is the operator corresponding to the
bilinear form as(·, ·). Thus, we obtain
‖u− uh‖Y = ‖Asu−Asuh‖Y ′ = ‖f −Asuh‖Y ′ .
Here, it is important to note the unknown correct solution u has disappeared
in the right hand side. Instead, one has to compute the difference to the known
functional f . The difficulty with this residual is that it is evaluated in the Y ′-
norm which usually comes from a dual space and is thus only implicitly defined.
To this end, in this and the next section, we recall from [Ver05] some easily
computable upper and lower bounds for the residual.
Surely, on a computer with finite resources, it is not realistic to estimate
the error reliably for all f in the infinite dimensional space Y ′. To this end, we
assume first that f ∈ L2(Ω). In addition, we allow face terms g ∈ L2(E), where
E are the (n − 1)-dimensional faces of the grid T , so that the right hand side
takes the form ∫
Ω
fv +
∫
E
gv. (5.20)
Generally, one only considers face terms g which are supported on the Neumann
boundary ΓN but for the error estimators of non-symmetric problems we need
the more general form stated here. As in [Ver05], we next define the error
indicators. To this end, let
fh, gh, ch ∈ Pkd (5.21)
be the respective L2-projections of f , g and c to the space of piecewise poly-
nomials of degree kd on the grid T (eventually restricted to E). Then we wish
to measure the error of the residual with respect to these approximate data
whereas the approximation errors of f , g and c itself are considered as data
errors.
For the construction of the error estimator define the cell and face residuals
by
RT = fh + ∆uh − chuh,
RE =
 gh − [nE · ∇uh]E if E 6⊂ ∂Ωgh − nE · ∇uh if E ⊂ ΓN
0 if E ⊂ ΓD.
(5.22)
Here, nE is a unit vector orthogonal to the face E and [·]E denotes a jump across
the face E. Sine the expression [nE · ∇uh]E is added to gh, signs matter. To this
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end let E = T ∩ T ′ for two cells T, T ′ ∈ T . Then, we define nE as the outward
normal for T on the edge E and define the jump by [v]E = v|T − v|T ′ where v|T
and v|T ′ are understood as the continuous extensions from the interior of the
cells. From the ordering of v|T and v|T ′ follows that [nE · ∇uh]E is independent
of the order of the cells T and T ′ which is sufficient for our purposes. The data
error on a cell T and face E is given by
DT =
(
f − fh + (ch − c)uh
)∣∣∣
T
,
DE = g − gh,
(5.23)
respectively. With these cell and face residuals, we can now define the cell wise
error indicator
η2T := α
2
T ‖RT ‖20;T +
∑
E∈E;E⊂∂T
−1/2αE‖RE‖20;E (5.24)
and data error
θ2T = α
2
T
(
‖f−fh‖20;T +‖(c−ch)uh‖20;T
)
+
∑
E∈E;E⊂∂T
−1/2αE‖g−gh‖20;E . (5.25)
If T˘ is a subset of T we use the notation
η(uh, T˘ )2 =
∑
T∈T˘
η2T , osc(f, T˘ )2 =
∑
T∈T˘
θ2T , (5.26)
for convenience. Before we prove an upper bound of the error, we recall from
[Ver05] that we can represent the residual by the local cell and face residuals we
have just introduced.
Lemma 5.2.1. Assume that f ∈ Y ′ and uh ∈ Yh. Furthermore, let the cell and
face residuals be given by (5.22) and (5.23), respectively. Then the residual can
be represented as
〈f −Asuh, v〉 =
∑
T∈T
(RT , v)T +
∑
E∈E
(RE , v)E
+
∑
T∈T
(DT , v)T +
∑
E∈E
(DE , v)E .
Proof. By Gauss’ theorem, we obtain
〈f −Asuh, v〉 =
∑
T∈T
(f + ∆uh − cuh, v)T
+
∑
E∈E∩Ω
(gh − [nE · ∇uh]E , v)E +
∑
E∈E∩ΓN
(g − nE · ∇uh, v)E
=
∑
T∈T
(RT , v)T +
∑
E∈E
(RE , v)E
+
∑
T∈T
(DT , v)T +
∑
E∈E
(DE , v)E .
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The next theorem by Verfu¨rth [Ver05] gives an upper bound of the error.
Theorem 5.2.2. Assume that u and uh are given by the variational problems
(5.1) and (5.5), respectively. Furthermore, assume that the cell wise error indi-
cators ηT and data errors θT are given by (5.24) and (5.25), respectively. Then
one can bound the approximation error by
‖u− uh‖Y .
{∑
T∈T
η2T + θ
2
T
}1/2
.
Proof. By the mapping property (5.4), we have
‖u− uh‖Y = ‖Asu−Asuh‖Y ′ = ‖f −Asuh‖Y ′ .
Now, we estimate the right hand side which is given by
‖f −Asuh‖Y ′ = sup
0 6=v∈Y
〈f −Asuh, v〉
‖v‖Y . (5.27)
By Lemma 5.2.1, we have
〈f −Asuh, v〉 =
∑
T∈T
(RT , v)T +
∑
E∈E
(RE , v)E
+
∑
T∈T
(DT , v)T +
∑
E∈E
(DE , v)E .
(5.28)
To estimate this expression, we cannot directly apply the Cauchy-Schwarz esti-
mate because this would give us a term ‖v‖0. However, we wish to factor out
‖v‖Y so that it cancels the denominator in the definition of the Y ′-norm (5.27).
To this end, we use Galerkin orthogonality to insert the term Ihv which yields
〈f −Asuh, v〉 = 〈f −Asuh, v − Ihv〉 , (5.29)
where Ih is the Cle´ment-type interpolation operator defined in (5.6). Thus, we
can replace v by v − Ihv in (5.28) so that using the estimates of Lemma 5.1.1
and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain
〈f −Asuh, v − Ihv〉 . ‖v‖Y
{∑
T∈T
α2T ‖RT ‖20;T +
∑
E∈E
−1/2αE‖RE‖20;E
+
∑
T∈T
α2T ‖DT ‖20;T +
∑
E∈E
−1/2αE‖DE‖20;E
}1/2
. ‖v‖Y
{∑
T∈T
η2T + θ
2
T
}1/2
.
Now, the Galerkin orthogonality (5.29) provides
〈f −Asuh, v〉 . ‖v‖Y
{∑
T∈T
η2T + θ
2
T
}1/2
.
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Finally, inserting this estimate into the definition of the dual norm (5.27) yields
‖f −Asuh‖Y ′ .
{∑
T∈T
η2T + θ
2
T
}1/2
,
which completes the proof.
5.3 Error reduction and lower bounds
In this section, we recall the error reduction property of adaptive finite element
schemes from [MNS02, BDD04, MN05, Ste05]. This will be essential for the
stability proof of the stabilization scheme (2.25). Moreover, we recall the lower
bounds of the error estimators (5.24) proven by Verfu¨rth [Ver05].
First, we have to refine our notation. Unlike before, we now have two grids
and solutions. The function uH ∈ YH is a Galerkin solution of (5.5) on the
grid TH . For this grid one first computes the error estimators (5.24). Then one
marks a subset T˘H ⊂ TH of cells which are to be refined. A common marking
strategy which is sometimes called Do¨rfler marking or bulk chasing marks cells
according to the criterion
η(uH , T˘H)2 ≥ θη(uH , TH)2, (5.30)
where 0 ≤ θ < 1 is a fixed constant and η(uH , T˘H)2 is the aggregated indicator
on the subset T˘H of the triangulation TH as defined in (5.26). Next, we refine
each marked cell in T˘H at least r times where r is a fixed constant which is
determined below. Eventually, one needs some further refinements to ensure a
grading of the grid or to avoid hanging nodes. The resulting grid is called Th,
the corresponding space Yh and the corresponding Galerkin solution of (5.5) is
uh. As common in the literature, we denote this full adaptive cycle by
solve→ estimate→ refine. (5.31)
Recursively repeating these steps yields an adaptive scheme for the solution of
the elliptic problem (5.1).
One major ingredient for the convergence analysis is the proof of an error
reduction property
‖u− uh‖Y ≤ Θ‖u− uH‖Y + osc(f, TH), (5.32)
where osc(f, TH) are the data errors defined in (5.26) and 0 ≤ Θ < 1. The
ansatz is given by the next lemma, see e.g. [MNS02, MN05].
Lemma 5.3.1. Assume uH ∈ YH and uh ∈ Yh are Galerkin solutions of (5.5)
and the spaces YH ⊂ Yh are nested. Then one has
‖u− uh‖2Y = ‖u− uH‖2Y − ‖uH − uh‖2Y . (5.33)
Proof. Since ‖ · ‖2Y = as(·, ·), we have
‖u− uH‖2Y = ‖u− uh + uh − uH‖2Y
= ‖u− uh‖2Y + ‖uh − uH‖2Y + 2a(u− uh, uh − uH).
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The lemma follows by observing that the last term is zero according to Galerkin
orthogonality.
In order to show the error reduction (5.32) one now bounds the error ‖uh −
uH‖Y from below to ensure that the error is reduced enough. We shall see that
for a lower bound we can use the error estimate itself. Similar to the proof of
the upper bound in Theorem 5.2.2, we use the mapping property (5.4) to tightly
bound the approximation error by
‖uh − uH‖Y = ‖As(uh − uH)‖Y ′ = sup
06=v∈Y
〈As(uh − uH), v〉
‖v‖Y .
We then find an lower estimate for the error indicators by constructing a suitable
test function for the right hand side of the last equation.
One difficulty with the lower bound proven by Verfu¨rth [Ver05] is related to
face bubble functions. For some standard proofs of error reduction, as discussed
in this section, one needs bubble functions which are contained in the trial
space after refinement. Unfortunately, the face bubble functions ψE of (5.8) are
strongly concentrated near the face E in case  ≤ h2γ so that there is little hope
to find similar bubble functions on the next refined grid. As the next lemma
from [Ste05] shows, in cases where one has thin face bubble functions, the error
estimator is dominated by the cell estimates so that one can neglect the face
contributions and with them the thin bubble functions.
Lemma 5.3.2. Let T ⊂ T , E ⊂ ∂T and uh be a linear polynomial on the cell
T , i.e. uh|T ∈ P1. Then we have
‖nE · ∇uh‖0;E . h−3/2E inf
r∈R
‖uh − r‖0;T ,
where the constant only depends on the smallest angle in T .
Proof. By the trace estimate with a scaling argument and a Bernstein estimate
one obtains ‖v‖0;E . h−1/2E ‖v‖0;T for v ∈ P1. For each r ∈ R and using a
Bernstein, estimate this yields
‖nE · ∇uh‖0;E . h−1/2E ‖nE · ∇uh‖0;T
≤ h−1/2E |uh|1;T
= h
−1/2
E |uh − r|1;T
. h−1/2E h−1T ‖uh − r‖0;T ,
what completes the proof because hE ∼ hT .
Now, we are ready to prove the lower bound for ‖uh − uH‖Y . Using ar-
guments from [MNS02, Ver05], we begin with a local lower bound for the cell
estimates
Lemma 5.3.3. Assume that uH and uh are the Galerkin solutions of (5.5) for
the finite dimensional trial spaces YH and Yh, respectively. Let T ∈ TH be a cell
which has been marked for refinement and assume that it is refined r times with
sufficiently large, but fixed, r. Then, we have the local lower cell estimate
α2T ‖RT ‖20;T . ‖uh − uH‖2Y (T ) + α2T ‖DT ‖20;T . (5.34)
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Proof. By estimate (5.10), we have
α2T ‖RT ‖20;T . α2T (RT , RTψT )T .
As a next step, we apply Lemma 5.2.1 to rewrite the right hand side of the
last estimate in terms of 〈f −AsuH , RTψT 〉 by using that the support of ψT
is contained in T . Then RTψT becomes a test function. To proceed further,
we require that this test function is contained in Yh. However, the polynomial
degree is too large. To this end, let Ih be a Cle´ment-type interpolation operator
onto Y˜h ⊂ Yh ∩H10 (T ). Here, we choose Y˜h to have exactly r additional refine-
ments of the cell T whereas Yh might have even higher levels of refinement. The
reason for this choice is that later we have to apply an inverse estimate which
would deteriorate if we do not bound the maximal refinement depth. Then by
(5.15), for sufficiently large r, we have
α2T ‖RT ‖20;T . α2T (RT , Ih(RTψT ))T .
Now, by invoking Lemma 5.2.1 and using the local support of Ih(RTψT ), we
conclude that
α2T ‖RT ‖20;T . α2T 〈f −AsuH , Ih(RTψT )〉 − (DT , Ih(RTψT ))T .
Note that since ψT vanishes on the faces all face terms disappear. Now, it
pays off that we have invested some work to construct a test function which is
contained in Yh. Because of this fact, we can invoke the definition of uh by a
Galerkin method to obtain 〈f, Ih(RTψT )〉 = 〈Asuh, Ih(RTψT 〉. Using this in
the last estimate, we have
α2T ‖RT ‖20;T . α2T 〈As(uh − uH), Ih(RTψT )〉 − α2T (DT , Ih(RTψT ))T .
Again using that the support of Ih(RTψT ) is contained in T and the inverse
estimate (5.16) yields
α2T ‖RT ‖20;T .α2T ‖uh − uH‖Y (T )‖Ih(RTψT )‖Y (T )
+ α2T ‖DT ‖0;T ‖IH(RTψT )‖0;T
.
(‖uh − uH‖Y (T ) + αT ‖DT ‖0;T )αT ‖RT ‖0;T
from which (5.34) follows immediately.
Next, we prove the local lower face estimates. For this result we need a few
more assumptions.
Assumption 5.3.4. Assume that:
• The polynomial degree of the data approximation is zero, i.e. kd = 0 (see
(5.21)).
• gh is zero except on the Neumann boundary ΓN .
• YH and Yh are spaces of continuous piecewise linear functions on the grids
TH and Th, respectively.
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• Each marked cell is refined r times with sufficiently large r.
Combining some arguments from [MNS02, Ver05, Ste05], we obtain the next
lemma.
Lemma 5.3.5. Let all assumptions of Lemma 5.3.3 and Assumption 5.3.4 be
satisfied. Let E be the face of a marked cell. Then we have the local lower
estimate
−1/2αE‖RE‖20;E . ‖uh − uH‖2Y (T ) +
∑
T ′⊂ωT
θ2T ′ . (5.35)
Proof. We prove the cases γh2T ≥  and γh2T <  separately.
1. First assume that γh2T ≥ , i.e. αT = γ−1/2. Note that if this is the case,
we necessarily have γ > 0. Since by assumption γ ≤ c, it follows that
γ ≤ cH , i.e. c−1H ≤ γ−1. Recall that cH is the data approximation defined
in (5.21). Then by Lemma 5.3.2 and since hE ∼ hT , we have
−1/2αE‖RE‖20;E = −1/2αE‖ − [nE · ∇uH ]‖20;E
. 3/2γ−1/2h−3E ‖uH − c−1H fH‖20;ωE
.
(
1/2γ−1/2h−1E
)3
γ−1‖cHuH − fH‖20;ωE .
With the assumption γh2T ≥  it follows that 1/2γ−1/2h−1E ≤ 1 and γ−1 =
α2T . Since uH |T ∈ P1, we have (cHuH − fH)|T = RT . Hence, the last
estimate becomes
−1/2αE‖RE‖20;E .
∑
T⊂ωE
α2T ‖RT ‖20;T ,
i.e. the face estimate is dominated by the cell estimate and we can invoke
(5.34) to confirm (5.35).
2. Next, assume that γh2T < , i.e. αT = hT 
−1/2. As for the proof of
(5.34), we ensure that the test functions we use are in Yh by applying an
additional interpolation. To this end, we now define Ih as Cle´ment type
interpolation operator onto Y˜h ⊂ Yh∩H10 (ωE) which is the space obtained
by exactly r refinements of T and zero trace on the boundary of ωE . Now,
we infer from (5.19) and Lemma 5.2.1 that
−1/2αE‖RE‖20;E
.−1/2αE(RE , Ih(REψE))E
=−1/2αE 〈f −AsuH , Ih(REψE)〉
− −1/2αE
∑
T⊂ωE
[(RT , Ih(REψE))T − (DT , Ih(REψE))T ]
− −1/2αE(DE , Ih(REψE))E
=S1 + S2 + S3.
(5.36)
We estimate all summands of the right hand side separately. As in the
proof of the cell estimate (5.34), since Ih(REψE) ∈ Yh, we can use the defi-
nition of uh by a Galerkin projection to obtain 〈f, Ih(REψE)〉 =
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〈Asuh, Ih(REψE)〉. Using (5.17) this yields
S1 = 
−1/2αE 〈(As(uh − uH), Ih(REψE)〉
≤ −1/2αE‖uh − uH‖Y (ωE)‖Ih(REψE)‖Y (ωE)
. ‖uh − uH‖Y (ωE)−1/4α1/2E ‖RE‖0;E .
(5.37)
Next, we estimate the second summand in (5.36). Using αE ∼ αT and
invoking (5.18), we conclude that
S2 ≤ −1/2αE
( ∑
T⊂ωE
‖RT ‖0;T + ‖DT ‖0;T
)
‖Ih(REψE)‖0;ωE
≤
( ∑
T⊂ωE
αT ‖RT ‖0;T + αT ‖DT ‖0;T
)
−1/4α1/2E ‖RE‖0;E .
Inserting the cell estimate (5.34), we obtain
S2 .
(
‖uh − uH‖Y (ωE) +
∑
T⊂ωE
αT ‖DT ‖0;T
)
−1/4α1/2E ‖RE‖0;E . (5.38)
Finally, for the third summand in (5.36), we have
S3 ≤ −1/4α1/2E ‖DE‖0;E−1/4α1/2E ‖RE‖0;E . (5.39)
Now, plugging the estimates (5.37), (5.38) and (5.39) for the summands
S1, S2 and S3 into (5.36) yields
−1/2αE‖RE‖20;ωE .
(
‖uh − uH‖Y (ωE) + −1/4α1/2E ‖DE‖0;E
+
∑
T⊂ωE
αT ‖DT ‖0;T
)
−1/4α1/2E ‖RE‖0;E .
Dividing both sides of this inequality by −1/4α1/2E ‖RE‖0;E yields the de-
sired estimate (5.35).
As a corollary of the last two lemmas, we obtain the following local lower
bound:
Corollary 5.3.6. Assume that uH and uh are the Galerkin solutions of (5.5)
for the finite dimensional spaces YH and Yh, respectively. Let T ∈ TH be a
cell which has been marked for refinement and assume it is refined r times with
sufficiently large r. Furthermore, let the Assumption 5.3.4 be true. Then we
have the local lower estimate
η2T . ‖uh − uH‖2Y (T ) +
∑
T ′⊂ωT
θ2T . (5.40)
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The more restrictive Assumption 5.3.4 is needed to ensure that the test
functions for the face estimates are contained in the refined space Yh. This is
important to insert uh by Galerkin orthogonality ending up with an estimate
for ‖uh − uH‖Y (T ). If we just want to show that the error estimator (5.26) is
a lower bound for the error ‖u − uH‖Y these more restrictive assumptions are
not necessary, as shown in [Ver05].
Theorem 5.3.7. Assume that Asu = f and that uH ∈ YH is a corresponding
Galerkin projection. Then we have the lower estimate∑
T∈T
η2T . ‖u− uH‖2Y +
∑
T∈T
θ2T . (5.41)
Proof. In principle the lower bound (5.41) follows from the local estimate (5.40)
by the triangle inequality
‖uh − uH‖Y ≤ ‖u− uh‖Y + ‖u− uH‖Y ≤ 2‖u− uH‖Y , (5.42)
where we have used that ‖u − uh‖Y ≤ ‖u − uH‖Y . However, we must be a
little more careful because we wish to prove this estimate under less restrictive
assumptions than those in Assumption 5.3.4. As the additional assumptions are
not used for the proof of the cell estimate (5.34), we can, at least, use (5.42) for
the cell estimates to obtain∑
T∈TH
α2T ‖RT ‖20;T . ‖uh − uH‖2Y +
∑
T∈TH
α2T ‖DT ‖20;T
. ‖u− uH‖2Y +
∑
T∈TH
α2T ‖DT ‖20;T .
(5.43)
For the face estimates, we must be a little more careful. First note that the
additional assumptions on the polynomial degrees are only needed for the proof
of the local lower estimate (5.35) in the case γh2T ≥ . The main reason for
splitting this case is that we need a test function which is contained in Yh
and in this case ψE , or a reasonable approximation thereof, does not have this
property. Fortunately, for the proof of the global lower estimate (5.41) test
functions in Yh are not necessary. To this end, the proof of the lower estimate
of the face estimate is almost identical to the proof of the local lower estimate
(5.35) in case γh2T ≤ . Namely, we take (5.36) and plug in the estimates (5.38)
and (5.39) for the summands S2 and S3 whereas we leave the summand S1 as
it is. This yields
−1/2αE‖RE‖20;ωE .−1/2αE 〈f −AsuH , REψE〉
+
(
‖uh − uH‖Y (ωE) + −1/4α1/2E ‖DE‖0;E
+
∑
T⊂ωE
αT ‖DT ‖0;T
)
−1/4α1/2E ‖REψE‖0;ωE .
Summing over all faces, using the cell estimate (5.43) and using the Cauchy-
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Schwarz estimate yields
∑
E∈EH
−1/2αE‖RE‖20;ωE
.
〈
f −AsuH ,
∑
E∈EH
−1/2αEREψE
〉
+
(
‖uh − uH‖2Y +
∑
T∈TH
θ2T
)1/2( ∑
E∈EH
−1/2αE‖REψE‖20;ωE
)1/2
=T1 + T2.
(5.44)
In view of (5.42), the second summand already has the desired form. The first
one can be treated analogously to S1. To this end, note that by the locality of
the supports of ψE and using (5.13), we have
T1 . ‖f −AsuH‖Y ′
( ∑
E∈EH
−1/2αE‖RE‖20;E
)1/2
.
Note that this argument is nearly the same as for the estimates S1. However,
since the norm ‖f−AsuH‖Y ′ is non-local, in contrast to ‖uh−uH‖Y , we summed
over all cells first. Now, by the mapping property (5.4), the residual is equivalent
to the error ‖f − AsuH‖Y ′ = ‖u − uH‖Y . Using these estimates in (5.44) and
dividing by the square root of the left hand side, we obtain∑
E∈EH
−1/2αE‖RE‖20;ωE . +‖u− uH‖2Y +
∑
T∈TH
θ2T .
Together with (5.43) this proves (5.41).
Now, we are ready to prove the main result of this section, see [MNS02] for
problems without zero order term and [Ste05] for the general case considered
here.
Theorem 5.3.8. Assume that uH ∈ YH and uh ∈ Yh are Galerkin solutions
of (5.5). Let the Assumption 5.3.4 be satisfied and assume that Th is obtained
from TH by Do¨rfler marking (5.30) with sufficiently small θ. Then there are
constants Θ < 1 and C > 0 which are independent of the problem parameters 
and γ such that
‖u− uh‖2Y ≤ Θ2‖u− uH‖2Y + Cosc(f, TH)2 (5.45)
holds.
Proof. We first prove the lower bound
‖uh − uH‖2Y ≥ θ˜2‖u− uH‖2Y − Cosc(f, TH)2 (5.46)
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for fixed constants θ˜ and C. From the marking strategy (5.30) and the lower
bound (5.40) follows that
θ2η(uH , TH)2 ≤ η2(uH , T˘H)
.
∑
T∈T˘H
[
‖uh − uH‖2Y (T ) +
∑
T ′∈ωT
θ2T ′
]
. ‖uh − uH‖2Y + osc(f, TH).
Note that the first estimate from the Do¨rfler marking is important because the
local lower bound (5.40) in the second estimate only holds for the refined cells.
If C1 is the constant in the last estimate this implies
‖uh − uH‖2Y ≥
θ2
C1
η(uH , TH)2 − osc(f, TH).
Now, applying the upper bound from Theorem 5.2.2 yields
‖uh − uH‖2Y ≥
θ2
C1C2
‖u− uH‖2 −
(
1 +
θ2
C1
)
osc(f, TH),
where C2 is the constant of the upper bound from Theorem 5.2.2. This is (5.46)
with θ˜2 = θ
2
C1C2
and C = 1 + θ
2
C1
.
Now, we plug estimate (5.46) into (5.33) to conclude that
‖u− uh‖2Y = ‖u− uH‖2Y − ‖uh − uH‖2Y
≤
(
1− θ˜2
)
‖u− uH‖2Y + Cosc(f, TH)2,
which proves the theorem for sufficiently small θ in the Do¨rfler marking.
Let us briefly recall why we have used the rather restrictive Assumption 5.3.4.
First, the zero order approximation of the data and the first order approximation
of the solution are mainly used in Lemma 5.3.2 which has been crucial to avoid
the thin bubble functions. Second, the requirement that each cell is refined
r times is used to ensure that we obtain sufficiently accurate approximations
of RTψT and REψE from the refined finite element space at the beginning of
the proof of Lemma 5.3.3 and in the case γh2T <  of the proof of Lemma 5.3.5,
respectively. In the literature [MNS02, MN05] one constructs alternative bubble
functions such that RTψT and REψE are automatically contained in the next
refined space so that one has better control of the necessary refinements. But
this construction requires that the bilinear form a(·, ·) does not have a zero
order term to control the polynomial degree of RTψT . Nonetheless, by more
sophisticated arguments as in [Ste05] one can relax the assumption that each
marked cell has to be refined r times to only two refinements. However, the
main use of the last theorem in this thesis lies in proving a stability condition in
Corollary 7.1.5. Since the statement of this corollary would not benefit from a
better knowledge of r the weaker form given here is sufficient for our purposes.
In case we have only coarse grids and  is very small the differential operator
is dominated by the zero order term so that the solution of the partial differential
equation (5.1) becomes comparable to a best L2(Ω) approximation. Then the
assumption that the right hand side is piecewise constant up to data errors
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poses a sever constraint on the order of the approximation. However, in [Ste05]
a counter example is presented for the case of piecewise linear right hand side
where no error reduction is encountered.
The only reason for many of the rather restrictive assumptions of Theorem
5.3.8 is the proof of Lemma 5.3.5 for the case γh2T ≥ . If we exclude this case,
by assuming that γh2T < , we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 5.3.9. Let γh2T <  for all cells T ∈ TH . Assume that uH ∈ YH and
uh ∈ Yh are Galerkin solutions of (5.5) and that each cell marked by the Do¨rfler
marking (5.30) is refined at least r times for sufficiently large r. Then there are
constants Θ < 1 and C > 0 which are independent of the problem parameters 
and γ such that
‖u− uh‖2Y ≤ Θ2‖u− uH‖2Y + Cosc(f, TH)2. (5.47)
Note that for large , in fact even if γ . , one does not need any assumptions
on the resolution of the initial grid TH .
More recent results in [CKNS08] provide a convergence analysis of adaptive
finite element methods for elliptic problems without the need for refining each
marked cell r-times or an interior node property. However, the use of theses
arguments of the problems of this section appears to be difficult. Their main
result is to show a reduction of the sum of the error and error estimator
‖u− uh‖2 + γη(uh, Th)2 . Θ2
(‖u− uH‖2 + γη(uH , TH)2) ,
for a constant γ > 0 and 0 < Θ < 1. The basic idea is the following: if uh = uH ,
so that the error itself is not reduced the estimator is reduced. However, the
estimators in [CKNS08] are essentially the same as the ones used in this chapter
with αT and αE replaced by hT and hE , respectively. Thus for the same function
uh = uH the weights become smaller on a refined gird. But, e.g. for αT this is
only true if αT = hT 
−1/2 which holds if and only if hT −1/2 ≤ γ−1/2 which,
for small , requires prohibitively small grid resolutions.
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Chapter 6
Adaptive schemes for
convection-diffusion
problems
After we have introduced error estimators for symmetric problems in Chapter 5,
we are now well prepared to investigate adaptive strategies for the block system
(2.25) in the context of convection-diffusion problems. These comprise adaptive
approximation of solutions and adaptive stabilization. Adaptive solutions are
preferable because of the strong layers these problems typically produce. More-
over, in Section 2.4 we have already noted that the resolution of the auxiliary
variable y relative to the resolution of the solution critically influences the sta-
bilization. To minimize the additional degrees of freedom for y, we consider an
adaptive stabilization strategy. Except for Section 6.5 this chapter is essentially
taken from [CDW12].
6.1 Error estimators for the auxiliary variable
Let Y be equivalent to H1ΓD (Ω) which is H
1(Ω) with zero trace on ΓD ⊂ ∂Ω.
We use the energy norm induced by RY = As which is the formal symmetric
part defined in (2.16) of a convection-diffusion operator A. With this choice,
we can cover the variational formulations based on the energy norm of Example
2.3.6, as well as the modifications of the inflow and outflow boundary of Sections
4.2.2 and 4.3.2.
In this section, essentially taken from [CDW12], we apply the error estima-
tors from [Ver05] which have been summarized in Chapter 5 to the problem:
find yh ∈ Yh such that
〈RY yh, zh〉 = 〈Auh − f, zh〉 for all zh ∈ Yh, (6.1)
which is the second block row of the discrete system (2.25). Throughout this
section, we consider uh to be a fixed function. The resulting estimators are
then used for variable uh in the next section. The special right hand side is
the reason for the slight generalization of Verfu¨rth’s results [Ver05] considered
in (5.20). Namely, in (6.1) the term 〈Auh, zh〉 generally has contributions on
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the faces of the triangulation because uh is only assumed to be continuous.
Although these face terms are not considered in [Ver05], in Chapter 5 we have
seen that the error estimators of Verfu¨rth can be applied nonetheless.
In contrast to the results of Chapter 5, we have the two functions uh and
yh which generally belong to different finite element spaces. To organize the
notation let T Xh , T Yh be shape regular and graded triangulations defining the
finite element spaces
Xh = {u ∈ H1(Ω) : u|T ∈ Pk, T ∈ T Xh } ∩X,
Yh = {y ∈ Y : y|T ∈ P l, T ∈ T Yh } ∩ Y
of continuous piecewise polynomial functions of degree k and l, respectively.
Note that we do not impose any boundary conditions on Xh so that the results of
this section can be applied to the various variational formulations of Chapter 4.
Since we assume that uh ∈ Xh, to ensure the general assumption (5.20) on
the right and side, we require that the grid T Yh is a refinement of T Xh . Further-
more, let EXh , EYh be the set of (n − 1)-dimensional faces of the triangulations
T Xh and T Yh , respectively. Cells T and faces E might correspond to either
triangulation T Xh or T Yh which will be clear from context.
The following definitions of the estimators are exactly (5.22), (5.23) and
(5.24) applied to the special problem (6.1). Since uh becomes a variable to be
to estimated in the next section, we make the dependence on uh explicit in the
notation. Thus, for a cell T ∈ T Yh and face E ∈ EYh , we define the cell and face
residuals by
RT (uh, yh) := fh −Ahuh +RY,hyh|T
= (fh + ∆(uh − yh)− bh · ∇uh + ch(yh − uh)− 1
2
div(b)hyh)
∣∣∣∣
T
,
RE(uh, yh) :=
{
[nE · ∇(yh − uh)]E if E 6⊂ ΓD,
0 if E ⊂ ΓD.
Here, bh, ch and div(b)h are piecewise polynomial best L2(Ω) approximations to
the coefficients b, c and div(b), respectively, and Ah and RY,h are the resulting
approximate operators. Likewise, we define the data errors
DT =
(
f − fh − (b− bh) · ∇uh + (c− ch)(yh − uh)
− 1
2
(div(b)− div(b)h)yh
)∣∣∣
T
,
DE = 0.
For T ∈ T Yh , we define the error indicator by
η(uh, yh, T )
2 := α2T ‖RT (uh, yh)‖20;T +
∑
E∈EYh ;E⊂∂T
−1/2αE‖RE(uh, yh)‖20;E ,
and data error by
θ2T = α
2
T ‖DT ‖20;T .
Likewise for a set T˘ Yh ⊂ T Yh of elements define
η(uh, yh, T˘ Yh )2 =
∑
T∈T˘ Yh
η(uh, yh, T )
2, osc(f, T˘ Yh )2 =
∑
T∈T˘ Yh
θ2T . (6.2)
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We obtain the following corollary from Theorems 5.2.2 and 5.3.7, see also [Ver05,
CDW12].
Corollary 6.1.1. Let the error indicators η(uh, yh, T Yh ) and the data errors
osc(f, T Yh ) be defined by (6.2) and assume that Xh ⊂ Yh. Then the error can
be estimated from above by
‖yˆ − yh‖2Y . η(uh, yh, T Yh )2 + osc(f, T Yh )2
and from below by
η(uh, yh, T Yh )2 . ‖yˆ − yh‖2Y + osc(f, T Yh )2,
where
yˆ := R−1Y (f −Auh). (6.3)
6.2 Error estimators for the block system
After we have discussed error indicators for components of the block system
(2.25), in this section, following [CDW12], we use these results to construct
error estimators for the full system
〈yh, Avh〉 = 0 for all vh ∈ Xh
〈Auh, zh〉 − 〈RY yh, zh〉 = 〈f, zh〉 for all zh ∈ Yh.
(6.4)
For the time being, the operator A and the spaces X and Y are kept general,
however, they are specialized to some concrete choices below. Before we come to
the estimators themselves, we shortly consider the error ‖u−uh‖2X + ‖y− yh‖2Y
in some more detail. To this end, using the mapping property of A, observe
that ‖u − uh‖X = ‖R−1Y (f − Auh)‖Y . Such an relation between error and
residual is typically the starting point for error estimators. However, in our
concrete situation one can say something more: Recall that in (2.21) we have
defined the auxiliary variable y by y = R−1Y (Au−f) for the infinite dimensional
system. Likewise, from the second block row of (6.4) we see that yh is a Galerkin
projection of yˆ = R−1Y (Auh − f). Form this, we can conclude to things: First
we have that
‖yh‖Y ≤ ‖yˆ‖Y = ‖u− uh‖X .
Since the infinite solutions satisfies y = R−1Y (Au− f) = 0, we find that
‖y − yh‖Y ≤ ‖u− uh‖X , (6.5)
i.e. the error of yh is dominated by the error of uh alone which is reasonable
because in the end we are only interested in the latter error. Second, for suf-
ficiently high resolutions of Yh we expect that ‖yh‖Y itself is equivalent to the
error ‖u − uh‖X . We pick up this point of view later in Remark 6.3.2 and
now consider error estimators which are independent of the resolution of Yh.
Though, for a reasonable adaption strategy we require that Yh has sufficient
resolution so that the system (6.4) is stable and thus the refinement is not mis-
lead by unphysical oscillations. Note that the conditions on the resolution of Yh
for an error estimate of the form ‖yh‖Y ∼ ‖u− uh‖X are slightly stronger than
stability conditions as in Proposition 2.4.2, see [DHSW12] and the discussion
after Remark 6.3.2. The next proposition states the a-posteriori error estimates,
see [CDW12].
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Proposition 6.2.1. Let uh, yh be the solution of the block system (6.4) for the
variational formulation of Example 2.3.6 with the energy norm for Y . Assume
that T Yh is a refinement of T Xh and that the error indicators η(uh, yh, T Yh ) and
the data errors osc(f, T Yh ) are defined by (6.2). Then we have the upper bound
‖u− uh‖2Xg + ‖y − yh‖2Ye . ‖yh‖2Ye + η(uh, yh, T Yh )2 + osc(f, T Yh )2 (6.6)
and the lower bound
‖yh‖2Ye + η(uh, yh, T Yh )2 . ‖u− uh‖2Xg + ‖y − yh‖2Ye + osc(f, T Yh )2.
Note that all terms in the error indicators are localizeable and easily com-
putable.
Proof. Let A¯ : X × Y → X ′ × Y ′ be the operator corresponding to the system
(6.4), which, according to Proposition 2.4.1, is a well-conditioned isomorphism.
Thus the corresponding mapping property (2.24) yields
‖u− uh‖2X + ‖y − yh‖2Y ∼ ‖A∗(y − yh)‖2X′ + ‖f −Auh +RY yh‖2Y ′ .
For the first term of the right hand side we have
‖A∗(y − yh)‖X′ = ‖yh‖Y
where we have used that y = R−1Y (Au− f) = 0. For the second term note that
‖f −Auh +RY yh‖Y ′ = ‖yˆ − yh‖Y .
Since yh satisfies (6.1), from Corollary 6.1.1 we directly conclude that
‖yˆ − yh‖2Y . η(uh, yh, T Yh )2 + osc(f, T Yh )2
and
η(uh, yh, T Yh )2 . ‖yˆ − yh‖2Y + osc(f, T Yh )2.
Combining all above estimates completes the proof.
Since, in view of (6.5), the error ‖y − yh‖Ye is always dominated by ‖u −
uh‖Xg , we obtain the following corollary of the last proposition, which yields an
error estimator for the error in ‖u − uh‖Xg alone. Note that this is generally
the error one is interested in because the additional variable yh is only used for
stabilization and usually not of interest in its own right.
Corollary 6.2.2. Let uh, yh be the solution of the block system (6.4) for the
variational formulation of Example 2.3.6 with the energy norm for Y . Assume
that T Yh is a refinement of T Xh and that the error indicators η(uh, yh, T Yh ) and
the data errors osc(f, T Yh ) are defined by (6.2). Then we have the upper bound
‖u− uh‖2Xg . ‖yh‖2Ye + η(uh, yh, T Yh )2 + osc(f, T Yh )2 (6.7)
and the lower bound
‖yh‖2Ye + η(uh, yh, T Yh )2 . ‖u− uh‖2Xg + osc(f, T Yh )2.
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For the modified inflow boundary conditions of Section 4.2.2 Proposition
6.2.1 and Corollary 6.2.2 hold identically for the extension fi = f ∈ L2(Ω). For
the more sophisticated extension of (4.24) the second and third block row do
not coincide with the second block row of the general system (6.4) so that we
cannot apply the error estimators of Corollary 6.1.1 without additional data
errors.
In the case of modified outflow boundary conditions, using Lemma 4.3.8 to
be able to apply the well-posedness results, we obtain the following corollary
with an analogous proof.
Corollary 6.2.3. Let uh, yh be the solution of the block system (4.42) for modi-
fied outflow boundary conditions where T Yh is a refinement of T Xh . Furthermore,
assume that the error indicators η(uh, yh, T Yh ) and the data errors osc(f, T Yh )
are defined by (6.2). Then we have the upper bound
‖u− uh‖2X− . ‖yh‖2Ye + µ‖uh‖2YΓ+ + η(uh, yh, T
Y
h )
2 + osc(f, T Yh )2 (6.8)
and the lower bound
‖yh‖2Ye + µ‖uh‖2YΓ+ + η(uh, yh, T
Y
h )
2 . ‖u− uh‖2X− + osc(f, T Yh )2.
6.3 Adaptive stabilization
In the discussion before Proposition 2.4.2, we have seen that the resolution
of Yh relative to the resolution of Xh is crucial for the stability of the block
system (6.4). A-priori conditions on the resolution of Yh to guarantee stability
are given in Proposition 2.4.2 or the discrete inf-sup condition. However, the
degrees of freedom we have to invest in Yh for stability are also crucial for
the computational cost of the method. To this end, in this section we follow
[CDW12] in considering an a-posteriori stability condition by which one only
needs to add degrees of freedom to Yh when necessary. The main result is the
following Proposition, see [CDW12].
Proposition 6.3.1. Let uh ∈ Xh and yh ∈ Yh be solutions of the block system
(6.4). Furthermore, assume that
‖R−1Y (Auh − f)− yh‖Y ≤ δ‖yh‖Y , (6.9)
for some fixed δ ∈ (0, 2). Then we obtain the error estimate
‖u− uh‖X + ‖y − yh‖Y ≤ 4
(
1− δ
2
)−2
inf
φ∈Xh
‖u− φ‖X . (6.10)
First note that by the error estimate (6.10) the error ‖y − yh‖Y is bounded
by the best approximation error of u which makes sense because according to
(6.5) the approximation error of y is dominated by the approximation error of
u.
According to the second block row of the system (6.4) the auxiliary variable
yh is a Galerkin projection to yˆ := R
−1
Y (Auh− f). Thus, the error ‖R−1Y (Auh−
f)− yh‖Y = ‖yˆ − yh‖Y eventually becomes small, depending on the resolution
of Yh. In addition, it can be estimated with the error indicators from Corollary
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6.1.1. Since also ‖yh‖Y can be computed easily, the stability condition (2.6) can
be verified a-posteriori. Before we discuss how this observation can be used in
a numerical scheme, we proof the Proposition.
Proof of Proposition 6.3.1. Define the abbreviations
eu = u− uh ey = y − yh
du = u− PXhu dy = y − PYhy,
where PXh and PYh are the X and Y orthogonal projectors onto Xh and Yh,
respectively. Furthermore, we continue to use the notation
yˆ = R−1Y (Auh − f) = −R−1Y Aeu.
Analogous to the proof of the Ce´a lemma, by the definition (2.17) of the X-norm,
we find that
‖eu‖2X = (Aeu, Aeu)Y ′ = −〈Aeu, yˆ〉 = −〈Aeu, yh〉+ 〈Aeu, yh − yˆ〉 .
The second block row of (6.4) yields
‖ey‖2Y = 〈RY yh, yh〉 = 〈Auh − f, yh〉 = −〈Aeu, yh〉
and thus we conclude that
‖eu‖2X + ‖ey‖2Y = −2 〈Aeu, yh〉+ 〈Aeu, yh − yˆ〉 . (6.11)
To estimate the first term in the right hand side, we use the Galerkin orthogonal-
ity of the first block row in the system (6.4) which implies 〈Aeu, yh〉 = 〈Adu, yh〉.
To estimate the second term, note that by assumption (6.9) and y = 0 we have
‖yh − yˆ‖Y ≤ δ‖yh‖Y = δ‖ey‖Y .
Now, the continuity of A and the identity (6.11) imply that
‖eu‖2X + ‖ey‖2Y ≤ 2‖du‖X‖ey‖Y + δ‖eu‖X‖ey‖Y .
Finally, for δ < 2 the error estimate (6.10) is obtained by applying Young’s in-
equality ab ≤ 12ca2 + c2b2 with the constants c = 12
(
1− δ2
)
for the first summand
and c = 1 for the second summand of the right hand side.
Remark 6.3.2. Assume that the a-posteriori stabilization condition (6.9) is
satisfied. Then, we have
(1− δ)‖yh‖Y ≤ ‖uh − u‖X ≤ (1 + δ)‖yh‖Y . (6.12)
Proof. By assumption (6.9), we have
‖u− uh‖X = ‖R−1Y A(uh − u)‖Y = ‖R−1Y (Auh − f)‖Y
≤ ‖yh‖Y + ‖R−1Y (Auh − f)− yh‖Y ≤ (1 + δ)‖yh‖Y .
Likewise, we have
‖u− uh‖X = ‖R−1Y A(uh − u)‖Y = ‖R−1Y (Auh − f)‖Y
≥ ‖yh‖Y − ‖R−1Y (Auh − f)− yh‖Y ≥ (1− δ)‖yh‖Y .
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Thus, in addition to the error estimators of Section 6.2, we have an alterna-
tive error estimator for the block system (6.4) which is analogous to the ones
used in [DGN12] and [DHSW12]. In contrast to the estimator of Section 6.2 the
new estimator (6.12) works for the abstract framework of Section 2.3. However,
the supposed verification of the stability condition (6.9) itself relies on the con-
crete setting. Also note that the a-priori stability condition (2.28) is generally
not sufficient to prove that ‖yh‖Y is equivalent to the error ‖u − uh‖X . The
reason is that with this condition one does not have sufficient control on the
right hand side f . For the a-posteriori condition (6.9), we also need additional
information on f which enters the data oscillation terms when estimating the
error of ‖R−1Y (Auh − f)− yh‖Y .
Next, we consider an adaptive stabilization scheme based on the stability
result in Proposition 6.3.1, see [CDW12]. To this end, let Xh and Yh be two
finite element spaces that we wish to refine to improve the approximation error
and stability. As a first step, we compute the solutions uh and yh of the block
system (6.4). However, the spaces Xh and Yh generally do not yield stable
solutions, so that stability is then verified by the a-posteriori condition (6.9). If
the solution is not stable, we have to refine the space Yh. One obvious possibility
is to use the local information of the error indicators in Corollary 6.1.1 which
can be used to estimate the stability condition (6.9), as discussed above. With
these indicators, we may, for example, employ a Do¨rfler marking (5.30) and
refine the Yh grid accordingly. After solving the system (6.4) with the updated
spaces we can again check the a-posteriori stability condition. This strategy
can be repeated until a stable solution is found. In this case, we know that the
solution uh is not polluted by unphysical oscillations so that we can then use the
error estimators of Section 6.2 or Remark 6.3.2 to refine the Xh grid. Finally,
for the initialization of the next refinement cycle, one can set Yh = Xh to gain
better control on the size of Yh. The whole procedure is then repeated until a
satisfactory error is achieved. See Algorithm 1 from [CDW12] for a summary.
Algorithm 1 Adaptive stabilization
1: Choose initial spaces Xh, Yh.
2: Choose the stability parameter δ and the error bound .
3: Compute initial uh and yh by (6.4).
4: while errorEstimate ≥  do
5: if Not first adaptive cycle then
6: Refine T Xh by bulk chasing as in (5.30).
7: Set T Yh := T Xh .
8: end if
9: Compute uh and yh by (6.4).
10: while Stability condition (6.9) not true do
11: Estimate the local errors of ‖R−1Y (Auh−f)−yh‖Y by Corollary 6.1.1.
12: Refine T Yh by bulk chasing as in (5.30).
13: Compute uh and yh by (6.4).
14: end while
15: Compute the local error estimators for ‖u− uh‖X by Corollary 6.2.2.
16: Compute the global error errorEstimate from the local contributions.
17: end while
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We apply Algorithm 1 to the example problems (4.1) and (4.3). For all
discrete spaces, we use bilinear finite elements on adaptive rectangular grids.
Figure 6.1 shows the results of Algorithm 1 applied to the system (4.24) with
a modified treatment of the inflow boundary. As in the examples on uniform
girds, we see that the boundary modification effectively annihilates the shift
artifacts but still produces a strong overshoot in the outflow layer. However,
the grid is well adapted to the solution and the overshoots disappear as soon
as the layer is resolved. The overshoots show some slight oscillations along
the boundary layer, especially at positions where the gird resolution changes.
According to the formula ‖ · ‖2Xg = ‖ · ‖2Ye + ‖Ask · ‖2Y ′e for the X-norm in (2.15),
these oscillations are essentially measured in the dual ‖ · ‖Y ′e -norm and thus are
not penalized very much.
Figure 6.1: Numerical results for Algorithm 1 with the modifications of the
inflow boundary conditions of Section 4.2.2 applied to the test problem (4.1)
with  = 10−5. The pictures show every third adaptive cycle starting from the
second cycle. First row: finite element solution uh. Second row: corresponding
grids of uh. Third row: local additional refinements j of the Yh grid compared
to the Xh grid with white j = 0, light grey j = 1, dark grey j = 2, black j = 3.
Adapted from[CDW12].
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Figure 6.2 shows an example for Algorithm 1 applied to system (4.42) with
modified outflow boundary conditions for  = 5·10−3. This time, as in [CDW12],
the grid for the auxiliary variable yh is always once more refined than the grid for
uh. We see that the algorithm predominantly refines the layer region. Despite
of the simple choice µ = 1 of the boundary penalty weight (4.34), the outflow
boundary conditions are approximately satisfied in the parts of the outflow
boundary where the grid allows a resolution of the layer.
Figure 6.2: Numerical results for Algorithm 1 with the modifications of the
outflow boundary conditions of Section 4.3.2 applied to the test problem (4.3)
with  = 10−5. The pictures show every eighth adaptive cycle starting from the
third cycle. First row: finite element solution uh. Second row: corresponding
grids of uh. Adapted from [CDW12].
6.4 No error reduction for a 1d example
In Section 5.3 we have seen that an error reduction is a key ingredient for the
convergence analysis of adaptive schemes for elliptic problems. In this section,
we consider a counter example which shows that error reduction for convection-
diffusion problems is problematic, see [CDW12]. To this end, we consider the
1d example
−10−3u′′ + u′ + u = 1, on (0, 1), u(0) = u(1) = 0.
As we have already noted in Section 4.1, for this problem the Y ′e -norm can
be exactly evaluated, so that we can rule out any stability issues. The best
approximation errors for piecewise linear approximation on uniform grids in
relation to the number of cells are shown in Table 6.1. We see that the error is
hardly reduced at all by eight full refinements of the grid. Since the adaptive
grids produced by any eight adaptive refinements are contained in the finest
one reported in the table, we cannot expect any reasonable error reduction by
a single adaptive refinement. The missing error reduction might be explained
by the fact that no grid considered in Table 6.1 resolves the boundary layer.
Now, one might argue that this is a special behaviour of the Xg-norm. How-
ever, as e.g. the SDFEM-norm (1.23), many norms for analyzing stabilization
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#cells ‖u− uh‖Xg ‖u−uh‖Xg‖u−uH‖Xg ‖u− P
h
Ye
u‖Ye
4 0.960 0.478
8 0.958 0.998 0.463
16 0.957 0.999 0.455
32 0.957 1.000 0.451
64 0.956 0.999 0.449
128 0.954 0.998 0.447
256 0.949 0.995 0.446
512 0.939 0.989 0.445
Table 6.1: Best approximation errors in the Xg and Ye norms and the error re-
duction for one full refinement. Here uh and uH are the best Xg-approximations
from Xg,h and Xg,H , respectively, where Xg,H is obtained from Xg,h by one full
refinement of its uniform finite element grid. Likewise, PhYe is the Ye-orthogonal
projector onto Xg,h. Table from [CDW12].
methods for convection-diffusion problems contain the Ye-norm as a summand.
Although, such alternative norms may admit an error reduction, the error is
bounded from below by the error in the Ye-norm which is at best 0.445 in the
given example, see Table 6.1.
6.5 `1-Adaption
In the following, we investigate an alternative adaption strategy based on `1
minimization. This can be used in a natural way in conjunction with the opti-
mization problem (2.6) which we use as starting point for stabilization.
The use of `1 minimization for recovering sparse solutions of under deter-
mined linear systems has caught much attention in recent years. Given a matrix
A˜ ∈ Rm×n, m < n, which therefore has a non-trivial kernel, the objective is to
determine, for a given f˜ ∈ Rm, a possibly sparse solution of A˜u˜ = f˜ . When
dealing with noisy data f˜ + r, the unknown u˜ satisfies
A˜u˜ = f˜ + r.
If an estimate ‖r‖`2 ≤ η for the noise is known, it only makes sense to look for
solutions u˜ satisfying ‖A˜u˜− f˜‖`2 ≤ η. In order to find such sparse solutions one
considers, for instance, (see [CRT06, Don06, BDE09])
u˜ = argmin {‖v˜‖`1 : ‖A˜v˜ − f˜‖`2 ≤ η}. (6.13)
This problem, in turn, has a (nearly) equivalent formulation as the following `1
regularized problem
‖A˜v˜ − f˜‖2`2 + ζ‖v˜‖`1 → min (6.14)
for some ζ > 0, which is related to η. In this form it is well suited for our
purposes, as we see below.
The stabilization scheme presented in this thesis is in a form which can easily
be extended by such sparsity recovery methods. To this end, note that the
general idea of the stabilization is that one searches a minimizer of a residual
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‖Auh − f‖Y ′ → min. As we have argued in Remark 2.6 this yields optimal
solutions in the X-norm by the well-conditioned mapping property (2.3). In
order to prioritize sparse solutions, one can now simply add a penalty for non-
sparse solutions which leads to the optimization problem
‖Auh − f‖Y ′ + ζ‖u˜h‖`1 → min,
analogous to (6.14), where u˜h is the coefficient vector for a yet to be chosen
basis or frame.
In the context of compressed sensing, under certain assumptions on the
sensing matrix A˜, so called instance optimal schemes have lately been developed
that are able to recover nearly sparse solutions at an accuracy rate that is
comparable to the error of best k-term approximation (for a certain range of k
depending on n,m) [CDD09].
Thus, if one cannot realize a fixed error reduction per step throughout a
number of refinements, one could go also in the present context for approximate
solutions which at each stage involve the (nearly) smallest number of degrees
of freedom for a given accuracy tolerance, so that any given computational
budget would offer the best possible answer. It would then be interesting to
see in addition whether such approximations perhaps even yield proper error
reductions in weaker norms.
However, in order to be able to apply such concepts to convection-diffusion
problems a number of provisions have to be taken. Sparsity could be understood
as a possibly short expansion uh =
∑
j∈Jh u˜jψj such that the error ‖u− uh‖X
is below a given tolerance η, say. But note that here we have
‖u− uh‖X = ‖A(u− uh)‖Y ′ = ‖f −Auh‖Y ′
so that the role of the `2-residual in (6.14) or (6.13) is played by ‖f −Auh‖Y ′ ,
stressing the importance of a suitable well-conditioned mapping property. Thus,
the role of the noise is simply taken by the residual left for a given finite dimen-
sional approximate solution. Of course, when dealing with the reduced problem
one could directly try to minimize the L1(Ω)-residual for a given finite dimen-
sional trial space, see [GP07]. However, when insisting on keeping viscosity in
the model, and on relating errors to residuals, it seems necessary to employ more
involved variational formulations. Moreover, recall that efficient and reliable es-
timates for such residuals can be based on the a-posteriori bounds derived in
previous sections.
Next, to express such residuals in Euclidean norm, ideally one would need
an X-stable trial basis (or frame) Ψ = {ψj : j ∈ J } ⊂ X and a Y -stable test
basis (or frame) Θ = {θj : j ∈ J } ⊂ Y so that
Au = f ⇐⇒ A˜u˜ = f˜ , (6.15)
where
A˜ =
(
a(ψj , θi)
)
i,j∈J , f˜ =
( 〈f, θj〉 )j∈J , u = ∑
i∈J
u˜iψi.
For any uh with coefficient vector u˜h as above, one would then have
‖Auh − f‖Y ′ ∼ ‖A˜u˜h − f˜‖`2 . (6.16)
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Although the present variational formulation allows us to tightly relate errors to
residuals, we still face several obstructions. While stable Y -frames are available
for the convection-diffusion problem and Y as in (2.17), it is more difficult to
obtain an X-stable basis or frame. Second, the resulting matrix A˜ will not have
the ideal properties of the sensing matrices revolving around the restricted isom-
etry property in compressed sensing. Therefore, we cannot expect the efficient
greedy and thresholding techniques for recovery from [CDD09] to work well in
the present context. It does not preclude, though, `1- minimization/regulariza-
tion to promote sparsity.
However, working on large finite dimensional trial spaces, the resulting con-
vex minimization problems may still require a prohibitive computational effort.
Therefore, it seems preferable to employ a nested iteration strategy, as used in
[JMPY10] in connection with pure diffusion problems and `1-minimization. Let
us outline a corresponding procedure that we employ for simple finite element
based frames that are not really X-stable (which is generally hard to realize)
but at least H1(Ω)-stable and properly normalized. Those frames consist of a
redundant set of all nodal basis functions corresponding to a hierarchy of nested
girds.
To obtain an idea for a possible choice of the nested spaces and the `1-weights
ζ first consider the full infinite dimensional frame. Thus, we wish to find the
sparsest solution uh such that the error bound
‖u− uh‖X = ‖Auh − f‖Y ′ ≤  (6.17)
is satisfied. According to the comments above, the objective is then to choose
a possibly high penalty parameter ζ, best promoting sparsity, without allowing
the residual to exceed the desired bound though.
In order to find a practically feasible algorithm suppose we have already
found a good trial space Xn ⊂ X, `1 weight ζn and a corresponding approximate
solution un. Let Xˆn denote a fixed refinement of Xn, incorporating the next
dyadic level, say. Now, we wish to find a sparse solution un+1 ∈ Xˆn of the `1-
regularization problem (6.14). Of course, we cannot expect to meet the desired
error tolerance  because the space Xˆn might still be to small. The best error
we can expect is
ξn+1 = min
vn∈Xˆn
‖Avn − f‖Y ′ .
On the other hand, we wish to decrease the error. So it should be smaller than
the error of the previous step:
ξ
n+1
= ‖Aun − f‖Y ′ .
Thus, a reasonable error tolerance for the next iteration step is e.g.
ξn+1 =
1
2
(
ξ
n+1
+ ξn+1
)
.
As mentioned before, in a practical realization these errors can be estimated as
in Section 6.2. For a yet unspecified parameter ζ let
u(ζ) = argmin
vn∈Xˆn
{‖Avn − f‖Y ′ + ζ‖v˜n‖`1} . (6.18)
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As argued for the infinite dimensional case, we can now choose ζn+1 as large as
possible such that the solution u(ζ) obeys the desired error tolerance:
ζn+1 = argmax {ζ : ‖Au(ζ)− f‖Y ′ ≤ ξn+1} . (6.19)
Finally, as we hope that the resulting solution un+1 = u(ζn+1) is sparse, we do
not want to keep the unnecessary degrees of freedom in the trial space. Thus,
we choose Xn+1 as the finite element space with the coarsest grid such that
all basis functions corresponding to nonzero elements of un+1 are contained in
Xn+1. In other words, we first search for an approximate solution which is
sparse in terms of expansion length. This number of active basis functions is
required for the approximate solutions. However, the total cost of the numerical
scheme depends on the number of basis function of the grid alone. Thus, we
adapt the grid such that it optimally reflects the sparsity of the solution. Now,
we can iterate these steps until the desired error  is obtained.
Figure 6.3: Numerical results for adaption with an `1-penalty and with the
modifications of the inflow boundary conditions of Section 4.2.2 applied to the
test problem (4.1) with  = 10−5. The pictures show every second adaptive cycle
starting from the second cycle. First row: finite element solution uh. Second
row: corresponding grids of uh.
Figure 6.3 shows a numerical example. Here, we have used the variant with
a modified inflow boundary condition for the test space from Section 4.2.2. As
discussed above, due to the lack of frames for X, we are content with a finite
element frame for H1(Ω). Although, it cannot be expected to be stable the
X-norm sparse solutions in this frame give rise to useful adaptive grids. The
second row of Figure 6.3 shows the grids which are associated to the multilevel
hat functions with nonzero coefficients. These grids are refined one time to
generate the a grid for the finite element space Yh. Note that in the end we
are only interested in good approximations of u so that an adaption of y by `1-
minimization is generally not necessary. Thus, we also do not need the multilevel
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structure as for the discretization of u.
Compared to the grids generated by adaptive finite element techniques the
grids in Figure 6.3 look much more regular. Also the corresponding solutions
have less oscillations in the layer region.
Chapter 7
Convergence analysis
This chapter uses the results of the adaptive finite element schemes introduced
in Chapter 5 for some further analysis of the stabilization in graph norms.
The major assumptions underlying the stabilization techniques based on the
normal equations, introduced in Chapter 2 with its various realizations as in
Chapters 3 and 4, are stability criteria like e.g. Proposition 2.4.2. These criteria
essentially state that the test space Yh should have sufficiently fine resolution
compared to the trial space Xh. In Section 7.1, we prove that such a criterion
is satisfied for convection-diffusion problems with the energy norm for the test
space Y where, in addition, its number of degrees of freedom is bounded by a
constant times the degrees of freedom of the trial space..
Based on the results of [BLP98] one can also use the error estimators from
[Ver05] to resolve the Y ′-scalar product, which we analyze in Section 7.2. The
advantage is that at the prize of some additional stabilization terms, which
originate from the error estimator, one can use the same choice for the finite
dimensional test space as for the finite dimensional trial space so that there is
no increase of the degrees of freedom for the stabilization.
7.1 Stability
In this section, we wish to find bounds for the number of additional refinements
of the auxiliary variable yh in the scheme (2.25) that are required to guarantee
stability. These bounds are crucial for the overall time complexity of the scheme.
For instance, if yh needed a grid which resolves the layers in order to render
the scheme stable, the stabilization would not make any sense because we could
have used a Galerkin method without stabilization, anyway.
The convergence analysis is based on the stability criterion of Proposition
2.4.2. However, we do not show this criterion directly. Since we prove conver-
gence only for a concrete choice of the spaces X and Y , we will make use of their
additional structure. To this end, we first choose for Y the space H10 (Ω) with
the energy norm, i.e. Y = Ye, so that the Riesz map RYe = As is the symmetric
part of the convection-diffusion operator A. The corresponding choice for X is
the space defined by the graph norm Xg. For this special choice, we derive a
corollary of Proposition 2.4.2 with a slightly modified stability criterion. Before,
we show a small technical lemma.
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Lemma 7.1.1. Let Xg,h ⊂ Xg, Ye,h ⊂ Ye and Ph be the Ye-orthogonal projector
onto Ye,h. Then we have
(I − Ph)R−1Ye Avh = (I − Ph)R−1Ye Askvh, (7.1)
‖R−1Ye Askvh‖Ye ≤ ‖R−1Ye Avh‖Ye . (7.2)
Proof. Since Ph is a projector, we have (I − Ph)zh = (I − Ph)AsA−1s zh = 0 for
all zh ∈ Ye,h and because A = As +Ask, we have
(I − Ph)A−1s Avh = (I − Ph)
[
A−1s Asvh +A
−1
s Askvh
]
= (I − Ph)A−1s Askvh,
which implies (7.1), because RYe = As. Now, from the decomposition (2.15) of
the Xg-norm follows that
‖A−1s Askvh‖Ye = ‖Askvh‖2Y ′e ≤ ‖vh‖2Ye + ‖Askvh‖2Y ′e = ‖vh‖2Xg = ‖A−1s Avh‖Ye ,
which implies (7.2).
In the following corollary of the stability result Proposition 2.4.2, we essen-
tially replace the operator A by Ask. This step saves us from the need to treat
face terms in the analysis below.
Corollary 7.1.2. Let Ph be the Ye-orthogonal projector onto Ye,h and assume
that
‖(I − Ph)R−1Ye Askvh‖Ye ≤ δ‖R−1Ye Askvh‖Ye for all vh ∈ Xg,h (7.3)
holds for some fixed 0 ≤ δ < 1. Then, the scheme (2.25) has a unique solution
uh ∈ Xg,h ⊂ Xg and yh ∈ Ye,h ⊂ Ye such that
‖u− uh‖Xg + ‖y − yh‖Ye ≤ 2
2− δ
(1− δ)2 infϕ∈Xg,h ‖u− ϕ‖Xg .
Proof. This corollary is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.4.2 and
Lemma 7.1.1.
Of course, the next step in analyzing the stability of the scheme (2.25) is
to prove the estimate (7.3). The projection ph = PhR
−1
Ye
Askvh is given by the
variational problem:
〈RYeph, wh〉 = 〈Askvh, wh〉 for all wh ∈ Ye,h.
Since RYe = As this variational problem is exactly one instance of the problems
for which adaptive schemes have been discussed in Chapter 5. Now, let Ye,H =
Xg,h and assume that Ye,h is generated from Ye,H by refining each cell r times for
some sufficiently large r. Neglecting data errors for the time being, we deduce
from the error reduction Theorem 5.3.8 that
‖(I − Ph)R−1Ye Askvh‖Ye ≤ δ‖(I − PH)R−1Ye Askvh‖Ye ≤ δ‖R−1Ye Askvh‖Ye ,
where the last inequality follows from the bound ‖I − PH‖Ye→Ye ≤ 1 of the
projector and PH is the Ye-orthogonal projector onto Ye,H . Here, we have used
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that the space Ye,h contains all possible adaptive refinements of Ye,H that are
allowed in Theorem 5.3.8. Obviously, this last estimate is exactly the stability
condition (7.3) we need. Thus, the next step is to fill in the missing details
of this argument. The major detail for applying Theorem 5.3.8 which we have
omitted so far are the data errors. Especially, we have to approximate the right
hand side Askvh by piecewise constants, so the data errors depend on vh. To
control these contributions, we use the next lemma.
Lemma 7.1.3. Assume the parameter b of the convection-diffusion problem
(1.1) is contained in the finite element space P lTH of piecewise polynomials of
degree l on the grid TH . Let Th′ be a grid obtained from TH by refining each cell
s times for some fixed s independent of the problem parameters , b, γ and the
resolution of the grid TH . Let P 0h′ be the L2(Ω)-orthogonal projector onto the
piecewise constant functions on the grid Th′ . Then for any vh ∈ PkTH , we have∑
T∈TH
α2T ‖(I − P 0h′)(Askvh)‖20;T . 2−2s‖Askvh‖2Y ′e . (7.4)
Proof. Let f be a function in L2(Ω) such that f |T ∈ P l. Now, using the
bubble function (5.7) with its properties (5.10) and (5.11) and recalling that
‖f‖0;T ∼ ‖ψT f‖0;T , we obtain(∑
T∈T
α2T ‖f‖20;T
)1/2
=
∑
T∈T α
2
T ‖f‖20;T(∑
T∈T α
2
T ‖f‖20;T
)1/2
.
∑
T∈T α
2
T (f, ψT f)T(∑
T∈T α
4
T ‖ψT f‖2Y (T )
)1/2
.
(
f,
∑
T∈T α
2
TψT f
)∥∥∑
T∈T α
2
TψT f
∥∥
Ye
. sup
06=v∈Ye
(f, v)
‖v‖Ye
= ‖f‖Y ′e .
(7.5)
Recall that ‖ · ‖Y (T ) is the ‖ · ‖Ye-norm restricted to the cell T . Note that the
use of the bubble function is necessary because it ensures that the test function
v|T = ψT f for all T ∈ T and zero otherwise is a member of Ye because f itself
might be discontinuous across the cell boundaries.
We cannot apply this estimate to the left hand side of (7.4) directly because
we need to gain the factor 2−s. To this end, note that by assumption Askvh is
polynomial on T so that by a Jackson and Bernstein estimate, we obtain
‖(I − P 0h′)(Askvh)‖0;T . h′|Askvh|1;T . 2−s‖Askvh‖0;T ,
where h′ is the mesh size of Th′ for which we have by assumption that h′ ∼
2−shT . Now, in view of (7.5), we conclude that∑
T∈TH
α2T ‖(I − P 0h′)(Askvh)‖20;T . 2−2s
∑
T∈TH
α2T ‖Askvh‖20;T . 2−2s‖Askvh‖2Y ′e .
(7.6)
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Now, we can prove the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 7.1.4. Let Xg,h ⊆ PkTH be a finite element space. Furthermore,
assume that the parameter b ∈ P lTH of the convection-diffusion problem (1.1) is
continuous and piecewise polynomial on the grid TH . Let r > 0 be a sufficiently
large integer independent of the problem parameters , b, γ and the resolution
of the grid TH . Let Th be the grid obtained from TH by refining each cell r times
and let Ye,h = P1Th,0 be the continuous piecewise linear finite element space on
this grid.
Furthermore, assume that γ > 0, where γ is the lower bound of the zero order
term defined in (1.7), and that we can approximate the zero order coefficient
cs = c− 12 div b of the symmetric operator As as given in (2.16) such that
max
T∈TH
γ−1α2T ‖(I − P 0T )cs‖2L∞(T ) ≤ δd
for sufficiently small δd < 1, where P
0
T is the L2(T )-orthogonal projector to the
constants on the cell T .
Then, there is a 0 ≤ δ < 1 such that we have the stability estimate
inf
φ∈Ye,h
‖A−1s Askvh − φ‖Ye ≤ δ‖A−1s Askvh‖Ye (7.7)
for all vh ∈ Xg,h.
The assumption that b is piecewise polynomial seems to be very restric-
tive on first sight. To obtain a better impression on this condition, recall the
applications from Sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2. The first one is the occurrence of
convection-diffusion problems in the discretization of the Navier Stokes equa-
tion. In this case the flow b is also a numerical approximation of the solution
of the Navier-Stokes equation, possibly at a different time step. Thus, it is also
represented in a finite element basis and satisfies the assumptions of the last
theorem. The second application is the distribution of a pollutant in a flow
which corresponds to the vector field b. Typically, this flow field is also a nu-
merical approximation of a flow problem and thus might again be represented
by finite elements.
Proof. For technical reasons, we first introduce another intermediate grid Th′ .
It is obtained from TH by refining each cell s times. Then refining this grid
another t times gives the grid Th, where we assume that s and t are sufficiently
large. Let Ye,h′ be the subset of Ye,h corresponding to the grid Th′ . Now, let
vh ∈ Xg,h be arbitrary and p = R−1Ye Askvh. Recall that Ph and Ph′ are the Ye-
orthogonal projectors onto Ye,h and Ye,h′ respectively. Note that since RYe = As
the projection ph = PhR
−1
Ye
Askvh is given by the variational problem:
〈Asph, wh〉 = 〈Askvh, wh〉 for all wh ∈ Ye,h.
Likewise, the coarser projection ph′ = Ph′R
−1
Ye
Askvh is given by
〈Asph′ , wh′〉 = 〈Askvh, wh′〉 for all wh′ ∈ Ye,h′ .
Thus, we have two solutions of the variational problem with different resolutions.
Since, in order to obtain Th from Th′ , each cell is refined t times the condition
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(5.30) of the Do¨rfler marking is satisfied so that we can apply Theorem 5.3.8 to
obtain
‖p− ph‖2Ye ≤ α˜2‖p− ph′‖2Ye + C˜2osc(Askvh, Th′)2
for some constants 0 ≤ α˜ < 1 and C˜ ≥ 0. If α˜ is not sufficiently small (which
is specified below), we can choose t large enough such that Ye,h is obtained
from Ye,h′ by sufficiently many full refinements so that we can repeatedly apply
the last argument. The occurring oscillation terms osc(Askvh, ·)2 depend on
different grids, however, since αS ≤ αT for any cell S ⊂ T , they decrease with
the grid resolution. Thus, applying n “adaptive” cycles yields
‖p− ph‖2Ye ≤ α2‖p− ph′‖2Ye + C2osc(Askvh, Th′)2, (7.8)
with α = α˜n and C2 ≤ nC˜2. The number n and with it α will be chosen later.
The data error term still depends on vh and ph′ so that we estimate it next.
Its exact expression is
osc(Askvh, Th′)2 =
∑
T∈Th′
α2T ‖(I − P 0T )Askvh‖20;T + α2T ‖(I − P 0T )csph′‖20;T .
By Lemma 7.1.3, the first summand of the right hand side can be estimated by∑
T∈Th′
α2T ‖(I − P 0T )Askvh‖20;T . 2−2s‖Askvh‖2Y ′e = 2−2s‖p‖2Ye ,
where we have used that by construction Ye,h′ is obtained from Ye,H by s re-
finements. The second summand can be treated by∑
T∈Th′
α2T ‖(I − P 0T )csph′‖20;T ≤
∑
T∈Th′
α2T ‖(I − P 0T )cs‖2L∞(T )‖ph′‖20;T
≤
∑
T∈Th′
γ−1α2T ‖(I − P 0T )cs‖2L∞(T )‖ph′‖2Y (T )
≤
(
max
T∈Th′
γ−1α2T ‖(I − P 0T )cs‖2L∞(T )
)
‖p‖2Ye .
Since Th′ is a refinement of TH and αS ≤ αT for S ⊂ T , we obtain∑
T∈Th′
α2T ‖(I − P 0T )csph′‖20;T ≤
(
max
T∈TH
γ−1α2T ‖(I − P 0T )cs‖2L∞(T )
)
‖p‖2Ye
≤ δd‖p‖2Ye .
In conclusion, from ‖p−ph′‖Ye ≤ ‖p‖Ye , the estimate (7.8) and the estimates
of the data error, we obtain
‖p− ph‖2Ye ≤
(
α2 + C22−2s + C2δd
) ‖p‖2Ye . (7.9)
Thus, for sufficiently small α, δd and sufficiently large s, we obtain the estimate
(7.7).
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Corollary 7.1.5. Let all assumptions of Theorem (7.1.4) be satisfied. Let uh
and yh be the solution of the scheme (2.25) with the spaces Y = Ye and X = Xg.
Then we have the error estimate
‖u− uh‖Xg + ‖y − yh‖Ye . inf
ϕ∈Xg,h
‖u− ϕ‖Xg . (7.10)
Proof. The stability condition (7.7) from Theorem 7.1.4 yields the stability con-
dition (7.3) of Corollary 7.1.2 which implies the error estimate (7.10).
Corollary 7.1.6. Let all assumption of Theorem (7.1.4) be satisfied, except
that Ye,h = PmTh,0 for some m ≥ 1. Let uh and yh be the solution of the scheme
(2.25) with the spaces Y = Ye and X = Xg. Then we have the error estimate
‖u− uh‖Xg + ‖y − yh‖Ye . inf
ϕ∈Xg,h
‖u− ϕ‖Xg .
Proof. Let P th be the projector onto PtTh,0 for some integer t. In particular,
P 1h is the projector onto the auxiliary space of Corollary 7.1.5 (there the space
was called Ye,h) and P
m
h is the projector onto Ye,h (as in the definition of this
corollary). As in the proof of Corollary 7.1.5, we have to show the validity of
the assumption (7.3) of Corollary 7.1.2. But this estimate simply follows from
(7.9) in the proof of Corollary 7.1.5 because
‖(I − Pmh )R−1Ye Askvh‖Ye ≤ ‖(I − P 1h )R−1Ye Askvh‖Ye = ‖p− ph‖Ye .
Due to the argument in the proof, which reduces the more general case to the
special case where Ye,h consists of piecewise linear functions, one cannot expect
any better (theoretical) results from this proof by increasing the polynomial
degree. In practice one might, nonetheless, expect a better behavior because
the Y ′e -norm is better resolved for higher degrees.
In case γ = c = 0, i.e. the convection-diffusion operator has no zero order
term, the proof of stability is simpler. Instead of Theorem 5.3.8, we can use
Corollary 5.3.9, which has less restrictive assumptions, to show error reduction.
First, it allows face terms in the right hand side so that we do not need to avoid
them by replacing A by its skew-symmetric part Ask in Corollary 7.1.2. Second,
Corollary 5.3.9 allows approximations of the right hand side which are of any
fixed polynomial degree, as opposed to constants only, so that we can avoid
data errors altogether. An example for modified outflow boundary conditions
is given in the next corollary.
Corollary 7.1.7. Assume that uh and yh are solutions of the scheme (4.42)
with modified outflow boundary condition and that u, y are the corresponding
exact solutions. Let Xg,h = PkTH ,Γ− and Ye,h = PkTh,0 be piecewise polynomials
which are zero in the inflow boundary and on the complete boundary, respec-
tively. Let the grid Th be obtained from TH by r full refinements with suffi-
ciently large r. Furthermore, assume that the coefficient b ∈ P lTH is piecewise
polynomial and c = 0. Then we have the error estimate
‖u− uh‖X− + ‖y − yh‖Ye . inf
ϕ∈Xg,h
‖u− ϕ‖X− .
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Proof. According to Corollary 4.3.9 it suffices to show the stability condition
‖(I − Ph)R−1Ye Avh‖Ye ≤ δ‖R−1Ye Avh‖Ye . (7.11)
Let us abbreviate p = R−1Ye Avh, ph = Php and pH = PHp where Ph and PH are
the Ye-orthogonal projectors onto Ye,h and Xg,h ∩ Ye,h, respectively. Then the
stability condition (7.11) is equivalent to
‖p− ph‖Ye ≤ δ‖p‖Ye . (7.12)
Note that ph and pH are given by the Galerkin projections
〈RYeph, zh〉 = 〈Avh, zh〉 , zh ∈ Ye,h,
〈RYepH , zH〉 = 〈AvH , zH〉 , zH ∈ Xg,h ∩ Ye,h,
respectively. Thus, we can use the error reduction Corollary 5.3.9 to obtain
‖p− ph‖Ye ≤ δ‖p− pH‖Ye
for some 0 ≤ δ < 1. This estimate does not contain any data oscillation terms
because they are zero by the given assumptions. Since I − PH is an orthogonal
projector this estimate yields the stability estimate (7.12).
7.2 Alternative resolution of the Y ′-scalar prod-
uct
The starting point for the stabilization of a variational problem: find u ∈ X
such that
a(u, v) = 〈f, v〉 , v ∈ Y,
considered in this thesis, is to solve the corresponding finite dimensional opti-
mization problem
‖Auh − f‖Y ′ → min, (7.13)
with uh ∈ Xh ⊂ X. The main obstruction for a practical realization is to
evaluate the Y ′-scalar product. Our main strategy has been to approximate it
with either a block system like (2.25), (2.44) or by an iterative scheme as in
(3.36). The advantage of these strategies is that they allow rather complicated
norms for Y as we have e.g. in the case of transport problems. Furthermore, it
turned out to be rather simple to modify these norms as we have investigated
in Chapter 4. The downside is that the resolution of these dual norms creates
a certain computational overhead, although, in Section 7.1 we could prove for
some cases that the additional number of degrees of freedom are bounded by a
constant factor times the number of degrees of freedom for the solution itself.
For more special choices of the test space, like H1(Ω), with eventual bound-
ary conditions, equipped with the energy norm, one can construct alternative
ways to evaluate the Y ′-norm without increasing the number of degrees of free-
dom. The basic idea is taken from [BLP98] where second order elliptic problems
are solved with the aid of a least squares formulation like (7.13) applied to a
mixed formulation. In addition to this paper, which requires that the problem
is well-conditioned in standard Sobolev type norms, we improve their argument
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by some lower bounds from [Ver05] which allows us to choose the energy norm
for the test space and a corresponding graph norm for the trial space. Thus, in
the following, we use a test space Y equivalent to H1ΓD (Ω) with zero traces on
ΓD ⊂ ∂Ω. As a norm, we use the natural extension of the energy norm induced
by As. This allows us to treat several modifications of the boundary conditions,
later.
The approximation of the Y ′-norm is done very much like the error esti-
mators in Chapter 5 which also resolve the Y ′-scalar product of the residual.
However, these error estimators fundamentally rely on Galerkin orthogonality
which is not satisfied for the optimization problem (7.13). As in [BLP98], this
problem can be solved by adding a discrete version of the dual Y ′-norm defined
by
‖g‖Y ′h := sup
06=vh∈Yh
〈g, vh〉
‖vh‖Y (7.14)
to the estimator where Yh ⊂ Y is a finite dimensional subspace. Throughout
this section, we assume that Xh and Yh are conforming finite element spaces
with respect to a graded grid T for which we use the same notations as in
Chapter 5.
Error estimators Aside from the missing Galerkin orthogonality, the error
estimators in Chapter 5 have only be defined for symmetric operators A. How-
ever, we need a variant for unsymmetric problems which is actually contained
in the original definition from [Ver05] and shortly summarized in the following.
In order to simplify the exposition, we also neglect data errors for the coeffi-
cients b and c of the operator A, by assuming them to be polynomial. With
generalizations to modified test spaces, as the ones of Section 4.2.2, in mind, we
allow a nonzero Neumann boundary ΓN .
Now, for any right hand side f ∈ L2(Ω), analogously to (5.22), we define the
cell and face residuals by
RT (uh, f) = f + ∆uh − b · ∇uh − cuh,
RE(uh) =
 [nE · ∇uh]E if E 6⊂ ∂ΩnE · ∇uh if E ⊂ ΓN
0 if E ⊂ ΓD.
(7.15)
We have made the dependence of f explicit because later we plug in both the
exact right hand side f and finite dimensional approximations. Moreover, note
that we have neglected the nonzero Neumann boundary conditions g because
they will not be needed, even in case of free inflow boundary conditions with
non-trivial ΓN . Likewise, as in (5.23), the data error on a cell T is given by
DT = (f − fh)|T , (7.16)
where fh|T is the best L2(T )-approximation of f by the polynomials Pr for
some fixed r > 0, i.e.
fh|T = argmin
ϕ∈Pr
‖f − ϕ‖0;T . (7.17)
With these cell and face residuals, analogously to (5.24), we can now define the
cell wise error indicator
ηT (uh, f)
2 := α2T ‖RT (uh, f)‖20;T +
∑
E∈E;E⊂∂T
−1/2αE‖RE(uh)‖20;E (7.18)
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and data error
θ2T = α
2
T ‖f − fh‖20;T . (7.19)
With these definitions, we obtain the following results, see [Ver05].
Lemma 7.2.1. Let fh be defined by (7.17) and assume that the cell wise error
estimators ηT (·, ·) and data errors θT are defined by (7.18) and (7.19), respec-
tively. Then for the Cle´ment-type interpolation operator Ih from (5.6) one has
〈Auh − f, (I − Ih)v〉 .
{∑
T∈T
ηT (uh, fh)
2 + θ2T
}1/2
‖v‖Y
for all uh ∈ Xh and v ∈ Y .
Proof. The proof of the statement is identically contained in the proof of Theo-
rem 5.2.2 with the respective replacements in the definitions of the estimators.
Also note that for this result no Galerkin orthogonality is needed.
The following result has been shown in [Ver05].
Lemma 7.2.2. Let fh be defined by (7.17) and assume that the cell wise error
estimators ηT (·, ·) and data errors θT are defined by (7.18) and (7.19), respec-
tively. Then for all uh ∈ Xh, we have∑
T∈T
ηT (uh, fh)
2 . ‖Auh − f‖2Y ′ +
∑
T∈T
θ2T .
Proof. The proof is identical to the one of Theorem 5.3.7 with the respective
replacements in the definitions of the error estimators. Note that contrary to
the proofs of the upper bounds of the error estimators, this lemma does not use
Galerkin orthogonality.
An alternative optimization problem The last two lemmas are variants
of some results from Chapter 5 in the context of this section. With these gen-
eralizations, we are now prepared to find alternative possibilities to evaluate
the residual ‖Auh − f‖Y ′ . The following upper bound for the residual is essen-
tially due to [BLP98] with some modifications for the energy norm according to
[Ver05].
Lemma 7.2.3. Assume that the cell wise error indicators ηT (·, ·) and data
errors θT are given by (7.18) and (7.19), respectively. Then for uh ∈ Xh and
f ∈ L2(Ω) the residual can be estimated by
‖Auh − f‖2Y ′ . ‖Auh − f‖2Y ′h +
∑
T∈T
ηT (uh, f)
2 + θ2T .
Proof. Note that
〈Auh − f, v〉 = 〈Auh − f, Ihv〉+ 〈Auh − f, v − Ihv〉 , (7.20)
where Ih is the Cle´ment type interpolation operator onto the finite element
space Xh defined in (5.6). According to the definition of the discrete version of
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the Y ′-norm and since according to Lemma 5.1.1 the interpolation operator Ih
is bounded the first term can be estimated by
〈Auh − f, Ihv〉 . ‖Auh − f‖Y ′h‖v‖Y . (7.21)
From Lemma 7.2.1, we conclude that
〈Auh − f, v − Ihv〉 .
{∑
T∈T
ηT (uh, f)
2 + θ2T
}1/2
‖v‖Y , (7.22)
where we have used that ηT (uh, fh)
2 . ηT (uh, f)2 + θ2T . Combining (7.21) and
(7.22), we obtain the statement of this proposition.
In addition to the results of [BLP98], by using the lower estimates of the
a-posteriori error estimators from [Ver05], one can prove the following lower
bound.
Lemma 7.2.4. Assume that the cell wise error indicators ηT (·, ·) and data
errors θT are given by (7.18) and (7.19), respectively. Then for uh ∈ Xh the
residual satisfies the lower estimate:
‖Auh − f‖2Y ′h +
∑
T∈T
ηT (uh, f)
2 . ‖Auh − f‖2Y ′ +
∑
T∈T
θ2T .
Proof. Obviously, we have
‖Auh − f‖Y ′h = sup
06=vh∈Yh
〈Auh − f, vh〉
‖vh‖Y ≤ sup06=v∈Y
〈Auh − f, v〉
‖v‖Y = ‖Auh − f‖Y
′ .
Thus, it remains to show that the sum of the ηT (uh, f) is bounded by the residual
plus data errors which follows from Lemma 7.2.2 and ηT (uh, f) . ηT (uh, fh) +
θT .
If we assume for a moment that the right hand side is piecewise polynomial
on the grid T , the data error terms vanish, so that from the last two lemmas
we obtain the following equivalence of the residual:
‖Auh − f‖2Y ′ . ‖Auh − f‖2Y ′h +
∑
T∈T
ηT (uh, fh)
2 . ‖Auh − f‖2Y ′ .
By this motivation, instead of (7.13), we can solve the optimization problem
‖Auh − f‖2Y ′h +
∑
T∈T
ηT (uh, f)
2 → min, (7.23)
now also for general right hand side f in L2(Ω), which is closely related to
the least-squares methods in [BLP98]. The next proposition provides an error
estimate for this scheme.
Proposition 7.2.5. Assume that f ∈ L2(Ω) and that uh solves the optimization
problem (7.23). Then for the choice Y = Ye with zero boundary conditions, we
have the error estimate:
‖u− uh‖Xg . inf
ϕ∈Xh
‖u− ϕ‖Xg +
{∑
T∈T
θ2T
}1/2
.
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Proof. According to the well-conditioned mapping property of the operator A
and using Lemma 7.2.3, we have
‖u− uh‖2Xg = ‖Auh − f‖2Y ′e . ‖Auh − f‖2Y ′h +
∑
T∈T
ηT (uh, f)
2 +
∑
T∈T
θ2T .
Note that the first two terms of the right hand side are exactly the optimization
problem (7.23) so that from the definition of uh it follows that for all ϕ ∈ Xh
we have
‖u− uh‖2Xg . ‖Aϕ− f‖2Y ′h +
∑
T∈T
ηT (ϕ, f)
2 +
∑
T∈T
θ2T .
To finish the proof, we essentially reverse the arguments so far. Thus, lemma
7.2.4 yields
‖u− uh‖2Xg . ‖Aϕ− f‖2Y ′e +
∑
T∈T
θ2T
= ‖u− ϕ‖2Xg +
∑
T∈T
θ2T .
Since ϕ ∈ Xh is arbitrary this finishes the proof.
In comparison to the last proposition, in [BLP98] it is shown that
‖u− uh‖1 . hγ−1‖u‖Hγ
for elliptic problems that are well-conditioned in H1(Ω) with additional bound-
ary conditions. The major new ingredient to improve this result, used in the
last Proposition, is the lower bound in Lemma (7.2.4) which enables us to show
that the error is, up to a constant, the best approximation error. Note that this
is essential for the problems treated in this section because it is not clear that
Hγ regularity is the natural smoothness class to classify the convergence rates
of approximation the graph norm Xg.
Analogous to Proposition 7.2.5, we obtain a similar result for modified out-
flow boundary conditions.
Corollary 7.2.6. Let Xh ⊂ X− and Yh = Xh∩Ye, where X− is the space from
the variational formulation (4.35) with modified outflow boundary conditions.
Assume that f ∈ L2(Ω) and that uh ∈ Xh solves the optimization-problem
‖Auh − f‖2Y ′h + µ‖uh‖
2
YΓ+
+
∑
T∈T
ηT (uh, f)
2 → min . (7.24)
Then, we have the error estimate:
‖u− uh‖X− . inf
ϕ∈Xh
‖u− ϕ‖X− +
{∑
T∈T
θ2T
}1/2
.
Realization In order to devise a numerical scheme to solve the optimization
problem (7.23) the major obstruction is, again, to evaluate the ‖ · ‖Y ′h -norm.
However, the advantage over the resolution of the Y ′-norm itself is that the
definition of the Y ′h-norm involves only finitely many test functions so that we
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are faced with a finite dimensional problem. Note that for the current prob-
lem the stability is guaranteed by the addition of the local error estimators∑
T∈T ηT (uh, f)
2 to the optimization functional.
For the evaluation of the ‖ · ‖Y ′h -norm, we can employ a suitable Riesz map.
However, a little care must be taken, since the norm is defined only with a finite
dimensional test space, whereas we apply it to functionals in Y ′ which is the
dual of the infinite dimensional space Y . To this end, as in [BLP98], we define
the map R−1Y ′h : Y
′ → Yh by〈
RY
(
R−1Y ′h f
)
, vh
〉
= 〈f, vh〉 , vh ∈ Yh.
Then one easily verifies that for all f ∈ Y ′ one has
‖f‖Y ′h = ‖R−1Y ′h f‖Y . (7.25)
Namely, for wh = R
−1
Y ′h
f , we have
‖wh‖2Y = 〈f, wh〉 ≤ sup
0 6=vh∈Yh
〈f, vh〉
‖vh‖Y ‖wh‖Y = ‖f‖Y
′
h
‖wh‖Y .
Thus, dividing by ‖wh‖Y yields the upper bound of (7.25). The lower bound is
obtained by
‖f‖Y ′h = sup
06=vh∈Yh
〈RY wh, vh〉
‖vh‖Y ≤ ‖wh‖Y .
Now, with the aid of (7.25), we find that the optimization problem (7.23) is
equivalent to the normal equations: find uh ∈ Xh such that〈
R−1Yh (Auh − f) , Avh
〉
+
∑
T∈T
D
(
ηT (uh, fh)
2
)
(vh) = 0, vh ∈ Xh, (7.26)
where D
(
ηT (uh, fh)
2
)
(vh) is the derivative of ηT (uh, fh)
2 with respect to uh
applied to the test function vh which, according to the definition (7.18), is given
by
D
(
ηT (uh, fh)
2
)
(vh) := α
2
T (RT (uh, f), RT (vh, 0))0;T
+
∑
E∈E;E⊂∂T
−1/2αE(RE(uh), RE(vh))20;E ,
with RT (·, ·) and RE(·) defined in (7.15). Note that these derivatives just con-
sist of L2-inner products on the cells and faces so that they can be easily im-
plemented.
Following the lines of Section 2.4, we can treat the inverse operator R−1Yh
in (7.26) by defining yh := R
−1
Yh
(Auh − f) and solve the corresponding block
system
〈yh, Avh〉+
∑
T∈T
D
(
ηT (uh, fh)
2
)
(vh) = 0, vh ∈ Xh
〈Auh, zh〉 − 〈RY yh, zh〉 = 〈f, zh〉 , zh ∈ Yh = Xh,
(7.27)
instead.
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The paper [BLP98] also suggests some alternative possibilities. First, if one
implements the normal equations (7.26) by a matrix free iterative scheme, one
just needs a routine for the application of R−1Yh instead of a block system. Fur-
thermore, in (7.25) a norm equivalence instead of an equality would be sufficient.
This allows other definitions of the map R−1Yh . For example, suitable precondi-
tioners are an interesting option for which the application of R−1Yh is especially
cheap.
In summary, we have seen that for some special choices of the test space
Y , we can devise efficient numerical schemes to solve the least squares problem
(7.13) without the need of any finite dimensional test spaces Yh, that are larger
than Xh itself. Depending on the implementation, not even an auxiliary variable
for the evaluation of the Y ′-scalar product is necessary.
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Chapter 8
Overview of the code
This chapter is a brief introduction to the code that is used for the numerical
experiments in this thesis. Since all those experiments are based on finite el-
ements one needs a good finite element library whose major requirements are
twofold:
1. It must be flexible enough to allow all constructions presented in this
thesis. Especially, it must provide block systems and the possibility to
assemble Galerkin matrices with trial and test spaces on different grids.
Moreover, the adaptive handling of grids and the implementation of all
error estimators must be possible.
2. It should be simple and efficient to implement all the slightly modified
schemes presented. Here, the major obstruction is that it is generally
hard to define common interfaces for all those slightly different schemes.
The implementation is based on the deal.II finite element library. This is
a fairly complex finite element library which easily satisfies all needs of the
first requirement. The drawback is that it operates at a rather low level of
abstraction so that it does not satisfy the second requirement out of the box.
To this end, the deal.II library has been extended by a new interface which
operates at a higher level of abstraction. For example, many elementary tasks
one has to face when using deal.II directly such as treatment of the sparsity
structure of matrices, boundary values, hanging nodes and quadrature formulas
have been completely automated. The result is that most schemes presented in
this thesis can be written in a short script like way. Using deal.II directly would
generally need considerably longer programs.
Despite the simplicity one should not forget about the first requirement. Of
course its satisfaction is much simpler for the extension presented here than for
most other finite element tools because it has been written with the schemes
presented in this theses in mind. Nonetheless, when the functionality of the
extension is insufficient one can always access the underlying deal.II objects
and thus unlock the full power of this library.
For all the code a doxygen documentation is available. But as such a ref-
erence documentation is generally not a good introduction, we briefly consider
two examples in this section.
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8.1 Poisson problem
As a first example, we solve a simple Poisson problem.
−∆u = 1 in Ω = [0, 1]2 ⊂ R2,
u = 0 on ∂Ω.
First, we have to include the necessary header files which contain the extensions
of the deal.II library:
#include "../ include/CDSpace.h"
#include "../ include/CDFunction.h"
#include "../ include/CDOperator.h"
#include "../ include/CDVector.h"
#include "../ include/CDMatrix.h"
#include "../ include/CDAssemble.h"
#include "../ include/CDSolve.h"
#include "../ include/CDPlot.h"
#include "../ include/CDEstimate.h"
All objects and functions that we need are contained in the namespace cd (for
convection-diffusion) so we invoke
using namespace cd;
The rest of the simple example goes into the main-function:
int main ()
{
In the deal.II library most objects depend on the problem dimension which is
given as a template parameter. This property is inherited by the objects in the
cd namespace. So we declare:
const unsigned int dim = 2;
As a next step, we have to define the problem we want to solve. Here, it
essentially consists of the Laplace operator and the right hand side so that we
define them by:
const double epsilon=1, b=0, c=0;
// Bilinear form
// epsilon(nabla u, nabla v) + ((b,b) nabla u, v) + c (u,v)
Operator <dim > laplace_operator = ConstantOperator <dim >(epsilon , b, c);
const double rhs_value = 1;
FeFunction <dim > rhs_function = FeConstantFunction <dim >( rhs_value );
Objects of the class Operator<dim> essentially store pointers to function objects
corresponding to the coefficients of operators for general linear PDEs of second
order. These function objects must implement a corresponding interface pro-
vided by the deal.II library. Thus, the exact type is not known to the Operator<dim>
object. In order to obtain a convenient way of constructing these functions a
factory design pattern is used, see e.g. [GHJV95]. To put it shortly, one defines
objects, like in our case ConstantOperator<dim>, whose purpose is to provide methods
which create the function objects stored in Operator<dim>. In this way, for exam-
ple, objects of the class ConstantOperator<dim> create functions for the Operator<dim>
object which represent constant functions (in the mathematical sense).
The FeFunction<dim> objects work very much the same way as the Operator<dim>
objects. As they only contain a single function, one could use the functions of
the deal.II library directly. However they contain additional information on the
minimal requirements for applying quadrature rules. As this holds for all objects
which represent functions and appear in integrals, the library can automatically
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determine reasonable quadrature formula for most integrals, like e.g. the ones
used for assembling matrices and vectors.
Next, we need a finite element space which is defined in the following way
const unsigned int degree = 1, level = 1;
FeSpace <dim > fe_space(ContinuousZeroBoundary <dim >(degree , level ));
Again the pattern is the same as for the operators and functions: objects of
type FeSpace<dim> contain pointers on several deal.II objects associated with the
grid and finite element shape functions. As deal.II grids are quadrilateral it uses
constraints for hanging nodes which are condensed into the system of equations.
Boundary values are treated in a similar way. To this end, the FeSpace<dim> ob-
jects also store some data corresponding to the hanging nodes and boundary
conditions so that the user generally does not have to care for them. As be-
fore, all this data is initialized with a factory pattern. One can think about
the FeSpace<dim> objects as finite element spaces in the mathematical sense with
all constraints and boundary conditions build into the space which is somewhat
different than the implementation in the deal.II library where the finite element
spaces are represented by a bunch of more elementary objects. To this end, the
definition of the finite element space should resemble the usual mathematical
notation like e.g.
Xh = PkT ,ΓD ,
which is defined in (1). In mathematical texts expressions like PkT ,0 are typ-
ically defined globally and uniquely define a finite element space. In anal-
ogy to this mathematical notion the library defines some factory objects like
ContinuousZeroBoundary<dim>(degree, level) in our case which also completely specify
the finite element space.
The next essential ingredient are the matrices and vectors for the discretiza-
tion which are defined by
FeMat <dim > stiffness_matrix(fe_space );
FeVec <dim > rhs_vector(fe_space );
FeVec <dim > solution(fe_space );
Again the FeMat<dim> and FeVec<dim> classes are a convenience interface to the corre-
sponding classes of the deal.II library. Generally, the coefficient vector does not
make any sense without the corresponding set of basis functions which, in our
case, are given by the finite element space. In fact in most cases one needs the
function defined by the finite elements and coefficients instead of the coefficient
vector alone. Thus, each of the FeVec<dim> objects stores a pointer to the cor-
responding finite element space. In many cases this will shorten the argument
list of functions which manipulate these vectors. The FeMat<dim> matrix objects
behave analogously. In addition, based on the information of the finite element
space, they also automatically take care of the correct sparsity pattern.
Finally, we need a vector that stores the error estimates. Since it is not a
coefficient vector of a finite element space, we use a deal.II vector:
Vector <float > error_estimate;
As suggested by the documentation of the deal.II library the error estimates
are only stored as float values because their only use is in the Do¨rfler marking
(5.30) for which this accuracy is generally sufficient.
Now, we have defined all objects we need so that we can start the adaptive
cycle. For simplicity, we use a fixed number of adaption steps.
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unsigned int number_of_adaptive_cycles = 5;
for(unsigned int cycle = 0; cycle < number_of_adaptive_cycles; ++ cycle)
{
Now, if we are not in the first adaptive cycle, we have a valid solution from
the last cycle. Thus, we can use this information to adapt the grid which is
done by the following lines:
if(cycle != 0)
{
kelly_error_estimator(solution , error_estimate );
const double refine_fraction = 0.5, coarsen_fraction = 0.0;
fe_space.mark(error_estimate , refine_fraction , coarsen_fraction );
fe_space.refine ();
}
The kelly_error_estimator is a simple error estimator build into the deal.II library
which contains essentially the face estimates contained in the estimator (5.24).
The next command applies a Do¨rfler marking (5.30) and then the grid is actually
refined.
After refinement, as well as in the first adaptive cycle, we have to resize all
matrices and vectors by
stiffness_matrix.resize ();
rhs_vector.resize ();
solution.resize ();
The information on the new sizes in taken from the stored pointers to the finite
element spaces. Since these spaces are known, all the treatment of the sparsity,
which has do be done manually in deal.II, is automated for the FeMat<dim> objects.
Now, as all matrices and vectors have the correct size, we can assemble the
stiffness matrix and right hand side vector
assemble <dim >( stiffness_matrix , laplace_operator );
assemble <dim >( rhs_vector , rhs_function );
Here again, we benefit from the fact that the matrices and vectors store pointers
to the corresponding finite element spaces so that the argument lists of such
functions become rather short.
Next, we solve the discrete system
condense_constraints(stiffness_matrix , solution , rhs_vector );
solve_umfpack(stiffness_matrix , solution , rhs_vector );
The first command is necessary because of the way deal.II treats hanging nodes
and boundary conditions. Actually, during assembly the hanging nodes and
boundary conditions are not taken into account at all. Then before solving the
discrete system they are condensed into it which changes the matrices and vec-
tors. For more details on the exact procedure see the deal.II documentation.
Afterwards, the solve_umfpack command solves the modified linear system. To this
end, for simplicity, the direct linear solver umfpack is used. This is fast enough
for all the small examples in this theses while having the advantage that ones
does not need to care on preconditioners for all the various stabilization tech-
niques. However, one could also easily use a preconditioned conjugate gradient
method, instead. The condensation is made explicit so that the solve routine
does not have any side effects.
Finally, the solution is plotted using
plot(solution , "output/solution", cycle , gnuplot );
The following lines are just a simple exercise how to access the underlying deal.II
objects:
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// Exercise
solution ->print(std::cout);
std::cout << "number of degrees of freedom: "
<< fe_space.dof_h (). n_dofs ()
<< std::endl;
As many deal.II classes have a rather complex interface generally the deal.II
functionality is not available in the classes discussed so far. Instead it is always
possible to easily access the underlying deal.II objects. For all objects which
just add some convenience functionality to one specific deal.II class one can
access the corresponding deal.II object just as one would dereference a pointer.
In this sense the newly defined objects behave similar to pointers to deal.II
objects. This is comparable to common C++ implementations of iterators: they
typically behave like pointers to a single element of the container. In addition,
they provide some extra functionality used for iteration. In the example, the
print method of the underlying deal.II object is called which is accessed by the
-> dereference operator. This method takes a stream as argument to which the
vector is written.
Other objects like FeSpace<dim> contain many different deal.II objects so that
for a dereference operator it is not clear which deal.II object this would yield.
In this case multiple methods which return a reference to the deal.II objects
are available. For example in the second command of the last code listing the
dof_h method of the fe_space object returns a reference to an object of the deal.II
type DoFHandler<dim>. For this object the n_dofs method is called which returns the
number of degrees of freedom of the finite element space. The access methods
of the FeSpace<dim> class have the specialty that they only return const references.
This guarantees that all deal.II objects which it refers to are synchronized.
Finally, we have to end the adaptive loop and then the program:
}
return 0;
}
8.2 Convection-diffusion problems
As a second example, we write a program for solving the simple model problem
(4.3) with the scheme of Section 4.3.2 where the test space is equipped with the
energy norm and the outflow boundary condition is modified.
As before, we first need to include the necessary header files and import the
namespace cd:
#include "../ include/CDSpace.h"
#include "../ include/CDFunction.h"
#include "../ include/CDOperator.h"
#include "../ include/CDVector.h"
#include "../ include/CDMatrix.h"
#include "../ include/CDAssemble.h"
#include "../ include/CDSolve.h"
#include "../ include/CDPlot.h"
using namespace cd;
Since we use block systems which are indexed by integers, we define an enum in
order to obtain more meaningful names for the blocks
enum Spaces {trial , aux};
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Thus, trial corresponds to the index of the trial space and the solution u of the
convection-diffusion problem and aux corresponds to the index of the auxiliary
space and the variable y.
As we also need the adjoint and the symmetric part of the system operator,
we collect them in the following struct:
template <unsigned int dim >
struct ConDiffOperator : Operator <dim >
{
ConDiffOperator(double epsilon , double b, double c) :
Operator <dim >( ConstantOperator <dim >(epsilon , b, c)),
adjoint(ConstantOperator <dim >(epsilon , -b, c)),
sym(ConstantOperator <dim >(epsilon , 0, c))
{}
Operator <dim > adjoint;
Operator <dim > sym;
};
Because ConDiffOperator<dim> is a descendant of Operator<dim>, we can use it as the
Laplace operator in Section 8.1. In addition, it has two member variables for
the adjoint and symmetric part which are again operators.
Now, we proceed as for the Poisson problem:
int main ()
{
const unsigned int dim = 2;
const unsigned int n_blocks = 2;
// --- Define the pde ---
const double epsilon =1e-5, b=1, c=1;
// Bilinear form
// epsilon(nabla u, nabla v) + ((b,b)^T nabla u, v) + c (u,v)
ConDiffOperator <dim > condiff_operator(epsilon , b, c);
const double rhs_value = 1;
FeFunction <dim > rhs_function = FeConstantFunction <dim >( rhs_value );
The only difference is that the operator is now of type ConDiffOperator<dim> instead
of Operator<dim> for the reasons discussed before.
Next, we define the finite element spaces:
const unsigned int degree = 1, level = 4;
FeBlockSpace <dim > fe_block_space(n_blocks );
fe_block_space.set_block(trial , ContinuousZeroBoundaryFlow <dim >(
degree ,
level ,
condiff_operator ,
free_outflow ));
fe_block_space.set_block(aux , ContinuousZeroBoundary <dim >(
degree , level +1));
This time, we use the class FeBlockSpace<dim> which is essentially a container for
FeSpace<dim> objects. The method set_block constructs the FeSpace<dim> object for
the given block with the given factory object. Here, is another difference to
the Poisson problem: for the trial space the Dirichlet boundary conditions are
only imposed on the inflow boundary. To this end, we use the factory object
ContinuousZeroBoundaryFlow<dim> which takes besides the degree and level two addi-
tional arguments. The first is the operator which is needed to determine the
inflow and outflow boundary. The second is an enum which can be either free_inflow
or free_outflow indicating whether Dirichlet boundary conditions are applied to
the outflow or inflow boundary, respectively. Before we actually use the finite
element spaces, we need to call
fe_block_space.update ();
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so that all internal data of the blocks are up to date. As a next step, we
define the matrices and vectors. Also for this task suitable block structures are
available. First, we define the zero structure encoded as a vector of boolean
values in row-wise order
bool zero_structure [4] = {1,1,1,1};
Note that this overhead is necessary because the underlying objects of the deal.II
library require that the sparsity structure of all blocks is set up correctly before
one can actually assemble the matrices. Since the sparsity structure is generally
different for zero blocks than for nonzero blocks, we have to provide this infor-
mation before we assemble the nonzero blocks. Next, we define the matrices
and vectors themselves.
FeBlockMat <dim > system_matrix;
FeBlockVec <dim > solution;
FeBlockVec <dim > rhs_vector;
and resize them according to the finite element spaces
system_matrix.resize(fe_block_space , zero_structure );
solution.resize(fe_block_space );
rhs_vector.resize(fe_block_space );
Assembling the system matrix and right hand side vector works exactly as for
the Poisson problem
const double boundary_penalty_weight = epsilon;
assemble_boundary(system_matrix.block(trial , trial),
boundary_penalty_weight );
assemble <dim >( system_matrix.block(trial , aux),
condiff_operator.adjoint );
assemble <dim >( system_matrix.block(aux , trial), condiff_operator );
assemble <dim >( system_matrix.block(aux , aux), condiff_operator.sym);
system_matrix ->block(aux , aux) *= -1;
Note that by our definition of the ConDiffOperator<dim> class we can now conve-
niently assemble matrices for the adjoint and symmetric part of the convection-
diffusion operator. The method block returns an object whose interface is a
base class of the FeMat<dim> and FeVec<dim> classes and can be used very much the
same way. The function assemble_boundary assembles the L2 mass matrix on the
free outflow boundary and multiplies it with the scalar factor which is given
as the second argument. Finally, one block has to be multiplied by −1. As
the matrix object that we are currently using does not provide such a method,
we have to use the corresponding method of the underlying deal.II library. As
usual, we can access this method by using the overloaded dereferencing oper-
ator -> which returns a pointer to the underlying deal.II block matrix. Thus,
the method block belongs to this deal.II block matrix instead of the FeBlockMat<dim>
object system_matrix. This block method then returns a reference to a deal.II sparse
matrix which has overloaded the *= operator which scales the matrix.
The rest works exactly as for the Poisson problem: one condenses the con-
straints for the hanging nodes and boundary conditions into the linear system
which is then solved. Afterwards the solution is plotted.
// --- Solve the system ---
condense_constraints <dim >( system_matrix , solution , rhs_vector );
solve_umfpack(system_matrix , solution , rhs_vector );
plot(solution.block(trial), "output/solution", gnuplot );
return 0;
}
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Chapter 9
Summary
In this thesis, we have considered stabilisation methods for convection-diffusion
and transport problems. The main starting point for the stabilizations consid-
ered are well-conditioned variational formulations. However, unlike symmetric
problems, it is generally not clear which functional analytic frameworks are ap-
propriate. In Chapter 2, we have seen that we can prescribe either the trial
or the test space. Then, the remaining space is fixed by imposing the well-
conditioned mapping property. We have discussed some possible choices for
transport and convection-diffusion problems. However, if these spaces are not
chosen carefully, numerical schemes based on these frameworks show strong ar-
tifacts. One major criterion for avoiding such artifacts for convection-diffusion
problems, which we have discussed in Chapter 4, is the use of spaces with norms
that yield reasonable schemes for the reduced problem in the limit → 0.
With the aid of such well-conditioned variational formulations, we have con-
structed numerical schemes which essentially solve the normal equations of
‖Auh − f‖Y ′ → min .
A minimizer uh ∈ Xh of this optimization problem is up to a constant a best
approximation to the solution. Since Y ′ is usually a dual norm, we cannot
implement this scheme directly. Instead, we need an approximation of the Y ′-
scalar product. To this end, we have constructed block systems in Chapter 2
and for transport problems an iterative scheme in Section 3.4. In more special
settings, one can also use techniques based on a-posteriori error estimators, as
shown in Section 7.2. For all such schemes, the quality of the Y ′-scalar product
approximation determines the amount of stabilization. We have developed a-
priori and a-posteriori criteria for this approximation quality in order to obtain
schemes which yield, up to constants, a best approximation of the solution.
Since the variational formulations for convection-diffusion problems, con-
sidered in this thesis, are well-conditioned, we can apply residual based error
estimators for steering adaptive solvers. Based on the results of [Ver05] such
estimators have been developed for some stabilization schemes discussed in this
thesis. One fundamental ingredient for the theory of adaptive schemes in the
symmetric case is an error reduction, i.e. the error is reduced by at least a factor
smaller than one for each adaption step. Section 6.4 provides a counterexample
showing that such an error reduction cannot be expected for convection-diffusion
problems.
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Based on the theory of adaptive finite element methods for the symmetric
case, in Chapter 7 an a-priori convergence theory for some stabilization tech-
niques for convection-diffusion problems is presented. Especially, the number
of degrees of freedom for the approximation of the Y ′-scalar product can be
bounded by the number of degrees of freedom for the solution itself. Moreover,
for some special variational formulations, the use of error estimators also allows
an efficient approximation of the Y ′-scalar product.
Appendix A
Spaces
This appendix summarizes some notations for the various operators and spaces.
Decomposition of the boundary
Γ− Inflow boundary (1.11)
Γ0 Characteristic boundary (1.11)
Γ+ Outflow boundary (1.11)
Sobolev spaces
H1Γ(Ω) Functions in H1 with vanishing trace on Γ ⊂ Ω p. v
Generic setting
X Generic trial space with norm (RX ·, ·)1/2 Section 2.2
Y Generic test space with norm (RY ·, ·)1/2 Section 2.2
A Generic operator, such that Section 2.2
A : X → Y ′ is an isomorphism
Energy norm for the test space
Ye H
1
0 (Ω) with energy-norm as(·, ·)1/2 (2.17)
Xg H
1
0 (Ω) with graph-norm ‖A · ‖Y ′e (2.17)
Energy norm for the trial space
Xe H
1
0 (Ω) with energy-norm as(·, ·)1/2 (2.38)
Yg H
1
0 (Ω) with graph-norm ‖ · ‖Yg = ‖A∗ · ‖X′e (2.38)
which is equivalent to ‖ · ‖Y ′g = ‖A−1 · ‖Xe
Energy norm for test space with free inflow
Yi H
1
Γ+
(Ω) with energy-norm as(·, ·)1/2 (4.14), (4.15)
Xi H
1
0 (Ω) with graph-norm ‖A · ‖Y ′i (4.17)
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Energy norm for test space with free outflow
R+ Riesz map for H
1/2
00 (Γ+ ∪ Γ0) (4.33)
YΓ+ H
1/2
00 (Γ+ ∪ Γ0) with norm induced by R+ (4.33)
Y− Ye × [H1/200 (Γ+ ∪ Γ0)]′ with the norm (4.35)
‖[u, b]‖2Y− = ‖u‖2Ye + (R−1+ b, b)
X− H1Γ−(Ω) with graph norm ‖A− · ‖Y ′− (4.31), (4.38)
A− Isomorphism from X− to Y− (4.35)
defined by A−u = [Au, u|Γ+∪Γ0 ]
Energy norm for trial space with free inflow
R− Riesz map for H
1/2
00 (Γ− ∪ Γ0) p. 81
Y+ Ye ×H1/200 (Γ− ∪ Γ0) with the norm (4.56)
‖[u, b]‖2Y+ = ‖u‖2Ye + (R−b, b)
X+ H
1
Γ+
(Ω) with graph norm ‖A+ · ‖Y ′+ (4.56)
A+ Isomorphism from X+ to Y+ (4.54)
defined by duality
Transport problem with L2(T ) as test space
Yte L2(T ) with norm ‖ · ‖0 p. 43
Xtg The set clos‖·‖Xtg
{
u ∈ C∞ : u|Γ− = 0
}
(3.2), (3.3)
with graph norm ‖ · ‖Xtg = ‖A0 · ‖0
A0 Transport operator (3.1)
Transport problem with L2(T ) as trial space
Xte L2(T ) with norm ‖ · ‖0 (3.25)
Ytg The set clos‖·‖Ytg
{
u ∈ C∞ : u|Γ+ = 0
}
(3.25)
with graph norm ‖ · ‖Ytg = ‖A∗t · ‖0
At Transport operator defined by duality (3.22)
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